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Abstract
We report a measurement of the spin-dependent asymmetries AT' and ATL' in 3 HIe(e,e')
quasielastic scattering at momentum transfer Q2 - 0.2(GeV/c) 2 and beam energy
370 MeV. The data were acquired at the MIT-Bates Linear Accelerator Center using a
metastability-exchange optically-pumped polarized 3 He gas target, with which an average luminosity of - 1033cm- 2 s-1 and an average polarization of 37% was achieved.
The scattered electrons were detected in single-arm mode with the One Hundred Inch
Proton Spectrometer (OHIPS) and the Medium Energy Pion Spectrometer (MEPS),
each equipped with an x-y drift chamber, three planes of plastic scintillators, and a
Cerenkov detector. Two spectrometers were used to measure both responses simultaneously. Background from the target walls varied between 5% and 15%. As a check of

the experimental procedure, a sample of elastic data was also collected. The experiment improves the statistical precision of the existing quasielastic data set by a factor
of three.
The result for the transverse asymmetry,-10.921.23(stat.)0.81(syst.)%,
is well
reproduced by recent calculations based on the Plane Wave Impulse Approximation
(PWIA). The magnetic elastic form factor of the neutron, GM, was extracted from the
data using the PWIA models. The result agrees with the dipole prediction as well as
with data obtained in elastic electron scattering from deuterium at comparable Q2 .
The transverse-longitudinal asymmetry, ATLI, was determined to be +1.60 ±
0.55(stat.)±0.12(syst.)%. The PWIA prediction for ATLI ranges from 2.1% and 2.9%,
where the variation is due to the uncertainty in the nucleon-nucleon potential, nucleon
form factors, and off-shell prescription. The overprediction of the data by 1-2.5a may
indicate that final-state interactions (or other processes) play an important role for the
inclusive reaction mechanism at this Q2, as has been observed for the unpolarized longitudinal response function. In the absence of a theory for this reaction which includes
final-state interactions, no reliable extraction of the neutron electric form factor. GE,
is possible at present at this Q2 .
Thesis Supervisor: Richard G. Milner
Title: Associate Professor, Department of Physics
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Chapter

1

Physics Motivation
1.1

Introduction

This thesis reports a measurement of two polarization observables, the spin-dependent asymmetries AT' and ATL,, in inclusive quasielastic electron scattering from polarized Helium-3
at four-momentum transfer Q2 - 0.2 (GeV/c) 2 . The data were collected at the MIT-Bates
Linear Accelerator Center using an optically-pumped polarized 3 He gas target and two
magnetic spectrometers, OHIPS and MEPS.
What makes the measurement of these observables interesting? There are essentially two
answers. First, the measurement of spin observables provides additional information about
a nuclear system compared to unpolarized experiments. This is particularly interesting in
the case of the three-body system as its ground state wave function is in principle exactly
calculable in a non-relativistic framework via the Faddeev technique. The nuclear structure
is thus well understood, which permits sensitive tests of our understanding of the reaction
mechanism. Electron scattering is a clean experimental probe because the leptonic piece
of the interaction is very well understood in the framework of quantum electrodynamics
and the interaction is relatively weak so that it lends itself to a perturbative treatment.
For unpolarized inclusive electron scattering from 3 He, information about the nuclear system is completely contained in two nuclear response functions: the longitudinal response,
RL, and the transverse response, RT [1]. The description of the reaction in Plane Wave
Impulse Approximation (PWIA), which ignores effects of final-state interactions (FSI) and
meson-exchange currents (MEC), leads to good agreement with the transverse response in
the quasielastic regime (single-nucleon knockout), whereas the experimental longitudinal
response is considerably suppressed with respect to the theoretical prediction at low Q2
[2,3]. Recent more sophisticated treatments of the trinucleon continuum [4-6] have shown
that this suppression can be explained by FSI of the ejected nucleons.
When polarization degrees of freedom are taken into account, two additional response
functions are necessary to describe the cross section: a modified transverse response, RT',
and an interference term between longitudinal and transverse multipoles, RTL' [1]. Experimentally, these functions are best determined by measuring the associated spin-dependent
asymmetries, T', and ATL.
At present, it is an open question both from a theoretical
and an experimental point of view whether similar deviations from PWIA occur for these
spin-dependent responses as in the unpolarized case.
13
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The second and probably more interesting motivation for the measurement of the inclusive 3 He asymmetries is the fact that they are expected to be sensitive to the elastic
form factors of the neutron. The 3 He ground state is dominated by the spatially symmetric
S-state in which the spins of the two protons are antialigned to satisfy the Pauli principle so that the nuclear spin is carried mainly by the lone neutron in the nucleus. Spin
observables obtained in quasielastic scattering from 3 He therefore contain a large, if not
dominant, neutron contribution. This becomes relevant in view of the fact that no pure
neutron targets are available owing to the instability of free neutrons. Without free neutron
targets, most information about neutron structure must be derived from scattering experiments involving composite nuclei1 . In the past, such data has been obtained primarily in
elastic electron scattering from deuterium, where the extraction of neutron form factors is
subject to large systematic uncertainties due to a large proton contribution, which must be
subtracted. Polarized 3 He represents a viable alternative in this respect.
Because of the difficulties associated with neutron experiments, fundamental properties
of this particle are known only with limited accuracy to date. Among these are in particular
the charge and magnetization distribution inside the particle, which are generally specified
in terms of their Fourier transforms, the electric and magnetic form factors, G'(Q 2 ) and
GM(Q 2 ). While recent precision experiments have determined GM to about 5%, the uncertainty in GE presently still exceeds 50%2. Ultimately, precise knowledge of nucleon
structure is a crucial aid in developing a deeper understanding of the strong interaction
at intermediate energies within the framework of quantum chromodynamics. As a result,
experiments are planned at all major electron accelerator laboratories (CEBAF, MAMI,
Bates, NIKHEF, DESY-HERA, SLAC) to measure neutron form factors and deep-inelastic
structure functions. Almost all of these experiments exploit polarization degrees of freedom.
The experimental techniques which have been proposed for the determination of G in
polarization experiments can be summarized in the following four categories:
1. Inclusive quasielastic scattering from polarized 3 He:

3

e(g, e').

2. Coincidence detection of neutrons and electrons in quasielastic scattering from polarized

3

He:

3

He(g,e'n).

3. Measurement of the recoil polarization of the neutron in coincidence with the electron
in scattering from unpolarized deuterium: 2 H(6, e'f).
4. Inclusive and exclusive scattering from polarized deuterium:

2

fiH(,e')and

2H(6,e'n).

The first of these techniques, which is investigated in the present work, stands out in terms
of experimental feasibility at present facilities and low sensitivity to nuclear rescattering
effects. As already mentioned, however, FSI are not entirely negligible even in inclusive
scattering. Another potential difficulty in an inclusive measurement is the proton contribution to the observables, which cannot be separated experimentally. This contribution must
be calculated and then subtracted from the measured quantities, similar to unpolarized
deuterium experiments. Nevertheless, even though a proton subtraction is necessary both
1
2

Low-energy neutron data, however, can be obtained in experiments with neutron beams.
Except for the slope at Q2 = 0, which has been measured to very high precision [7].
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for deuterium and 3 He, the essentially different systematic uncertainties in both cases allow
important conclusions about the reliability of the extracted form factor data.
Of the two spin observables in 3 He(J, e') mentioned above, it is the transverse-longitudinal
asymmetry, ATL', which is predicted to be sensitive to the neutron electric form factor. Recent PWIA calculations [8-10] indicate a large proton contribution (75%) to this observable
at the Q2 of the present work, which reduces the sensitivity to GE. The transverse asymmetry, AT', however, is predicted to be dominated by the neutron contribution. Both AT'
and ATL, have already been measured at our Q 2 in two pilot experiments at Bates in 1990
with relatively low statistical precision [11,12]. The present data improve on the statistical
precision of the earlier work by more than a factor of three.
The difficulties arising from the proton contribution to the inclusive spin observables
are clearly avoided by the second experimental technique that has been suggested, the
detection of the ejected neutron in coincidence. However, such a measurement requires
a high duty-factor beam as well as a neutron detector. In addition, complications arise
from final-state interactions of the coincident neutron, which introduce a different type of
systematic uncertainty than that in an inclusive measurement. A first experiment of this
kind has recently been carried out at the Mainz Microtron [13]; the experimental program
there is ongoing. A similar, if not more demanding, experimental challenge is posed by the
third technique, the detection of the neutron recoil polarization. A first such measurement,
which had the character of a feasibility study, was performed at Bates in 1990 [14]. Finally,
experiments utilizing polarized deuterium may also yield precision information on GE. Even
though the proton contribution to deuterium spin observables is not suppressed as in 3 He,
one hopes to be able to calculate this contribution with much higher accuracy than for 3He
since the two-body system lends itself much better to theoretical treatment than the threebody system. An additional advantage of deuterium is a richer spin structure since the
nucleus carries spin-1 instead of spin-. This allows one, at least in principle, to study more
aspects of the nuclear response, although significantly more measurements are necessary to
separate the numerous contributions. An extensive program of coincidence measurements
of these kinds with the goal of extracting neutron form factors is planned for CEBAF,
NIKHEF, and Bates (BLAST detector).
In the following sections, we first present the basic theoretical description of inclusive
electron scattering and of the spin structure of 3 He. Subsequently, we give an overview
of existing PWIA model calculations and of the existing body of experimental data. The
various aspects of the experimental apparatus are detailed in Chapter 2. In particular,
this chapter explains the technical realization of the polarized 3 He target, which forms the
centerpiece of the experiment. Chapter 3 discusses the data analysis as well systematic
uncertainties associated with the measurements. In Chapter 4, the results of the asymmetry measurements are presented and compared with theory. Also investigated are the
theoretical uncertainties that can be expected in the framework of PWIA. This latter study
was performed in collaboration with theory groups at MIT and Hannover. In addition to
the quasielastic asymmetry data, the measured absolute cross sections as well as 3 HIe(J, r-)
asymmetries are briefly discussed. The thesis concludes with a summary of the main physics
results and an outlook on future experimental possibilities.
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Pi P2 P3
n

Figure 1-1: Electron scattering in the one-photon-exchange approximation.

1.2

Spin-Dependent Inclusive Electron Scattering

In the following, we discuss the general properties of inclusive electron scattering from a
spin-1 nuclear target for initial states with arbitrary polarization. WVederive the polarized
cross section and illustrate the physics of the nuclear response functions that arise. The
presentation mainly follows References [8-10,16].
Electron scattering from nuclei proceeds via the electromagnetic (photon exchange)
and the weak interactions (W+ or Z boson exchange). At the medium energies (0.1 <
E < 1 GeV) of interest here, the electromagnetic contribution dominates by many orders
of magnitude because of the very high masses of the weak vector bosons. A very good
approximation for the electromagnetic interaction process is to assume that only one photon
is exchanged. Each photon vertex carries a factor v1/T/137,suppressing higher order
processes by roughly two orders of magnitude. This is called first Born Approximation
(BA).
Within these lowest order approximations, electron-nucleus scattering is described by
the Feynman diagram shown in Figure 1-1. The incident electron has four-momentum
k = (E,k) and spin s, and is scattered to k' = (E',k') and s' by exchanging a photon
with four-momentum q = (,y)
= k - k' with the nucleus. The energy transferred is
denoted by w = E - E'. The nucleus has initial four-momentum p = (p0 ,jf) and initial
spin SA. The final state X) may in general consist of any combination of particles allowed
by conservation laws. Their individual momenta are denoted by p and their individual
spins by s, where n = 1...N, and N is the number of particles in the state IX). The
center-of-mass momentum of the final state is p' =
p.
For inclusive scattering, only the final electron momentum k' is detected, while the
final hadron momenta pn as well as the final spins s' and s are summed over in the cross
section. The reaction is completely described kinematically by three quantities, for example
the incident electron energy E, the electron scattering angle 0, and the energy transfer a.

1.2. Spin-Dependent Inclusive Electron Scattering
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Instead of 9, one often specifies the four-momentum transfer

_ w2 = 4EE' sin 2 (9/2),

Q2E_

(1.1)

where this expression for Q2 is exact in the ultrarelativistic approximation in which the
mass of the electron is neglected. Note that with our definition Q 2 > 0.
The cross section is given by the Golden Rule,
(transition probability) x (number of final states)
(incident flux)

(1.2)

which for the inclusive reaction shown in Figure 1-1 can be written as

do' =

1

N
2E(27r)3k
n=1 (2)

i
d 3k!
4(2)
4 (k p2M- meM A (2)2

d3 n
2n

ssn

2(27)
4(4)(q+PP')
IMfI
(1.3)

Here, Mfi is the invariant amplitude for the transition from initial state Ii) to final state
If);me is the electron mass; and MA is the rest mass of the target nucleus. The sum over
N indicates that all possible (elastic and inelastic) final states are to be considered. We
work in units where h = c = 1.
The invariant amplitude, Mfi, follows from the Feynman rules. For simplicity, we
assume for a moment that the target is a structureless Dirac particle (with charge +e)
instead of a complex nucleus. Then one has

-iMfi=
=

[ie(k', s1)(-iey)ue(k, s)]
1

-i-2[-efe(k',

'

q2

[UA(P', s)(+iey')uA(P,

SA)]

s')?yue(k,
s)] x [+euA(p', s8A)%uA(P,SA)]

¢2

= -i-2(k,s'ljl
q2

k, s) X (p',sAJAM, sA),

(1.4)

where j and JA, are the electromagnetic transition operators for the electron and "nuclear"
current. In fact, the last line of Equation (1.4) is quite general and applies even for a real
nucleus for which the nuclear current is not given by the simple Dirac form J =
'u.
The only modification necessary is to replace the single particle final state Ip',sA) with the
general final state IX). Although IX) depends on all the momenta p and spins s' of the
reaction products, this dependence is not shown in the following for ease of notation.
Upon squaring the amplitude, one gets

IMfz12=
where a

47r)2Q2[(k, s{j
44
42ri

e2 /47r

,

&kl)(ksjIk,
s)] x [(P,SAIJAtX)(XIJAVIP,
e

SA)],

(1.5)

1/137 is the fine structure constant. The expression for the cross section
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can now be cast in the form
da

a2

d 3 kI {

(4r)2 4irMA
/21EAE

V(k.p) 2

-

m2MA (

E

(kXs)P"ue(k', s') e(k',sI)-yVue(ks)

'

v

ek

x

,~>(k,k',s)

{47MA

(

SA) (27r)4 6(4 )(q

>P SAJA4lX)(XJAIp,

-(2lrY )32p)
n=l1
s

+ p- p')

1.6)

WtV(p,qsA)

One sees that the cross section can be written in terms of a product of two current tensors,
,/lV and WL, where r/1" describes the leptonic vertex, and VV` the hadronic vertex. Here,
an extra factor of 1/47riMAhas been inserted in the definition of WVVfollowing convention.
Working in the laboratory system, writing d 3 k' = E' 2 dE'dQ', and using (1.1), one can
reduce expression (1.6) to
d 2or

a2 E'

dE'dQ'

Q4 E
--

ot
Mott

li/lu W,
2 (0/2)
r!' W'
4EElcos

(1.7)
(1.7)

with the familar Mott cross section,
0Mott

c2 cos 2 (0/2)
4E 2 sin 4 (0/2)

(1.8)

which describes scattering from a point spin- particle.
In order to evaluate the spin-dependent forms of the current tensors, it is necessary to
generalize the spin S from a 3-vector in the rest frame to a 4-vector, s = (s ° , s), in a general
= /c. One approach to this is to require that the time
frame moving with velocity
s
vanish
in
the
rest
frame of the particle, yielding the constraint s k = 0,
component of
where k is the particle's four-momentum. In terms of the rest-frame spin S, the components
of s are then [41]

S = S+
S=

:++I(

/3 S.

S):3

(1.9)
(1.10)

One sees that in the ultrarelativistic limit ( > 1), s is entirely determined by the longitudinal component of the spin, (/3. S). In electron scattering experiments at high energy,
we therefore do not have to be concerned with a possible residual transverse polarization of
the electron beam. In the following, spin-' particles are assumed for which S, = ±h/2.
We are now in a position to compute the electron tensor r/''. The sum over the final
electron spin s' is carried out in the standard fashion by using completeness of the electron
spinors, E, u(k, s)u(k, s) =A + me. The remaining expression is evaluated by inserting a
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spin projection operator, (1 + 75 $)/2, and summing over the initial spin s:

711V E fijk,s)70u,(kl

s) U,(kVs)7'u,(k

s)

st

1

= 2 Tr[,(
_

'

+ ne)v(1 +

)( + me)]

2[k'"kv + k"k'' - ga,(k k') + iE1"1(ms,)q3].

(1.11)

In the last line, we have taken the ultrarelativistic limit by dropping terms containing
the electron mass, me, with the exception of mes. This term must be kept because in the
ultrarelativistic limit mes' = hk', where h = ±1 is the helicity of the incident longitudinally
polarized electron, i.e. mes ' does not vanish as me -+ 0. We note that the electron tensor
is a sum of a symmetric piece (the first three terms in (1.11)) and an antisymmetric piece
(the term proportional to
The electron polarization appears in the antisymmetric
de/a).

piece only.

Although the nuclear tensor cannot be evaluated explicitly without detailed knowledge
of the nuclear current JA, it is still possible to obtain its general structure in terms of
the 4-vectors involved in the problem. There are three independent vectors, q, p, and A,
from which to build W"'. Like the electron tensor, WIV splits into a symmetric and an
antisymmetric piece, WI" = W"' + W', each of which must satisfy parity and timereversal invariance and current conservation at the hadronic vertex, qWA ' = 0. The most
general symmetric rank-two tensor which can be constructed from the 4-vectors is thus
Woo=

(= qq_

go)

q2

WI + ppv

W2

~i"~
2~~W
MA

(1.12)

with two scalar functions Wl(q 2 , q p) and W2 (q 2 , q -p) (called unpolarized structure functions) and the abbreviation
= mq P u

lP p

-

q

(1.13)

2 q.

Likewise, one finds for the antisymmetric part
-Wv
= i 1 "Paq

V.

(1.14)

Here, the explicit dependence on qp is necessary to satisfy current conservation, and parity
and time-reversal invariance require VOto be a pseudovector. V must depend linearly on
SA, i.e. it must be a function of SA,,
SA q and SA p. Since SA p = 0, the most general
expression we can write is V. = aAYl + (SA q)pY 2 , or, more conveniently [15],
V =

SAO-A

+ [(p

q)SA,

- (SA

q)pa] M2

(1.15)

where G(q 2,q p) and G2 (q2 , q p) are two scalar functions, called polarized structure
functions, different from W/2 above. In principle, terms proportional to q . could also
appear in the definition of V . , but they vanish because of the multiplication with ef'P'qp
in (1.14). The form in (1.15) is convenient because the dot product with q yields a simple
form, q
= (q. SA)G1/MA.
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Equations (1.12) and (1.14) show that in comparison with the unpolarized case additional structure functions appear only in the antisymmetric part of the nuclear current
tensor and only in combination with the nuclear spin. For these functions to be accessible,
it is therefore necessary that both target and beam are polarized.
It is useful to "invert" Equations (1.12) and (1.14), i.e. to express the four structure
functions W1/2 and G1/2 in terms of the elements of W"U, because it is the current tensor
WI" that is determined in model calculations, such as the PWIA calculations described
in Section 1.4.1 below. The inverted expressions are easily obtained by working in the
= ,
rest frame of the target, assuming the z-axis along the three-momentum transfer,
and the y-axis normal to the plane spanned by the momentum transfer and the target
spin, = ( x A)/i X Al. There is no loss of generality with this particular choice of
coordinates. Further, current conservation can be used to eliminate all third components
of WI" in favor of zeroth components, W 3 ~ = WV/ lll.~ One finds [8]

V1 =
W/6T2
=

G,
G2

MA

(1.16)

(w11 + W22)

2x

q2 i

4-- q1

11

11q2 (W

q
Wtoo_
q14

21q'12

{w

1
{=

2 2

wO2 -w2V)

-2(]VI
21,l Iq'
Az
(w2
2I _ -21-i 2 q l(Wo2

i'

±W

-120)

120)+
__(W02 _W

SA---1~'1

(1.17)

),

+

W

1~)
A
+_(W12

2

- w21)}

l (W12 _

SAz

W2

W 2 1) } .

(1.
(1.18)
(1.19)

Here, SAx and SAz are the z and z components of the target spin vector, respectively.
From a physical point of view, it is somewhat unsatisfactory to express the nuclear
response in terms of the functions W1/2 and G1/2 because they mix different projections of
the nuclear current. As can be seen from Equation (1.6), the zeroth components of We'
correspond to the longitudinal projection, associated with the nuclear charge density, and
the first and second components correspond to transverse projections, associated with the
nuclear magnetization currents. These different physical contributions become more clearly
distinguished if an equivalent set of structure functions with definite current projection
character, called response functions, is used [1]:
RL

(1.20)

Wo

RT-

W

+

RT, =

-i-(W

22

12-

(1.21)

W 21 )

(1.22)

W2 0 )

(1.23)

SAz
RTL'

=--

V
(V

02

SAx

Using these expressions, it is a simple matter to establish the relations between W1/2 and
G 1/12 on the one hand and the RK on the other hand.
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In terms of the response functions, the nuclear current tensor is
WAV~1

W_=

qlqJ

u

1 q q- g

2

q4

jj!Ljv\

P fjiv~

RL

tM2
) RT +

2

(WSAA- M [(p

2

3

q

-

{

+iPaqp

+2/

_

q)SAa

- (SA

. q)p]) RT'

(q 2sAa - -A[(P ~~~~~~~~~~~~~2
q)SAa- (SA q)Pa] RTL'

(1.24)

This form of the tensor can now be contracted with the electron tensor ,, from (1.11) to
obtain the cross section. Let the target spin direction be parameterized in terms of the
polar and azimuthal angles * and 0* with respect to the momentum transfer vector (see
Figure 1-2):
SA =

where

= q, b

=

cos * sin * + sin * sin * + cos *,

(k x k')/I

'I, and

x

=

(1.25)

x z. Then the tensor contraction in (1.7)

yields

d2 a

dE'dQt

+ h(cos 0* TR

CMott{VLRL + VTRT

=
E

+ sin * cos

r +hA

vTLRTL)}
(1.26)

with the kinematic factors
VL

-

_Q

4
Q1

(1.27)

1Q 2

VT

VT, -

12 +

--2

--

1

,

QI + tan2

tan0

VTL'
= vrL,

tan 2

Q2

,~
-

(1.28)
(1.29)

0

tatan 2

(1.30)

The symbols and A in Equation (1.26) denote the unpolarized and polarized cross sections, respectively.
Experimentally, it is advantageous to measure not the cross section directly, but the
so-called spin-dependent asymmetry, defined as

A

=

(dE'd')(h=+l)
((___
d2 ,
=

-

(dE'dn )(h=-1)
( 2 )(131
__

dE'dQ')(h=+l) + (dE'dQ' (h=-l)

(1.31)

Clearly, experimental acceptances, detector efficiencies, and other normalizations cancel to a
very good approximation in an asymmetry, allowing measurement of even very small quantities which would be masked by systematic uncertainties of a cross section measurement.
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Figure 1-2: Definition of the target spin angles.
Using Equation (1.26), we get
A

V

cos *VT, RT + sin 0* cos *VTL,RTL
VTRT + VLRL

(1.32)

One sees that the sensitivity of the asymmetry to either polarized response, RT' or RTL',
can be maximized by orienting the target spin along 0* = 0° or * = 90° . The associated
asymmetries are called transverse asymmetry, AT', and transverse-longitudinal asymmetry,
ATL'.

1.3

The Spin Structure of 3 He

As we have already mentioned in the Introduction, the nuclear three-body system is particularly attractive for studies involving polarized electrons. There are essentially two reasons
for this: First, the ground state of 3 He and 3 H is in principle exactly calculable in nonrelativistic approximation using Faddeev equations. As the ground state structure is well
understood, sensitive tests of the (spin-dependent) reaction mechanism are possible. Second, the three-body ground state is dominated by the spatially symmetric S state in which
the spins of the two "like" nucleons pair off to satisfy the Pauli principle. The nuclear spin
is thus carried mainly by the unpaired nucleon, which, in the case of 3 He, is a neutron.
The spin-dependent asymmetries in scattering from polarized 3 He are therefore, at least to
some extent, expected to be sensitive to the neutron electromagnetic form factors, G; and
Gnf. This is an exciting fact, because, lacking free neutron targets, these quantities have
not been well determined to date; most existing information comes from deuterium experiments which involve large model dependences due to the uncertainty in the nucleon-nucleon
potential. Polarized 3 He may serve as an alternative to deuterium in obtaining information
about neutron form factors.
To see these points in detail, it is instructive to study the general form of the three-body
ground state wave function. Due to the possibility of mixed-symmetry and antisymmetric
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radial configurations, a richer structure emerges than in the case of just two nucleons.
In the nuclear three-body system, there are three good quantum numbers, total angular
momentum J = 2, parity 7r = even, and isospin T =
while orbital angular momentum,
L, and spin, S, are not conserved because of the non-central nature of the nuclear force.
1
3
Consistency with J = 2 requires
L = 0, 1, 2 and S = 2'~~~~~
3
2~~~~~~~~~~2
The overall wave function

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~2'
obtlaglrmomentumJ=
,
_~

(J)

R(xi,X

2 , X3 )®

W(L)(a,3)

)

X(S)

(M

(1.33)

can, as usual, be written as a product of a radial part, R, an angular part, W, a spin
part, X, and an isospin part, . The symbol ® indicates that the individual terms are to
be coupled according to angular momentum and symmetry addition rules (see below). For
three particles, there are six independent spatial coordinates, which are written here as
three distances, xl, 2, and 3 , and three angles, , A, and -y. These coordinates will be
specified below.

A physically intuitive classification scheme for the three-body wave fuinction is due to
Derrick and Blatt [19], who distinguish between components of definite symmetry character
under particle permutations and use L-S coupling to combine the angular and spin parts.
Permutation symmetry allows one to discern different arrangements of particles easily. For
example, two particles in an antisymmetric spin state must have their spins oriented in
opposite directions. In the following, the different components of the wave function (1.33)
are discussed in the framework of the Derrick and Blatt scheme.
Three particles can be in states which are either completely antisymmetric, completely
symmetric, or mixed-symmetric with respect to the interchange of any two particle coordinates, corresponding to the irreducible representations of the permutation group of three
objects, S 3. This can be illustrated by means of so-called Young diagrams
(a)

FT'-

(b)

+

(c)
(1.34)

where a box is drawn for each particle, and labels can be put in the boxes to indicate
the particle's state, giving the so-called Young tableaux. A horizontal arrangement of
boxes indicates symmetrization of the corresponding states, and a vertical arrangement
indicates antisymmetrization, so that in the above picture (a) corresponds to a completely
symmetric representation, (b) to mixed symmetry, and (c) to the completely antisymmetric
representation.
For the spin wave function of the nuclear three-body system, there are two available
states for each of the three nucleons, spin up and spin down. Denoting spin up by a "" and
spin down by a "2", the possible tableaux are two states of mixed symmetry (two spin-l
doublets),

~]1

1

~~H

(1.35)
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and four completely symmetric states (a spin- 3 quartet),

1121~

1 ~111

~

1212

21212

(1.36)

In filling the tableaux, two rules must be observed [22]: (1) Since states in rows of boxes
are symmetrized, numbers must not decrease from left to right to avoid double counting.
(2) Since no two identical states can be antisymmetrized, numbers must increase from top
to bottom 3 . Therefore, the completely antisymmetric arrangement (1.34c) is not allowed4
For the projection Ms = I (i.e. two labels "1" and one label "2"), the spin functions
associated with the doublet and quartet are5

'1

where

271

and X 2
X½2

2

(12 )

=

(3-

X('

=

v/-(aa

)

(1.37)

+ a/3a + aa),

correspond to the first two-dimensional diagram in (1.35) and (I)

corresponds to the second diagram in (1.36). a and 3 denote states with spin up and spin
down respectively. The corresponding functions for other values of Ms can be trivially
obtained by replacing a's with 3's or vice versa in (1.37).
In an analogous way, one can write down the isospin functions with MT = (i.e. 3 He).
One obtains a pair of mixed-symmetry functions (( m ) and Q2 )) with total isospin T =
A third function, with T = , is possible, but not allowed for the nuclear three-particle
ground state, which has T =
It is now easy to combine the spin and isospin parts; it is only necessary to find linearly
independent combinations of products of the 's and 's which transform jointly under
permutations of the spin and isospin coordinates according to one of the irreducible representations of S3 . Given three 's and two c's, there are six such functions. They can be
written as
= (ST(

MSMT k = E

k'k"

3

P'
P" Pk I XMsk'
(SP') (TP")
k' k"
MTk"

(1.38)

These rules lead to the so-called "standard arrangements" of Young tableaux. Each standard arrangement corresponds to an irreducible representation of the group. Each tableau has a certain dimensionality,
which is the number of linearly independent functions that are necessary to build the irreducible representation. For S3 , the symmetric and antisymmetric tableaux have dimension one, and the mixed-symmetric
tableau has dimension two. In other words, each standard arrangement of the symmetric and antisymmetric tableaux, respectively, corresponds to exactly one function of this symmetry character, while the
mixed-symmetric tableaux correspond to two functions. Any permutation of particle labels transforms any
function associated with a tableau into a linear combination of all the functions associated with the tableau.
4
This is just the Pauli principle: Three identical fermions (spin- 2 ) cannot be put in two available states.
5
To indicate the symmetry character of a wave function component, an extra superscript P = a, m, s is
used, a corresponding to antisymmetric etc. For the mixed-symmetric configurations only, an extra subscript
k = 1, 2 is used to distinguish between the two possible functions. Thus, the notation is (SP)
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where the 6-j symbols are the so-called permutation group addition coefficients, which
determine how two functions of permutation symmetry (P', k') and (P", k"), respectively,
are to be added in order to transform like (P, k). These coefficients are the permutation
group analogue of Clebsch-Gordan coefficients; they are listed in Ref. [19]. Explicitly, one
has for S-

1.

V~s =

1 (6m
I

V(a) =

(m)

V)

2 X2
)),

)1
(

(m) _t(m) X())

1- (m)

-

V(m)

n)Xm))2 m)

(m)

V2(m)

=

v

(s)
_

tm)

(s)

Here, the indices for S, Ms, T, and AIT, which are fixed, have been suppressed for simplicity.
As the next step, the spin-isospin wave functions, V, are combined with the angular part
of the spatial wave functions, W, to total angular momentum wave functions, y, of definite
symmetry type. As discussed in detail in Ref. [19], it is convenient to choose coordinates
for the spatial wave function which behave simply under permutations of the particles since
use is made of permutation symmetry throughout. A suitable choice are the three sides of
the triangle formed by the nucleons,
x1 =r

23

X2 =- r 3

X3 = r1 2 ,

and the three uler angles, a, Q,and y7,specifying the orientation in space of the triangle.
With this choice, the orbital angular momentum wave functions are identical to those of a
rigid molecule. For angular momentum L, z-component ML, and body z-component al',
these are

W(L

)

MML ''k

_=
i()kML+M,
( cos)

(L+ ML)!(L- ML)!(L + M')!(L -M')!
(L + ML- k)!k!(L - k - M')!(k - ML + M)!

2L-2k+M-M'

(sin

) 2k-ML

M'i(M+ML

(139)

where the index k runs over all integers for which the factorials in the denominator are not
negative. For ML = 0, they can be related to spherical harmonics YLM(o9,
&) as

W()
'°,')

= (a).L

(1.40)
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From this, it is clear that the parity of the orbital angular momentum functions is simply
(-1I)M'.

Thus, odd M' are not allowed in

3

He, which has even parity.

Since L cannot

exceed 2, one is left with five functions, viz. one S state (M' = 0), one P state (M' = 0),
and three D states (M' = 0, ±2). The S state is clearly symmetric under permutations of
any two particles, and it can be shown that the P state is antisymmetric, and two of the D
states are symmetric and one is antisymmetric. In the following, the label PL denotes the
symmetry of the angular wave functions.
The total angular momentum functions are now obtained by combining first the orbital and spin angular momenta, and second, the angular and spin-isospin permutation
symmetry:
Mk
YAI~I-N"Tk~al

ML 5l1sk'

()PL
1 Pk'

P
V(LPL)(a
)
a
k ) (LSAIL Is IJ AIJ)"~,I'ML

V(STP')
AIsAIT k ''
(1.41)

here, (LSMLMS[JIJM) are the Clebsch-Gordan coefficients coupling the orbital angular
momentum L with spin S to total angular momentum J. One can show by inspection
that Equation (1.41) represents ten distinct states, if pairs of mixed-symmetry functions
are counted as one state.
Finally, the total wave function for each state is obtained by combining the y functions
with radial wave functions R(xi, x2 , x 3 ). This is simply a coupling of the symmetry character
of the functions:

IJI'T(1 AIJx

,JLST,

'
, X23,
MT

7)

=

E
kk'

( P'~~kPk
!

a

I1)

'

'YI~MM

2,x3)

~~~~~~~~~(JLSTP)
o
k(a

7)

(1.42)

where the resulting symmetry must be antisymmetric since the nucleus is a system of
identical fermions. For each of the ten distinct functions y there is only one function R
(namely the one of "adjoint" symmetry) which can be combined with y to give overall
antisymmetry. Thus, the total 3 He wave function,

(J)~=~tLSMI'
~ bIJ
(JLS)
)LSM V5fJM
l~l
-M'
LSM'

AI, =

E

(1.43)

has exactly ten components with distinct symmetry character, as detailed in Table 1.1.
As mentioned earlier, solutions for the ground state have been obtained in non-relativistic
approximation using Faddeev equations [31-34] and a variety of nucleon-nucleon potential
models. Variational techniques have been employed as well [35]. The results of some of
these calculations are given in Table 1.2. In addition to the state probabilities, the predicted tritium binding energy is listed as an indicator of the quality of the calculation. The
experimental value is EB(3 H) = -8.48 MeV. Components other than S, S', and D do not
contribute more than approximately 0.1% each and are therefore not included. One sees a
large theoretical uncertainty in the probabilities of the 'small' components, S' and D.
What is the physical interpretation of the various states? In the S configuration, the
spin-isospin part is antisymmetric, causing the spins of the two protons to be opposite. The
D state is dominated by configurations in which all three nucleon spins are antialigned with
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S

Im' I

01
0

2

0

s
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s
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a
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1

0

a

s

s

1
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0

s

a
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12

0

a

a

a

1
2

0

a

1

3
2

0

m
m

m
m

2
2

32

m
m

s

3

0
2

3

2

m

2

2

Permutation Symmetry
Radial Orbital Spin-Isospin

a

m
m

s
am

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

Table 1.1: Components of the 3 He ground state wave function in the Derrick-Blatt classification scheme [19]. The labels s, a, and m denote symmetric, antisymmetric, and mixedsymmetric behavior under particle coordinate permutations, respectively.

EB( 3 H)

Calculation

Method

NN Potential

P(S)
(%)

(%)

(%)

MeV

Stadler et al. [31]

p-space Faddeev

RSC

89.34

1.45

9.21

-7.23

Paris
Bonn B

90.36
91.75

1.38
1.18

8.25
7.07

-7.39
-8.10

-7.47
-7.63
-8.29
-7.24

Friar et al. [32]

r-space Faddeev

Sasakawa et al. [33] p-space Faddeev

Hajduk et al. [34]

p-space Faddeev

Nunberg et al. [35]

variational

P(S')

P(D)

Paris
Nijmegen
Bonn
RSC

89.05

1.46

8.46
7.85
7.03
9.42

Argonne
Paris

89.85
90.13

1.12
1.30

8.96
8.50

-7.68
-7.64

RSC + 3BF
Argonne + 3BF
Paris + 3BF
RSC

88.84
89.71
90.09
89.02

1.18
0.94
1.12
1.48

9.86
9.23
8.67
9.42

-8.21
-8.42
-8.32
-7.23

Paris

90.12

1.40

8.42

-7.38

RSC

89.9

10.0

-7.3

Table 1.2: Various calculations of the 3 He ground state wave function. The S, S, and D
state percentages as well as the tritium binding energy EB( 3 H) are shown. The experimental
value is EB( 3 H) = -8.48 MeV. RSC denotes the Reid soft-core nucleon-nucleon potential.
3BF indicates that three-body forces have been included in the calculation. References to
the potential models used are given by the respective authors.
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the nuclear spin. Finally, the S' state contains components in which the two proton spins
are parallel and aligned with the nuclear spin (which is possible for odd relative orbital
angular momentum of the protons). From this one concludes that, since the S state is
the dominant contribution to the ground state, a polarized 3 He nucleus contains a highly
polarized neutron. However, a small effective proton polarization is also present, due entirely
to the 'small' components of the wave function.
Friar et al. [20] obtain the "effective proton and neutron polarizations" in 3 He in terms
of the S' and D state strengths using an elementary model. In their analysis, the probability
to encounter a neutron in 3 He aligned (+) and antialigned (-) with the 3 He spin is

P

= 1- A

and

P(-) =A,

respectively, where

A = - [P(S') + 2P(D)]
3

Likewise, for a proton,

p()

T1A
2

with
A'=
6

[P(D)- P(S')].

The effective polarizations are found to be
Pn =

1 - 2A

0.865

(1.44)

and

pp = -2A' - -0.027,

(1.45)

where A -_ 0.07 and A'
0.014 are deduced from a fit to a large number of nuclear
force models, such as those listed in Table 1.2. A and A' are computed using the S' and
D probabilities for each model and then plotted against the 3 He binding energy for that
model. The points lie roughly on a straight line, and the "fit" value is deduced at the actual
physical binding energy of 3 He. Friar et al. note that the dependence on binding of the
A parameters is weak, unlike that of many other observables6 . This suggests that spindependent observables such as the 3 He asymmetries are rather insensitive to the nuclear
structure input of a model calculation. This point will be re-examined in Section 4.2.

1.4

PWIA Models for the 3 He Quasielastic Asymmetry

The fact that polarized 3 He contains a highly polarized neutron is best taken advantage of
by working in the quasielastic scattering region. The dominant mechanism in this part of
the nuclear response is scattering from individual nucleons. The cross section exhibits a
6

Strictly, the wave function probabilities do not represent well-defined observables because of ambiguities in defining the relativistic corrections to the interaction operators [20]; however, provided relativistic
corrections are small, this may still be a very good approximation.
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Figure 1-3: The plane wave impulse approximation.
peak at w z Q2 /2MN corresponding to knockout of stationary nucleons (NI = 0). Fermi
motion of the nucleons results in a spread of the peak over a width Aw 2kFlqI'/MN. The
polarized response functions RT' and RTL' depend on the spin of the nucleons; because the
spin of 3 He is carried mainly by the neutron, a large contribution to RT, and RTL, comes
from scattering from individual neutrons.
Several calculations of the inclusive responses of 3 He for quasielastic scattering, including
polarization, have been performed to date [8,9,15]. They rely on the Plane Wave Impulse
Approximation (PWIA). Early work by Blankleider and Woloshyn [15]-in the words of the
authors "of exploratory nature" - uses the closure approximation to simplify the treatment
of the nuclear final state; its range of validity is therefore restricted to the vicinity of the
quasielastic peak. In addition, in the more recent studies [8,9] an error in this calculation
was pointed out which led to an incorrect prediction of the RTL' response. Therefore, only
the two recent PWIA calculations are described here (Sections 1.4.2 and 1.4.3).

1.4.1

The Plane Wave Impulse Approximation

The PWIA is a straightforward description of the quasielastic scattering process. In the
impulse approximation one assumes that scattering occurs from single nucleons; in theoretical language, the nuclear current is approximated by the sum of individual free-nucleon
currents. In addition, the scattering is incoherent; the squares of the scattering amplitudes
of the individual nucleons are added. A further simplification is the assumption that the
struck nucleon is ejected without secondary scattering from the residual nuclear system; it
can be described by a plane wave. The PWIA knock-out process is illustrated in Figure
1-3.

1.4.2

Hannover Calculation

The calculation by the Hannover group [8] is an extension of earlier work [21] to include
polarized initial states. The final state is treated as a product of a plane wave ejected nucleon
and a recoiling pair in a correlated state (either a bound deuteron or a two-nucleon pair in a
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continuum state). All "final-state interactions" of the residual (A - 1) nucleus are therefore
exactly included, and only the relative motion of the ejected nucleon and the (A- 1) system
is approximated by a plane wave. The nuclear current tensor for spin-dependent exclusive
scattering is factorized into the product of a current tensor for an individual nucleon (which
includes off-shell effects) and the nuclear spectral function7 :
(S' IWA (q, p, fN, E, tN)]SA) =

E (SNW/

(qN, PN tN)I SN)

(SNSAIS(PN, E, tN) SNSA).

(1.46)

SNS'N

The inclusive current tensor (related to the cross section by Equation (1.7)) is obtained
by integrating over all kinematically allowed momenta and separation energies of the interacting nucleon and summing over N:
Is A )

(sAIWI'(qp)

tN

(1.47)

dE(s'1l,-AA'(q,p, N, E, tN)ISA).

= ZJd3PN
P

The spin-dependent spectral function (s sIS(N,
E, tN)ISNSA) represents the probability of finding a nucleon of z-component of isospin tN and spin SN with momentum PN

and separation energy E in the nucleus with spin SA. It is given by the overlap integral

(S/NS'IS(IN, E, tN)ISNSA) = A a,

(E +EA-

EA-1(f))

f,SA-I

X( AS'AIgNSNtN; ~A-lSA-lf)(A-tSA-lf;

NS'NtN

ASA)

(1.48)

of the initial three-nucleon bound state I'ASA) with binding energy EA and the combined
state of the interacting plane wave nucleon IPNSNtN)and the correlated two-nucleon subsystem
A_-1SA_1lf) which has internal energy EA-1(f) and quantum numbers f. All
possible states of the unobserved spectator pair are summed over. Solutions for IkA) and
I1A-1)are obtained from non-relativistic momentum-space Faddeev equations using the
Paris nucleon-nucleon interaction.
The spectral function, which is a Lorentz scalar, is parameterized in terms of the available Lorentz vectors PN, 6N, and A as

S(N,EtN)

=

{fO(PN,E,tN)+ fl(PN, E, tN)dN'* A
+ f2(PN, E, tN) [(N

PN)(A

PfiN)-3

N

'A]

}

(1.49)

Here, f is the usual unpolarized spectral function and fi and f2 describe the spin dependence of the nuclear ground state. Expression (1.49) is valid in the nuclear c.m. system.
The single-nucleon current tensor describing the photon-nucleon interaction is written

7To avoid cluttering with indices, the spin-dependent quantities are written as matrix elements.
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in a form very similar to the general nuclear current tensor in Equations (1.12) and (1.14),
WN (qN,PN, tN) =

vV +

_gL)

2

W2 +

#ie"vc/qN(s(iN)

}

x 2Mb(2qN PN

+ [(qN PN)8S3(dN)- (qN s(5N))PN;].)

Gq ) , (1.50)

where N PN - qN(qN PN)/qNv, and the &-function ensures elasticity of the interaction,
appropriate for the quasielastic scattering region. The function

PN

S(6N)

PN.*N

_

(1.51)

I 16N+ M(M + Po)')

represents the boost of the vector fN to the momentum fN of the moving nucleon. The
nucleon structure functions W1/2 and G1/2 can be expressed in terms of the elastic Sachs
form factors GE/M(q 2 ) as

W1 = rGM,

(1.52)

I~
+,o,
l+r
12+

GM GE + GM

1+r

=-- 1

G

-

(1.53)

G

(1.54)

GMGM-GE

G2=

(1.55)

l+r

4

where = -q2/(4M). The momentum transfer to the nucleon, qN, is taken to be different
from the momentum transfer to the whole nucleus owing to the possible off-shellness of the
interacting nucleon:
qN= q + PA -PA-1 -PN (1.56)
The expectation value of the nuclear current tensor for a general polarization state nA)
is

(nAWA'nA) = Tr(WA PA(hA)),

(1.57)

where hA is the direction of the target polarization and PA = (1 + A ·aA) is the corresponding density matrix for the mixed ensemble of spins InA) in the basis ISA). The nuclear
current tensor in PWIA is found by carrying out the trace on the matrix (1.47):

WA" = EL/d
tN

+ ia

PN- O

PN

qNa [s

dE

M

[

2

-

-g

W +P P

+ [(qN PN)S3 - (qN S) PN]I M31

where the four-vector
S(PN, E, tN,

2 fO(PN, E tN)

nA) = Tr(s(aN)S(tN,

E, tN)PA(iiA))

}

(1.58)
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3~~~~

S(hA) fl(pN, E,tN) - 1 f2(pN,E,tN) + s(PN)(fA PN)f2(N,E,tN) (1.59)
contains all spin-dependent nuclear structure information. S depends on the spin-dependent
pieces of the spectral function, f and f2, only; this is where the "effective polarization" of
the individual nucleons enters.
Because the interacting nucleon may be off its mass shell, the PWIA current tensor
(1.58) does not satisfy current conservation. This problem is dealt with in the Hannover
calculation by computing the nuclear structure functions using Equations (1.16)-(1.19),
which satisfy current conservation by construction. As a result, the third components
of the tensor (1.58) are derived from its time components. This procedure is justified
physically by the authors by the argument that the impulse approximation works better
for the charge than for the spatial part of the current, which is usually sensitive to mesonexchange currents. An alternative procedure in which the time component is derived from
the spatial part is also explored and found to agree closely with the first prescription. These
schemes are equivalent to the deForest current-conserving off-shell prescriptions CC1( °) and
CC1 (3 ) [36,37], apart from the fact that the nucleon structure functions (1.16)-(1.19) are
computed with qN instead of q.
Meson-exchange currents, the interaction of the ejected nucleon with the spectator pair
in the final state, meson and isobar production, the Coulomb distortion of the electron
waves, and relativistic corrections to the initial state wave function are neglected in this
calculation.
The asymmetry predictions of this model for the kinematics of the present work, separated into neutron and proton contributions, are shown in Figure 1-4.
The Hannover calculation has been reproduced and extended to different NN potential
models and off-shell prescription by the MIT group [83]. This will be discussed further in
Section 4.2.1.

1.4.3

Rome Calculation

The Rome group has also recently performed a calculation of the two polarized response
functions G1 and G2 for 3 He [9]. The unpolarized responses were already obtained earlier
[17]. In their analysis, the antisymmetric part of the nuclear tensor (1.14) is written as
W.1 = iVVtq,

(1.60)

R3,

with

Rf= ,

(Sz)i- 1 + qc, ((ptS)i

- (poSc)i)

i

(1.61)

i= p,n

Here, p

=

(Ep,-) = ([M2 + Ip2]1 /2,#) is the on-shell four-momentum of the interaction

nucleon, and the nucleon structure functions G/1/2 are identical to those given in Equations
(1.55) above. A noteworthy difference from the Hannover calculation is the use of the
unmodified momentum transfer q instead of qN throughout, which amounts to a different,
though apparently equally valid, off-shell prescription. The angle brackets in (1.61) indicate
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Figure 1-4: Asymmetry predictions of the Hannover PWIA model for the kinematics of the
present experiment. Upper graph: ATL. Lower graph: AT'. The solid curve corresponds
to the full calculation; the dashed and dot-dashed curves represent the neutron and proton
contributions, respectively.
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integration over momentum and energy of the ejected nucleon:

(PSp)i

Jd3pE

dEA_1

P(E

S)

X 6(

p+q -ER)

(1.62)

Ep p+q

is the energy
The delta function in (1.62) accounts for overall energy conservation.
transfer, qjis the three-momentum transfer, Ep+q - [M 2 + (f+ q )211/2 is the nucleon energy
2 is the energy of the recoiling
in the final state, and ER = [(MA-1 + E 1 ) 2 + IPR12]1/
(A- 1) nuclear system with excitation energy E7- 1 and momentum PR = -p. The nucleon
separation energy is defined as E = M + MIA-1 + EX_1 - MA. The integral over E_ 1 (or,
equivalently, over E) is understood to be a sum over discrete excitations and an integral
over the continuum for the breakup states.
Equation (1.62) i simplified by performing the angular part of the / integration, taking
the z-axis along the direction of the momentum transfer, i.e. = . This eliminates the
delta function, and all quantities dependent on become functions of p = Il and the polar
angle a between and . a is determined by energy conservation, i.e.

2 +p2+q2+ 2pqcos
a + /(E +MA - M) 2 +p 2,
w+ MA= M1

(1.63)

and is a function of Q2 , w, p, and E. The constraint -1 < cos a < 1 limits the p-integration
in (1.62), and the energy integration extends over the physically possible values of E [18].
The spin-vector in (1.62),

,d

a

+ M(M + Ep)p '

is identical to the one given earlier in Equation (1.51) and is the polarization of a moving
nucleon whose rest frame spin is along .
The nuclear structure information is contained in the vectors fm, defined as

fm(t, E) = Tr(P(, E) a),

(1.64)

'm,(p, E) is the spin-dependent spectral function of a nucleon
where the 2 x 2 matrix
i = p, n with momentum Tand separation energy E inside a nucleus with polarization 9A and
third component of nuclear spin m along the direction of SA. The spin-dependent spectral
function is written as an overlap integral in a form equivalent to Equation (1.48) above. The
Rome group employs a three-body wave function obtained from a non-relativistic variational
calculation using the Reid soft-core nucleon-nucleon potential.
The functions f are pseudovectors and are parameterized in terms of two functions,
B1 and B 2 , as
(. SA) B(p,E)
(1.65)
~M(ffE) = SA B(p,E)+

The description in terms of B1 and B2 is equivalent to the one in terms of fi and f2 used
in the Hannover work (cf. Equation (1.49) above).
In a similar fashion as in the Hannover calculation, the polarized structure functions
are obtained by inserting the PWIA nuclear current tensor (1.60) into Equations (1.18) and
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(1.19). The resulting somewhat lengthy convolution formulas can be found in Ref. [10]. The
expressions given in Ref. [9], which was published earlier, are incorrect.
As in the Hannover work, final-state interactions, meson-exchange currents, and other
refinements are neglected by the Rome group. The asymmetry predictions of this model
are shown in Figs. 4-1 and 4-2.

1.5 Existing Data
1.5.1

Unpolarized Experiments

Extensive experimental data exist on inclusive electron scattering from unpolarized 3 He
[2,3]. Comparing data to theory, the transverse response, RT, is found to agree well with
PWIA predictions, while the longitudinal response, RL, is significantly overestimated by
theory. This is especially true at low momentum transfers Q2 < 0.15 (GeV/c) 2 . The
so-called Coulomb Sum Rule, which is essentially the integrated longitudinal response,
f dwR£(w), is reproduced more closely by PWIA than RL itself. Full agreement with
PWIA is achieved for Q 2 > 0.25 (GeV/c)

2

, while some discrepancy

remains for lower Q 2 .

Thus, one may also expect spin-dependent asymmetries to be more accurately described by
PWIA when averaged over the quasielastic peak.
In order to explain the observed discrepancy, several groups [4-6] have recently performed calculations which incorporate final-state interactions. These models describe the
experimental RL well. It is therefore currently believed that the inclusive longitudinal
response is sensitive to FSI.

1.5.2

Polarized Experiments

Prior to this work, only two experiments had been performed to measure the inclusive asymmetries AT' and ATLI for 3 He. These experiments were intended as feasibility studies for
two different target technologies and therefore did not yield high-precision data; they were
carried out at MIT-Bates in 1990 [11,12]. The kinematics and results of both measurements
are summarized in Table 1.3. The results are averaged over the energy acceptance of the
spectrometer. In both experiments, the acceptance was 90 < w < 138 MeV for AT, and
58 < w < 161 MeV for ATLI. The momentum resolution of the ATLI measurements was
very poor (2.5 10-1 FWHM) because a horizontal-bend spectrometer (BIGBITE) was
used in combination with targets extended along the beam direction.
The Caltech-MIT experiment [11,61] used a metastability-exchange optically pumped
3 He target developed at Caltech, which was the predecessor of the target used in this
experiment. A total beam charge of 1380 A-hours was accumulated. An extraction of GE
was performed [62] based on the calculation of Blankleider and Woloshyn [15], which was
the only microscopic calculation available at that time. Since this calculation has meanwhile
been shown to be incorrect (see the introduction of Section 1.4), the extracted value of GE
is meaningless. No extraction of GM was done because of the low statistical precision of

the data.
A different target technology, the spin-exchange technique [52,53], was employed in the
Harvard-MIT experiment [12]. In addition to the quasielastic asymmetry, the elastic asym-
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Meas

Group

Caltech-MIT
Harvard-MIT

E

AT'

(MeV)
574

ATL'

574

AT'

578

ATL'

578

0

(deg)
51.10
-44.00

51.10
-44.0

°

Q2

OA

9*

AQE

(GeV/c) 2
0.20

(deg)
-44.50

(deg)
7.90

(%)
-3.79 ± 1.37 i 0.67

0.16

-44.50

101.40

+2.41 ± 1.29 ± 0.51

0.20

-51.50

3.20

0.16

-39.80

90.20

-2.6 ± 0.90 ± 0.46
+1.75 ± 1.2 ± 0.31

Table 1.3: Kinematics and results of previous 3 HIe(e,e') experiments.
metry was measured and found to agree with the value calculated using 3 He elastic form
factors obtained by Rosenbluth separation. However, the uncertainty of the elastic asymmetry measurement was too large to provide a useful check of the experimental procedure,
or of the understanding of the elastic scattering process. No extraction of neutron form
factors was performed.

Chapter 2

Experimental Apparatus and
Procedure
2.1

Overview

The experiment was carried out at the Bates Linear Accelerator Center in Middleton, Massachusetts, in the period between April and June 1993. The main components are shown in
Figure 2-1: The polarized electron beam was generated by photoemission from GaAs in the
polarized source. A Wien spin rotator, installed after the injector, allowed manipulation
of the spin direction of the emitted electrons to compensate for g - 2 spin precession in
subsequent bending magnets. The beam was accelerated in a travelling wave linear accelerator (linac) to an energy of 370 MeV and delivered into the South Experimental Hall,
where it was incident on the polarized 3 He gas target. Two spectrometers, the One Hundred
Inch Proton Spectrometer (OHIPS) and the Medium Energy Pion Spectrometer (MEPS),
detected scattered electrons in single-arm mode. Two spectrometers were used to measure
the asymmetries in the T' and TL' kinematics simultaneously. The beam polarization was
determined with a Moller polarimeter.
These components are described in detail in the following sections. In addition, the data
acquisition system and the exact kinematics of the experiment are discussed.

2.2

Polarized Electron Source

The polarized electron source used for this experiment is similar to the one used at SLAC
[43] and was installed at Bates in 1989. Its design considerations and principle of operation
have been described in detail elsewhere [44]. The electron beam is generated by illuminating
a GaAs crystal, which is placed in ultra-high vacuum ( 10-10 Torr), with high-intensity
circularly polarized laser light. The light comes from a krypton-ion laser which is driven
by an argon-ion laser and delivers a cw beam of up to 9 W at a wavelength of A = 752
nm. The intensity of the light is modulated by a Pockels cell, which acts as a half-wave
plate. In this way, a pulsed beam is obtained whose pulse width and repetition rate can
be controlled electronically to match the requirements of the accelerator. The typical pulse
width is 30 ,us before acceleration, and the maximum repetition rate is 600 Hz. The light
37
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Figure 2-1: Overview of the experiment.

is circularly polarized by passage through a second Pockels cell, which acts as a quarterwave plate. The circularly polarized light, incident on the GaAs crystal, causes transitions
between the valence and conductance bands of the semiconductor. The wavelength is chosen
so that the transitions occur predominantly at the F point of the Brillouin zone where both
bands have well-defined angular momenta. Because of different transition probabilities
between magnetic substates, the conduction band is populated with electrons that have
a net polarization. While the theoretical maximum polarization is 50%, in practice one
typically obtains 35-40%. In order for the electrons to escape, the GaAs crystal must be
specially treated ("activated") to reduce the work function, which is done by evaporating
a thin layer of cesium onto the crystal surface. The surface coating degrades with time
and has to be regenerated after about 50-100 hours of operation, depending on the average
extracted current and the vacuum conditions. Typical quantum efficiencies of 1-5% are
achieved. The peak pre-injected current can reach up to 10 mA. The photoelectrons from
the GaAs crystal are pre-accelerated by an electrostatic field to 360 keV.
The helicity of each beam pulse is determined in software. The clock rate of the source
electronics is 600 Hz, which is phase-locked with the 60 Hz line frequency. The source
control program, executing on a MicroVAX III, generates random 10-bit numbers ("new
words") which determine the sequence of helicities for ten sequential beam pulses. Each new
word is immediately followed by a second 10-bit word, which is the logical complement of
the new word ("complement word"). New words are thus generated at a rate of 30 Hz. The
bit position within the words is referred to as "timeslot". For 20 pulses per second (one for
each timeslot and word), no electron beam is produced ("pedestal" pulses), which allows online measurement of ADC pedestals and other electronic offsets in detector systems. Each
individual timeslot can be enabled or disabled independently in software and corresponds to
a fixed phase with respect to the 60 Hz line frequency cycle. Thus, by forming asymmetries
between the same timeslots of the new and complement words, line-frequency noise can be
suppressed effectively. In practice, this scheme is best suited for experiments that measure
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analog signals for each beam burst, such as pulse heights. The M011erbeam polarization
measurement, described in Section 2.4, took advantage of the timeslot scheme, while the
quasielastic 3 HIe(,,et) measurement did not because discrete events were counted in this
case.
The polarization of the electrons is longitudinal when emitted from the crystal, as required for this experiment. However, dipole bending magnets in the accelerator cause the
spin to precess away from the longitudinal direction due to the so-called g - 2 effect. The
precession angle is

g

-2

(2.1)

-g-2E
2

m

where g = 2.0023193 is the electron's gyromagnetic ratio, E is the electron's total energy,
m is the electron's rest mass, and p is the angle by which the electron is deflected by the
magnet(s). The electron polarization will therefore in general not be longitudinal at the
target, unless the electron energy is such that the precession angle is an integer multiple
of 180° . These are the so-called magic energies. For the B-line at Bates, which has a
= 90° bend, no magic energies exist for unrecirculated beam. With recirculation, the
magic energies are E = 574 and 880 MeV.
In the present experiment, the beam energy was E = 370 MeV, so that g_2 = 75.6°.
In order to achieve fully longitudinally polarized beam in this case, it was necessary to
compensate for the g - 2 precession by rotating the electron spin away from the longitudinal
direction by exactly the opposite amount by which it precessed in the accelerator. This
is best done before injection into the accelerator, where the beam energy is low. For this
purpose, a Wien spin rotator was installed at Bates in early 1993. The experiment described
in this thesis was the first one to take advantage of this upgrade. It should be noted that full
longitudinal polarization was not critical for this experiment because effects of transverse
components of the beam polarization are highly suppressed by a factor of 1/-y (see Section
1.2). However, significant transverse components result in a loss of longitudinal polarization
and therefore in a lower figure of merit.
A Wien rotator is a device in which charged particles pass simultaneously through a
magnetic field B and an electric field E. If the fields are related as

,3xB = E,

(2.2)

where 3 = v/c, and v is the particles' velocity, then the particles traverse the element
without deflection. Even without deflection, however, the particles' spin is subject to g - 2
precession, which is in general described by the the BMT equation of motion. Neglecting
field gradients, this equation can be written as [41]
dtds

-esX
mec

7

(-)+

B- g2/+-1

1 (/3

B))-

g2

-

3xE

.

(2.3)

Here, -y= E/m, and s is the particle's spin. Considering the rate of change of the longitudinal polarization, /3 s, the equation reduces to

(X-s) s, 2--sj2
1 3xB+ g
dt(3.se-

(2.4)
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where s _ s - ( s)/3 is the transverse component of s. Defining a unit vector fi such
that s = i sl sin 9, where 0 is the angle between 13and s, one can simplify the expression
further to

dO-=em
dt
mc [ ( 22 - 1) fi ( x B) +

-

)fi E].

(2.5)

and on using the Wien condition (2.2), one obtains

dO

eB (9(1 +f 2)

dt

mc2

2),

(2.6)

with B _ fi (/3xB). Assuming that the Wien device is ideal, i.e. the fields are perfectly
homogeneous over a length L and no fringe fields exist, the total spin precession caused by
the element is
OWIEN=

L

OwE -Co mc

((1
+/32)_ 2).
2

(2.7)

From this it can be seen that for electrons (g 2) an appreciable precession can be achieved
- 1). Thus, the Wien filter is
only if they are essentially non-relativistic, (y = (1 _ 2)-1/2
indeed best installed at the injector.
The fields of the Wien element should be chosen to compensate the g - 2 precession
exactly, i.e. 0WIEN
= -0g-2,
and Equation (2.7) can be used to estimate the required magnetic field B. In practice, however, the optimal field settings are determined experimentally
with the help of a beam polarimeter (see Section 2.4) because the effect of fringe fields
0.82 and
and gradients is difficult to treat analytically. For the Wien device at Bates,/3
° , as required for this
0WIEN
-0.012.
BIG].
To
achieve
WIEN
=
-75.6
L 0.5 m, so that
110 G and E 3 106 V/rm.
experiment, one needs B
The accelerator contains focusing solenoids that affect the electron spin on the way to
the target. The solenoids are located after the bunching elements which compress the beam
into narrow pulses. As the bunching is accomplished by slowing electrons in the leading part
of a pulse and accelerating electrons in the trailing part of a pulse, the energy of electrons
within a pulse is spread out. The magnetic field of the solenoids is oriented parallel to
the beam momentum and thus gives rise to a precession of the transverse component of
the electron spin around the beam direction. The precession rate is energy-dependent,
and so, because of the energy spread, different parts of the beam pulse will precess by
different amounts, i.e. the azimuthal angle ¢ of the electron spin will be washed out. This
effect is not compensated for by subsequent dipole magnets, which precess the spin only
about an axis perpendicular to the beam direction. It therefore causes a reduction of the
effective longitudinal beam polarization at the target and a residual transverse polarization.
In addition, the solenoid field settings have to be chosen such that the average precession
angle (q05)
is an integer multiple of 180°; otherwise the g - 2 precession in the dipole bends
will not rotate the spin back to longitudinal. These effects were carefully studied in Wien
filter commissioning runs in early 1993. The 0 washout was found to be (cos 05)> 0.87 [42].
For more details, see also Section 2.4.
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Polarized Beam and Beam Line Instrumentation

Bates is a linear accelerator capable of delivering beam of an energy of up to about 900
MeV. For energies above about 450 MeV, the beam is recirculated, i.e. it passes through
the accelerator twice. The present experiment was performed at 370 MeV and did not use
recirculation. The beam was pulsed with a repetition rate of 600 pulses per second (lower
for test runs) and a typical pulse width of 17 ps, yielding an instantaneous duty factor of
about 1%. The average beam current at the target varied between 10 and 30 PA.
The experiment was performed in the South Experimental Hall on beam line B. An
achromatic tune was used for the magnetic elements of the 90° bend to ensure minimal
beam motion with beam energy fluctuations. The beam energy spread was determined by
a set of slits in the switchyard chicane. Initially, a spread of 0.3% FWHM of the nominal
beam energy was selected, which was increased after four days of running to 0.5% in order
to provide higher beam current. The chicane operates with two precisely calibrated and
matched dipole magnets which disperse and refocus the beam according to its momentum.
The Energy Compression System (ECS) was not used in this experiment.
Beam position monitoring was provided by two pairs of microwave cavity sensors (NIKHEF style), one of which was located upstream of the M0ller target and the other was
installed upstream of the polarized 3He target. Fine tuning of the beam position was
accomplished with a set of quadrupole magnets (BSQ3V/H) in the 90° bend. The beam
position monitors signals were read by ADC's and included in the data stream. In addition
to the electronic position monitors, two fluorescent BeO flip screens were available for visual
inspection of the beam position in the vicinity of the Moller and 3 He targets. Cameras
allowed viewing of the screens on TV monitors in the counting house. The beam position
mm of the optimal position. The
was checked before every run and adjusted to within l±1
optimal beam position was determined by minimizing the scattering rate from the empty
3 He target; this procedure is described in detail in Section 3.4.1. The beam spot size at the
3

He target varied between about 0.5 x 1 mm 2 and 1 x 2 mm 2 . Calibration

of the electronic

monitors was performed by comparison with the flip screen positions.
Continuous monitoring of beam halo was provided by scintillators, one at the M0oller
target and one at the 3 He target. The scintillator output could be viewed on oscilloscopes
ill the counting house, and care was taken to minimize the halo signals before data taking
by fine-tuning the accelerator. The halo monitor signals were included in the data stream.
Three toroidal current transformers, BT1-3, measured the delivered charge. BT1 and
BT2 were integrated and read by ADC's for each beam pulse (see the discussion in Section
2.8.2), while BT3 was integrated by a BIC current integrator over the duration of a run.
BT3 was used for diagnostic purposes only. For this experiment, it was important to know
the total incident charge per helicity state because any asymmetry in the charge results
in an asymmetry of the yield measured in the spectrometers and so would cause a false
asymmetry if not corrected for. The charge per helicity state was obtained from the BT1
and BT2 data; it was generally found to have a very small asymmetry, of less than 0 - 4 ,
with the exception of a few runs. The toroids were calibrated once before the experiment by
sending a known pulsed current through a wire at the center of the coils. This calibration
is estimated to be accurate to 0.1%.
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2.4 Mller Polarimeter
The polarization of the electron beam was determined by electron-electron (M011er) scattering, a technique which is in wide use at fixed-target electron scattering laboratories. The
device on beam line B at Bates that was used in this experiment was installed in early 1989.
A detailed description has been published in Ref. [45]. Here, we summarize the important
characteristics and the changes that were made in preparation for this experiment.
The cross section for polarized, elastic electron-electron scattering can be written as

dQ ( do) (1 + eP PfA ) ,

(2.8)

where PiB(PT) are the components of the beam (target) polarization as measured in the
rest frame of the beam (target) electrons. Here, the z-axis is along the beam momentum
and the x-axis lies in the scattering plane. The nine asymmetries Ai can be calculated
in QED; to lowest order, they assume their maximum value at a center-of-mass scattering
angle of 9 CM = 90 ° . Substituting the QED results for Ai, into (2.8), the physics asymmetry
(defined analogously to Expression (1.31)) at OCM = 90 is

Aphys -- 9 PT pB + pTp B -7

T B

(2.9)

Spin-independent background scattering processes dilute the physics asymmetry, so that
the experimentally determined asymmetry is
Ameas

Aphys 1

B/S

(2.10)

Here, B is the background rate and S is the Moller signal rate.
If o00
is the g -2 spin precession angle induced by the B-line bend, w is the spin rotation
caused by the Wien filter, and is the spin rotation caused by the accelerator solenoids,
then the beam polarization at the M011ertarget is given by [42]
pB

=

_pB (sin Owcos o (cos

pB

=

_pB

pB

=

pB

y

) + sin o cos Ow),

sinOw(sin¢),

(2.11)

(cos ocos w - sin O sin w (cos )).

Because the the M0ller device averages over the beam pulse, averages1 are taken with respect
to ¢, which is statistically distributed due to the solenoid-induced washout, as explained in
Section 2.2.

Experimentally, one wishes to determine the longitudinal beam polarization, P!. How-

'These are defined as

(f(O))=

J P(0)f(o)d,

where P(k) is probability to find electrons rotated by

.
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ever, the beam is not necessarily polarized along z only. The longitudinal component could
be separated by using a target with purely longitudinal polarization, i.e. pT = pT = 0, but
this is difficult to realize in practice:

The target used in the M011er polarimeter

is a thin,

ferromagnetic fil, whose polarization is restricted to lie in the foil plane. Obviously, the foil
cannot be oriented parallel to the beam. If the target is rotated away from the beam about
a vertical axis, and is magnetized by a longitudinal
be written as

pT = pT sinOT,

magnetic field, then its polarization

pT = pT cos OT,

can

(2.12)

where OT is the angle between the plane of the target foil and the beam direction. One
can then obtain B by performing two measurements with opposite target angles, i.e. at
+OT and at -T,
and averaging the results. The x-components drop out because they
are proportional

to sin 0T. No knowledge of (cos ¢),

wv, or 0o is necessary

as long as the

cancellation is exact. The main systematic uncertainty in this procedure arises from the
imperfect knowledge of OT. As the target angle is usually well known and reproducible,
and the transverse beam polarization is low if the Wien filter is reasonably well tuned, the
uncertainty

can be kept small.

Using equations (2.9)-(2.12), one obtains for the measured M0ller asymmetry

pBp T
Ameas

9

I1
+ B/

x [(7 cos OTsin 0o - sin OTcoso00)sin Ow(cos)

(7 cos OT cos 00 + sin OT sin

o00)
cos Ow].

(2.13)

This expression can be used to apply corrections to the asymmetry due to transverse components. In addition, one sees how tuning of the accelerator spin transport properties can
be accomplished: The solenoid tune can be established by mapping (cos 4) versus solenoid
current, where (cos¢) is derived from the M011erasymmetry at w = 90° (so that the second line in (2.13) is zero). Likewise, the absolute Wien filter rotation, Ow, can be measured
by choosing (coso) = 0, or by selecting r judiciously. The absolute beam polarization,
pB, is best determined with the Wien filter off (i.e. Ow = 0) so that uncertainties in (cos )
do not matter.
For this experiment, the M0ollerapparatus was located in a shielded experimental area on
beam line B approximately 10 m upstream of the main target. Figure 2-2 shows a schematic
layout. The electron beam was incident from the left on the ferromagnetic target foil (A),
which was contained in a vacuum target chamber. The chamber was surrounded by a pair
of Helmholtz coils, which provided the polarizing field. The electrons scattered in the foil
passed through a lead collimator (B), which selected the scattering angle. Subsequently, a
quadrupole magnet deflected the M0ollerelectrons horizontally away from the beam direction. A pair of aerogel Cerenkov detectors (C1/C2), which were positioned at an angle of
12° with respect to the beam, detected the electrons. The position of detector C2 could
be adjusted within a small angular range to match the detector acceptances in coincidence
mode. Additional collimators (D) suppressed low-energy background. A central opening in
the collimator (B) allowed the beam to pass into the main experimental hall.
The operating energy of the device could be selected by moving the target relative to the
quadrupole magnet and by modifying the collimator (B). For the present experiment, the
apparatus was configured for 370 MeV beam energy, corresponding to a distance between
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Figure 2-2: Layout of the M0ller apparatus.
target foil and collimator of 110.1 cm and a M0ller lab scattering angle of M = 3.006°.
The collimator was specially fabricated and had a rectangular opening of 2 mmx6.8 mm.
Several targets were installed on a target ladder inside the target chamber (A). Two
ferromagnetic Fe-Co alloy foils of 13 itm and 25 m thickness, made of Supermendur (49%
Fe, 49% Co, 2% Va by weight), were provided for the beam polarization measurements.

Only the 13 rm foil was used in this experiment because the beam current was relatively
high. A fluorescent BeO target was used for beam position measurements and tuning, and
an empty frame was provided to allow the beam to pass undisturbed into the experimental
hall when no M0ller measurements were done. During data taking, the beam position was
monitored with microwave cavity monitors as described in Section 2.3. To protect the
polarized 3 He target, the laser system, and the electronics in the experimental hall from
beam spray from the Mo0llertarget, a water-cooled beam stop was installed several meters
downstream of the M0ller apparatus. The beam stop was operated remotely and could be
opened only when the empty target frame was in place.
For most measurements, the target foil was oriented at +30 ° with respect to the beam
and was polarized by a 150 G magnetic field. Due to the target inclination, the effective
polarizing field was 130 G, which was sufficient to achieve saturation

magnetization.

The

magnitude of the polarization was determined in a previous study [45] by measuring the
voltage induced in a set of pickup coils when reversing the foil polarization, and was found
to be PT = (8.02 + 0.12)o%.
In principle, the two M0ller electrons can be detected in coincidence with the two detectors C1 and C2, or only one electron can be detected. The coincidence mode is only
useful with low beam currents because otherwise the rate of random coincidences becomes
unacceptably high. Since the beam current was high in this experiment, and could not
be reduced for Moller measurements because the beam polarization should be determined
under conditions comparable to those of production running, only singles mode was used.
This scheme has the advantages that higher statistics are achieved and that the detectors C1
and C2 provide two independent measurements. The disadvantage is the higher background
from processes other than M0ller scattering.
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The signals of the two Cerenkov detectors were integrated over a full beam pulse (17 us),
and the pulse height information was digitized in high-resolution (16-bit) ADC's. In addition, the x and y beam positions, the integrated beam charge, and the beam halo information
were recorded for each beam pulse. The peak beam current during a beam pulse was typically 2.5 mA. To avoid overheating of the target, the beam was delivered with a repetition
rate of 60 Hz, i.e. only one timeslot was used (see Section 2.3).
A "M011errun" consisted of four individual measurements: First, the target angle was
set to T = 3 0' and the field of the quadrupole magnet was scanned from a value significantly below the M011erpeak to a value significantly above. This measurement, a so-called
"peak scan", gave the relative size of the M011ersignal to the background. Secondly, the
region around the M0ller peak was scanned again, but with significantly longer time per
point to acquire higher statistics. These so-called "fake scan" data were used to determine
the M0ollerasymmetry. Next, the target angle was set to -30 ° and the peak and fake scan
measurements were repeated. This provided data necessary to eliminate the effect of transverse polarization components, as described above. MOller runs were performed every day
or two. The analysis and results of the measurements are discussed in Section 3.5.

2.5

Polarized

3 He

Target

The polarized 3 He target employed in this experiment was an external, cryogenically cooled
gas target, which was optically pumped using the metastability-exchange technique [54].
It was originally developed at Caltech in 1986-89 for Bates experiment 88-02 [61], the
precursor of the present experiment. An exhaustive description of the original target design
is given in [11,48,63]. For this experiment, several improvements were made:
* The original YAP laser system was replaced by a lanthanum magnesium hexaluminate
(LNA) system [46], greatly improving the reliability of the laser.
* The laser polarizing optics were modified to provide fast, electronically controlled
reversal of the target spin.
* The cryogenics system was optimized, resulting in a lower target temperature (13 K
vs. 17 K) and thus increased target density.
* A new, high-precision calibration of the optical polarization monitor was carried out
[49], reducing the systematic error of the target polarization measurement.
As the target is the central component of the experiment, its principle of operation and
technical aspects are discussed is some detail in the following. Parts of the presentation
follow [46,57,63]. Special attention is paid to the technical modifications mentioned above.

2.5.1

Optical Pumping of 3 He

Several methods exist to achieve nuclear polarization of gaseous 3 He in its atomic ground
state 1S 0 . Conceptually the simplest is the so-called brute force method, where the gas is
placed in an intense magnetic field at low temperature. However, for a field of 10 T and a
temperature of 1 K, the obtainable nuclear polarization in equilibrium is only of order 1%,
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and for lower temperatures, the vapor pressure of the gas becomes very low 2 . Therefore,
this method is not suitable to polarize 3 He to a high degree.
Optical pumping, a technique invented by Kastler [50,51] in 1949, provides a very effective means of polarizing the electronic shells and ultimately the nuclei of a variety of atoms.
The technique relies on the fact that large nonequilibrium populations of atomic magnetic
substates can be created by transferring angular momentum from photons (polarized light)
to the atomic shell. Nuclear polarization is achieved via the hyperfine interaction. In the
case of 3 He, this technique can be applied to two systems: mixtures of alkaline vapor and
gaseous helium, and isotopically pure helium gas. In the first system, optical pumping
proceeds via the alkali; the polarization is subsequently transferred to the helium via spinexchange collisions between alkali and helium atoms [52]. Polarizations in excess of 70%
have been obtained [53]. In the second scheme, the metastable 23 S1 level of helium is optically pumped, an idea first proposed by Colegrove, Schearer, and Walters in 1963 [54].
The polarized 3 He target described in this section uses this second scheme, which we will
discuss in more detail in the following.
The lowest-lying atomic levels of 3 He along with their lifetimes are depicted in Figure 23. Polarizing the 1lS0 (F = ) ground state by direct optical pumping to the 2 1 Pl(F = 9, 3)
level is not feasible, first because the transition wavelength (58.5 nm) is in the ultraviolet,
where no powerful sources of polarized light (such as lasers) are readily available; and second
because the hyperfine splitting is too small to create a nuclear polarization during the
lifetime of the excited state. Instead, an indirect approach is taken in which the transition
between the metastable 23 S1 level and the excited 23 P level is optically pumped and the
polarization is transferred to the ground state atoms in metastability-exchange collisions.
In such collisions, the incoming metastable atom exchanges its electron cloud with the
incoming ground state atom, resulting in an outgoing ground state atom with a polarized
nucleus. A small population of metastable atoms (on the order of one part in 106) can be
produced by a radiofrequency gas discharge in pure 3 He at low pressure ( 1 Torr). The
metastables decay by interactions with the cell walls or by collisions with impurities in the
gas; therefore cleanliness of the pumping environment is important. A weak magnetic field
(of order 10 G) is sufficient to define the quantization

axis.

The hyperfine structure of the 23 S1
23 P transition in 3 He is shown in Figure 2-4.
Nine transitions, labeled C1 -C 9 , are allowed by the selection rules. Figure 2-5 shows their
relative strength and frequency. Circularly polarized optical pumping light of helicity a±
induces AmF = ±1 transitions from magnetic sublevels mF of the 23 S1 state to sublevels
of the 23 P state. The excited state may decay according to the selection rule AmF = 0,±1
into any accessible sublevel of the 23 S1 metastable ground state. Hence there is a net
displacement of the 23 S, population to higher (lower) quantum numbers mF. Full nuclear
polarization P = 1 corresponds to an accumulation of all the metastables in the sublevel
F =- , mF =
.
Therefore, optical pumping of the electronic shell directly leads to
nuclear polarization of the metastables. This is illustrated in Figure 2-6 for the case of the
Cs and C9 transitions.
The indirect nature of the optical pumping process and its dependence on the parameters involved has been analyzed in detail in Ref. [55]. The polarized 3 He target of the
-

2

The boiling point of

3

He is 3.2 K.
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present experiment operated in the high-pressure limit, where collisional depolarization of
the excited 23 P state is important. In this regime, the achievable ground state nuclear polarization is predicted to be highest for optical pumping on the C8 and the C9 transitions.
Experimentally, one finds that the C9 transition yields superior results at the pressure of 2
Torr at which the target was operated in the present experiment [57].

2.5.2

Laser and Optics System

Optical pumping of metastable 3 He requires an intense source of cw 1083 nm light with
very narrow bandwidth. In the past, 4 He arc lamps [54] and later, Nd:YAP lasers [11]
have been used for this purpose. Only recently, a new laser material, Nd:LMA [47], has
become available which offers superior performance compared to earlier techniques: high
power (> 5 W), a linewidth well matched to the Doppler bandwidth of the 3 He gas, and
primary emission peaks very close to the optical pumping transition. Such a laser is simple
to construct, easy to tune to any of the metastable 3 He transitions, and very reliable to
operate. Several groups [57-60] involved in research on polarized 3 He have adopted this
design.
For the polarized 3 He target of this experiment, a Laser Applications Model 9560
Nd:YAG laser cavity with a Nd:LMA rod manufactured by Union Carbide was used. The
configuration is illustrated in Figure 2-7. The rod is pumped by a krypton arc lamp, which
is typically driven with a power of 1-2 kW, and is immersed in continuously flowing cooling
water. Rods with concave curvature of the ends (radius 60 cm) were used. They had a
length of 79 mm and a diameter of 4 mm; the ends were anti-reflection coated for 1083 nm.
The crystals were grown along the a-axis and doped with 15% Nd. The beam shape was
somewhat elliptical, due to the crystal anisotropy along the b and c axes.
The light was coupled out of both ends of the cavity by partially reflecting mirrors (M1
and M2). The high intensity optical pumping light emanated through M1. To monitor
the tuning of the laser, a very low intensity beam was leaked out of the opposite end of
the cavity through M2. Using this monitoring beam, resonance of the laser with a 3 He
transition was detected by observing the fluorescence signal from a 3 He gas discharge in a
sealed cell (F) with a photomultiplier tube (PMT) viewing the cell from the side.
Two uncoated etalons were placed inside the cavity for bandwidth reduction and tuning.
One etalon was 0.3 mm thick (El), the other 1 mm thick (E2), which resulted in a linewidth
of approximately 1.5 GHz. The laser could be tuned by tilting the etalons away from normal
incidence or by varying their temperatures. Tilting the etalons is not an optimal procedure
for tuning because it results in a drop in power and a degradation of the beam shape.
Therefore, following the approach of Larat [46], the etalons were positioned close to normal
incidence, and their temperatures were controlled, which also largely eliminates laser drift.
A custom-made heater system was used for temperature control, consisting of a cylindrical
copper block, a resistive heater, and associated feedback regulation electronics. The heaters
were mounted on motor-driven rotation stages, providing remote control capability of the
tilt angles.
The laser beam was circularly polarized by passage through a linear polarizer (LP)
followed by an INRAD 204-080 LiNbO3 Pockels cell (PC) which acted as a quarter-wave
plate. Even though the beam emerges from the laser linearly polarized, the linear polarizer
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Figure 2-7: Layout of the laser and optics system.

was installed to clean up the polarization after reflection from preceding mirrors and to
define precisely the polarization axis with respect to the Pockels cell crystal. In addition, the
laser polarization was rotated using a half-wave plate before the clean-up polarizer in order
to maximize the transmitted power. A Laser Applications Model 8403 high-voltage amplifier
(HV), driven by a CAMAC DAC, provided the operating voltage for the Pockels cell. The
voltage could be set by remote. The cell was mounted on a tilt table (Laser Applications
MG-145) to allow precision angular positioning about the two axes perpendicular to the
laser beam direction. After careful alignment of the cell, the degree of circular polarization
of the laser light was measured to be better than 99.9% by analyzing it with a second,
rotatable linear polarizer. The optimum quarter-wave voltages for the Pockels cell were
found to be +1760 V, where positive voltage corresponded to right circular light. A slightly
higher pumping cell polarization was obtained for left circular light, probably due to a small
residual asymmetry in the degree of circular polarization. Because the target polarization
was continuously measured during data taking, this effect (as well as any other slow variation
of the polarization) was automatically compensated for.
Several anti-reflection coated lenses (L1-4) were placed before and after the polarizing
elements to compress and expand the beam to the small aperture (6 mm diameter) of the
Pockels cell and the size of the optical pumping cell (55 mm diameter), respectively. The
lenses after the polarizing optics did not measurably deteriorate the circular polarization
of the beam. The laser power incident on the pumping cell varied greatly during the
experiment, between approximately 1.5 W and 4 W, depending on the cleanliness of the
laser cavity mirrors and etalons. The power was monitored continuously for diagnostic
purposes by splitting a small fraction (, 4%) of the beam off before the Pockels cell (using
a fused silica plate (BS), which was anti-reflection coated on one side) and measuring the
intensity of the sampled beam.
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For maximum optical pumping efficiency, a mirror (R) was installed after the pumping
cell so that the laser beam traversed the cell twice. This doubled the number of velocity
groups of the metastable atoms which were in resonance with the light. In order to avoid
depolarizing reflections of the 668 nm line of 3 He, which was used to determine the nuclear
polarization in the pumping cell (see Section 2.5.4), a filter (F) absorbing this wavelength
was placed in front of the mirror.
A remote-controlled, pneumatic shutter between the beam expander and the pumping
cell provided the ability to interrupt the optical pumping process, for example for relaxation
time measurements (see Section 3.6). To protect the laser crystal and optics from radiation
damage, the system was enclosed by a 10 cm thick lead shielding wall.

2.5.3

Double-Cell Target Apparatus

The target consisted essentially of two functional components: A glass cell ("pumping
cell") at room temperature in which 3 He gas was polarized by optical pumping, and a
cryogenically cooled copper target cell through which the electron beam passed. A small
glass transfer tube connected the two cells. To permit the electron beam to arrive at the
target undisturbed, the target cell was placed inside a vacuum chamber. Thin ( 5 m)
copper foils sealed the cell at its ends. The pumping cell was located outside of the vacuum
chamber so that it could easily be reached by the laser beam. Gas could be filled into the
two cells via a teflon inlet valve which was connected to a gas handling system. In normal
operation, the two-cell system was isolated from the chamber vacuum, but a connection
could be established via a teflon bypass valve for pumpdown or venting in order to prevent
the target end windows from breaking. Figure 2-8 shows a top and side view of the central
part of the target. The system is described in detail in Ref. [63]; for completeness, we
summarize the main features here.
The pumping cell for this experiment was a 6.25cm diameter by 15cm length Pyrex
cylinder. It was larger than the one previously used because a larger size has been shown to
yield superior polarization performance [57]. Four copper electrodes were placed around the
cell to provide the electric field for the rf gas discharge which created the metastable atoms.
An rf oscillator, operating at 2 MHz [57,65], was used as a driver. Except for the ends,
the cell was covered with black electrical tape to avoid light from the gas discharge to exit
through the side walls, which would have caused depolarization of the light and disturbed
the optical polarization measurement. In addition, the cell was surrounded by a pair of coils
connected to a commercial variable-frequency rf oscillator; this arrangement was used to
destroy quickly the nuclear polarization in the pumping cell for so-called transfer relaxation
time runs, as described in Section 3.6.
The transfer tube, also made of Pyrex, was 6.6 cm long, and had an inner diameter of
12 mm. The tube dimensions were enlarged compared to the previous experiment to increase
the diffusion rate between the two cells. A higher diffusion rate, or shorter exchange time
tex, generally results in a higher polarization of the target cell relative to the polarization
in the pumping cell (see equation (2.23)), as long as the volume of the tube remains small
compared to the volume of the cells. The target cell was made from an oxygen-free highpurity copper (OFHC) tube with 2.54 cm inner diameter and was machined to a length of
16 cm and a wall thickness of 254 /m.

As discussed in Ref. [63], the inner wall of the tube
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was not machined to avoid surface contamination.
The end windows of the target cell were cut from sheets of rolled, pinhole-free copper
foil of approximately 5.7 Lm thickness. They were attached to the cell with special, lowtemperature epoxy (Emerson and Cumings Stycast 2850GT with catalyst LV24, mixed at
a ratio of 100:7 by weight [63]). The windows typically withstand 20-30 Torr differential
pressure. The epoxy was also used for the seal between the transfer tube and the target cell,
and for the feedthroughs of the transfer tube and the bypass valve through the aluminium
top flange of the vacuum chamber.
Thermal contact with the cryogenic system was provided by two copper stands at the
ends of the tube, braids of copper wire, and a copper mounting block which attached to
the second stage of the refrigerator head. Flexible copper braids were necessary to prevent
the glass transfer tube from breaking when the system was cooled down and was subjected
to mechanical stress due to the different thermal expansion coefficients of copper and glass.
The connections between the copper stands and the target cell, and between the braids and
the mounting block were each hard-soldered. After soldering, the target cell was thoroughly
cleaned mechanically and chemically. The braids and the copper stands, and the mounting
block and the refrigerator head were each connected with copper screws, a thin layer of
indium foil between the surfaces enhancing thermal conduction. Both the design of the
braids and the scheme for connecting the various copper parts were modified with respect
to their original design, resulting in a lower operating temperature of the target (13 K vs.
17 K). Details can be found in Ref. [65].

Two carbon-glass temperature sensors (Lakeshore Cryogenics Model CGR-1-3000) were
mounted on the copper target cell, one at the contact point with the transfer tube and one
on one of the copper stands, as shown in Figure 2-8. The sensors were read by a Lakeshore

Cryogenics Model DR-82C temperature controller. During the course of the experiment, one
or both sensors repeatedly failed after having been exposed the the beam environment for
some time, apparently due to radiation damage. Although defective sensors were replaced
whenever convenient, the information about the target temperature is incomplete. This is
not a serious problem, however, because the temperature varied only slightly as a function
of beam current and so could be interpolated from known target temperatures with good
accuracy.
The refrigerator system was a Cryomech GB04, closed-cycle, two-stage helium compressor. Thermal radiation losses from the target cell were minimized by a radiation shield
surrounding the cell. The shield attached to the first stage of the refrigerator and was made
of nickel-coated copper sheets. It had openings for the transfer tube, for the entrance and
the exit of the beam, and rectangular

windows at the sides, which were 3.8 cm high by 38

cm long and covered with 160 m aluminium foil. The windows permitted the scattered
particles to pass through the shield. The average target temperature varied between 11.5
and 14.5 K during the experiment, depending on the beam current.
The gas handling system consisted of a simple assembly of stainless steel tube plumbing,
valves, gas supply bottles, and a turbomolecular pump. The connection to the glassware
was provided by a graded glass-to-metal

seal.

3

He of 99.9999% isotopic purity and N 2 of

better than 99.9% purity was available for filling the target. The gas pressure in the twocell system was measured by a MKS Instruments Type 122A baratron pressure transducer.
In addition, an ion gauge at the turbo pump was provided to monitor the residual target
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Figure 2-9: Geometry of target collimators.
pressure during cleaning.
The target cell was housed in an all-aluminium vacuum chamber. Aluminium sidewindows of 254 ym thickness allowed the scattered particles to exit. Because the target end
windows were very thick compared to the 3 He gas, the scattering rate from the windows
exceeded the rate from 3 He significantly. Although the spectrometer acceptances were
sufficiently narrow to limit the effective region seen by the spectrometer to the central
region of the target, additional 2.54 cm thick tungsten collimators were installed to eliminate
residual background from the windows as much as possible. The collimators were beveled
to match the scattering angle and aligned so as to leave a 10 cm opening on the OHIPS side
and a 5 cm gap on the MEPS side. The exact geometry is shown in Figure 2-9 along with
approximate positions and thicknesses of all materials intersecting the scattered particles'

path.
The magnetic holding field required for optical pumping was provided by a pair of 76
cm diameter Helmholtz coils 38 cm apart. Since the field direction determines the target
spin angle, care had to be taken in aligning the coils. Although the target was relatively
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far away from the front quadrupole magnets of the spectrometers, it was found that the
magnets, especially the first quadrupole of MEPS, altered the field at the pumping cell
location appreciably. The field direction changed and the field gradients increased when
the magnets were energized. The field direction was determined to an accuracy of about
±0.5 ° using a portable compass. The value found in a post-experimental survey was 42.5 °
with the magnets at the nominal settings. The increased gradients resulted in poor target
performance at the nominal holding field value of 18 G. Therefore, the holding field was
increased to 36 G, which made a somewhat larger correction of the optical polarization
monitor data necessary (see Ref. [49] and Section 2.5.4).
For high optical pumping efficiency, the pumping cell had to be cleaned very thoroughly
in situ by alternate baking and high-power rf discharge cycles. The detailed procedure is
discussed in Ref. [63]. Typically, 4-5 cycles were necessary for optimum performance,

which

took several days to complete. The cleanliness of the target was judged by examining the
spectrum of a 3 He gas discharge in the pumping cell with a portable spectroscope. The base
pressure of the two-cell system at room temperature after sufficient cleaning was typically
5 10-8 Torr.
The target was prepared for operation after cleaning by commencing cooldown while
pumping the system with the turbo pump. Once the temperature of the copper cell had
reached 80 K, the system was filled with nitrogen to a pressure of 10 Torr. The nitrogen
subsequently condensed on the inner walls of the copper cell to form a solid surface coating.
This coating was necessary to reduce the low-temperature spin-relaxation rate of 3 He on
the copper surface to an acceptable level [63]. After further cooldown to about 13 K, 3 He
gas was filled into the target to a pressure of about 2 Torr. The exact filling pressures and
temperatures were noted each time this procedure was repeated.

2.5.4

Optical Polarization Measurement

The nuclear polarization of the 3 He atoms in the target pumping cell was inferred from
the circular polarization of light emitted in atomic transitions excited by the gas discharge
[56]. This is possible because initially unpolarized excited atomic states acquire a certain
degree of polarization during their lifetime due to the hyperfine interaction, so that light
emitted in the decay of these states is circularly polarized. Because collisions between atoms
may cause atomic depolarization, the degree of circular polarization is pressure-dependent,
and a cross-calibration with a sample of known nuclear polarization has to be performed.
Recent NMR data obtained at Caltech [49] were used for this purpose. In the present target
apparatus,

the 668 nm 3He line, corresponding

to the 31 D2

21P1 transition,

was used for

polarization monitoring.
An optical polarimeter was employed to detect the 668 nm line. The viewing angle
between the polarimeter's optic axis and direction of the target magnetic holding field was
°
= 14.00
0.25° . Light entering the polarimeter passed first through a narrow-band filter,
which attenuated noise from background light, and then through a quarter-wave plate,
rotating with angular frequency w, followed by a fixed linear polarizer. A photomultiplier
tube detected the transmitted light. Any circular polarization component of the incident
light appeared as a 2w-periodic intensity variation at the phototube, whereas unpolarized
or linearly polarized light appeared as a constant background.
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The photomultiplier signal was fed into a lockin amplifier (EG&G Model 5209), whose
output was proportional to the ac component, Vc, of the input signal. The dc component
of the phototube signal, Vdc, was measured with a low-pass filter/dc amplifier combination.
Both lockin and dc amplifier output signals were digitized in CAMAC analog-to-digital
converters once every two seconds.
The pumping cell polarization was computed as
Pp=

fpress

B Vac

cos 0 Vdc

(2.14)

Here, fpress is the pressure-dependent calibration constant, and f

and fB are correction
factors to account for deviations from the 1/cos0 dependence and for the effect of the
magnetic holding field [49]. For the present setup, f = 1.05 ± 0.01 and fB = 1.02 ± 0.005.
To determine the polarization of the 3 He atoms in the actual target cell, it is necessary
to know the relaxation time constants of the coupled two-cell system, as has been described
extensively in [11,63]. Here, we review the basic formalism and procedure. The relevant
quantities are:
* Pumping cell: Number of atoms, Np; nuclear polarization, Pp; spin-relaxation time,
Trp.

* Target cell: Number of atoms, Nt; nuclear polarization, Pt; spin-relaxation time, Tt.
* Total number of atoms: N = Nt + Np.
* Relaxation time of a sealed cell at the location of the pumping cell, S,,.
* Exchange time between the pumping and the target cell, tex.
In the following, it is assumed that the volume of the glass capillary, which connects the
pumping and target cells, is negligible. Further, the exchange time of atoms between the
two cells, te, is taken to be much smaller than the spin-relaxation times in each cell, i.e.
te <

p,Vt-

The pumping and target cell relaxation times, rp and rt, cannot be obtained directly
because the two cells are coupled, but they can be determined by measuring several related
quantities and solving a system of coupled equations. It can be shown [63] that the following
three procedures yield sufficient information:
1. Measurement of the decay of the pumping cell polarization after the laser pumping
light has been turned off, the discharge in the pumping cell remaining on. This is
called "discharge-on" measurement. The pumping cell polarization can be shown to
decay according to a double-exponential function,

Pp(t) =

+ ase-t/T,

(2.15)

where a and a are the so-called long and short amplitudes, and the two time constants rl and r,, the long and short relaxation times. These four parameters can be
determined simultaneously from a fit to the discharge-on relaxation data. As discussed in [63], r is roughly equivalent to the weighted average of rp and rt, while r,
approximately corresponds to t,x.
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2. Measurement of the decay of the pumping cell polarization after the optical pumping
light has been turned off and no discharge is present in the pumping cell. This is
called "discharge-off" measurement. The decay time constant, rl( 0 ff), is typically very
long (several minutes), and can be obtained from a fit to a simple exponential. r(off)
contains information about relaxation mechanisms other than the discharge.
3. Measurement of the discharge-off relaxation time of a sealed copy of the pumping cell
at the location of the pumping cell. This measurement yields the relaxation time r,,,
which reflects the intrinsic relaxation of the pumping cell.
As an alternative to the discharge-on measurement, another procedure is possible:
4. Measurement of the buildup and decay of the pumping cell polarization after the
pumping cell polarization has been destroyed by a depolarizing rf pulse (at the Larmor
frequency). The optical pumping light is turned off during this measurement; the
initial polarization buildup occurs as polarized atoms diffuse into the pumping cell
from the target cell. This is called "transfer" relaxation time measurement. The
time dependence of the polarization is again a double exponential, but with only one
undetermined amplitude:
t '
Pp(t)= al (e -/T

e-t/Ts)

-

(2.16)

The time constants r and rs obtained in this way are equivalent to those derived from
the discharge-on measurement.
In addition, it is necessary to know the ratio of the number of atoms in the two cells, Nt/Np.
This ratio can be derived from a measurement of the volume ratio and of the temperatures
of the two cells:

Nt

vT

Np Vt'
N=

Vt'

(2.17)

where v(V) and t(T) are the volume and temperature of the target (pumping) cell, respectively. The procedure for determining v/V is described in Appendix C of Ref. [63]. For the

present target apparatus, the values
V

- = 0.223 ± 0.012

(2.18)

rc = 715 28s.

(2.19)

and
were obtained.
Having determined r, , r rl(off), rs, and Nt/Np, the relaxation times of the two cells
and the exchange time can be computed using the following relations [63]:
1

N

rt

Nt
r1 l Nr

1Np

N rsc.2

r(of)
-pI

r

t

1(2.21)

(2.20)
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(2.22)

The ratio of pumping cell polarization to target cell polarization is then given by

Pt

+ -tt
Np 7t

(2.23)

Relaxation time measurements of type 1., 2., and 4. were preformed at regular intervals
during the experiment, typically once per day. The results are given in Section 3.6.

2.6
2.6.1

OHIPS Spectrometer
Optics

The One Hundred Inch Proton Spectrometer (OHIPS) is a QQD (quadrupole-quadrupoledipole) magnetic spectrometer whose primary feature is a high maximum momentum of 1.3
GeV/c. It has a 9.7 m flight path and a 90 ° vertical bend with 2.54 m radius of curvature.
The optics system is illustrated in Figure 2-10. The best measured momentum resolution
is 1.4 x 10- 3 over the momentum acceptance of 10% [69]. The focusing is point-to-point
in both the dispersive and the transverse direction, i.e. (xjl) = 0 and (ylj) = 0, providing
good momentum and target y coordinate sensitivity to first order. A detailed description
of the spectrometer design can be found in Ref. [69].
In this experiment, OHIPS was operated in the so-called reverse-quad (VH) mode where
Q1 focuses in the dispersive and Q2 focuses in the non-dispersive plane, providing a larger
extended target; acceptance (see Section B.2) at the expense of momentum resolution. The
resolution was determined to be approximately 1 x 10-2 FWHM for 3 He(e,e') elastic scattering without corrections for kinematic broadening.
The angular acceptance was defined by a 21 cm thick, removable, rectangular lead
collimator and was 123 mrad in the scattering plane and 283 mrad vertically. The collimator
was designed and beveled for a 2.0 m first drift to the effective field boundary of Q1. To
maximize the solid angle, the spectrometer was moved as close to the target pivot as possible,
reducing the first drift to 93 cm. In this position, the distance between the front edge of the
collimator and the center of the target was was 47.4 cm. A TURTLE [71] simulation shows
that internal apertures further restrict the scattering plane acceptance to approximately
56 mrad. The solid angle acceptance was determined via l2 C(e,e') elastic scattering to be
approximately 12 msr (see Section B.2).
The dipole field was measured with a Rawson-Lush3 rotating-coil Gaussmeter and was
carefully cycled through its maximum value whenever a change was made. The quadrupole
fields were also cycled and scaled proportionally to the dipole field. The following ratios of
quadrupole to dipole currents yielded the best focusing properties and were used throughout
the experiment: IQ1/ID = 0.255 and IQ2/ID = 0.180.
3

Rawson-Lush, Inc., Acton, Mass.
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Figure 2-10: The OHIPS spectrometer.
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2.6.2

Focal Plane Instrumentation

The OHIPS detector stack is depicted in Figure 2-11. It was instrumented with a twoplane crossed vertical drift chamber (VDCX) for coordinate and momentum measurement,
three planes of plastic scintillators providing the trigger, and a gas Cerenkov counter for
particle identification (electron/pion).
The VDCX measured the positions xf and yf and angles Of and f of the particle trajectory in the spectrometer's focal plane. The coordinates are defined, using the TRANSPORT [75] convention, such that the x-axis points in the dispersive direction toward higher
momentum values and the z-axis along the central ray; x, y, and z form a right-handed
coordinate system. The angles 0 and are taken between the z-axis and the projection of
the trajectory onto the x-z and y-z planes, respectively. The momentum is usually given
as a deviation from the spectrometer's central momentum: _ (p - po)/po.
The VDCX consisted of two actual drift chambers, whose wires were crossed at 90° .
The wires formed an angle of 450 with the TRANSPORT axes x and y. Each chamber had
128 signal wires spaced 4.23 mm apart, which lay halfway between two planes of aluminized
mylar foils. The mylar foils were 25.4 mm apart. Between each pair of signal wires there was
a beryllium-copper guard wire. The chamber geometry is illustrated in Fig. 3-2. The VDCX
was inclined at 44.590 relative to the central ray so as to coincide with the focal plane of the
spectrometer [70]. The wires were held at ground level, and a high voltage of typically 9.0 kV
was applied to the mylar planes. An approximately equal mixture of argon and isobutane
gas was flowed through the chamber. Particles passing through the chamber ionized the
gas along their tracks, and electrons created in the ionization process then drifted along
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the electric field lines to the signal wires, generating a charge pulse on the wire, which was
amplified and discriminated by an electronic circuit. The electron drift velocity depends
on the gas mixture and was approximately 50 m/ns. For the chosen inclination of the
chamber, typically four wires fired per hit. The track direction and intercept with the wire
plane were reconstructed from the drift times to the individual wires which fired. The
detailed analysis procedure is discussed in Section 3.2.1. The readout system is described
in the next section.
Three planes of scintillators were installed in OHIPS for this experiment as shown in
Fig. 2-11. The scintillator

material was Bicron NE110. SO and S1, each 711 mm long by 203

mm wide by 4.76 mm thick, were mounted approximately parallel to the wire chamber close
to its top. Each of these scintillators was viewed by two photomultiplier tubes (PMT's), one
at each end. The PMT's were labeled "A" and "B"; tube "A" was on the high-momentum
side of the VDCX. Scintillator S2 was 635 mm long by 178 mm wide by 38.1 mm thick and

had only one PMIT.
The C(erenkovdetector was operated with pure isobutane gas with an index of refraction
of (n - 1) = 1.27 x 10-3, yielding a threshold of approximately 7 = 20. Therefore, only
electrons but not pions generated a signal. A mirror collected the Cerenkov light and
focused it on a single PMT. Unlike the 3 HIe experiments in 1990 [11,12], this detector was
fully operational for this run.

2.6.3

Electronics

The OHIPS electronics system consisted of three main parts: The focal plane trigger,
which processed the scintillator signals and was physically located in the experimental hall
("downstairs') next to the spectrometer detector hut; the wire chamber readout system,
which was also located downstairs; and the "upstairs" electronics, located in the counting
house, for reprocessing and digitizing the signals for computer readout.
A schematic diagram of the OHIPS focal plane trigger is shown in Fig. 2-12. The phototube signals from the scintillators were current-amplified in linear fan-out modules (LFO's)
and then discriminated by pulse height. The signals from the two PMT's of SOand S1 were
mean-timed using LeCroy Model 624 logic modules. Two separate triggers were generated,
one for a 3/3 scintillator coincidence, and the other for a 2/3.Cerenkov coincidence. The
latter provided a means to determine the efficiencies of the individual scintillator planes.
The timing of the 3/3 trigger was always defined by SO. For the 2/3 trigger, however, no
such definite timing could be chosen5 ; instead, the scintillator signals were delayed such
that they arrived at the 2/3 coincidence logic approximately simultaneously, thus minimizing timing jitter as much as possible. The 3/3 trigger always preceded the 2/3 trigger. The
combined signal, 3SV2S.C, was gated by the Run (R), Timeslot (TIMSLT), and Computer
Busy (CB) signals (see Section 2.8.2 for details). The trigger rate was restricted to one per
beam burst, which was necessary because of the speed limitations of the CAMAC electronics
used for digitizing the detector signals.
4

A mean timer generates (within a certain timing window) an output signal at a time t = (tl + t2)/2 + to,
where tl and t 2 are the times of the input signals, and t o is a constant delay. If only one input signal is
present, no output is generated.
5
The Cerenkov was not suitable to define the timing because its timing fluctuations were too large.
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The gated trigger, called "OHIPS event", was sent to the counting house via fast 93 Q
cables and provided the gates and start signals for the CAMAC analog-to-digital converters
(ADC's) and time-to-digital converters (TDC's), respectively. All logic signals were rediscriminated before being sent to scalers and TDC's to eliminate pulse height and shape
deterioration due to cable attenuation and dispersion. The PMT analog signals were directly
supplied to ADC's without pulse reshaping.
The OHIPS drift chamber was read out with a delay line system, depicted in Fig. 2-13.
Four delay lines, each providing a total delay of
80 ns, were associated with each wire
plane of the VI)CX. Every fourth wire of a given plane was connected to a tap on the same
delay line. Thus, if four consecutive wires fired, there was a signal on all four delay lines.
Both ends of each delay line were connected to TDC's (and scalers) via discriminators. The
difference between the times measured in the two TDC's of any given delay line was used to
obtain the wire number. The sum of those times gave the drift time to the wire that fired.
A delay line system has the advantage that few electronic components are required, but the
drawback that the wire information is corrupted if more than one wire fires per line.

2.7

MEPS Spectrometer

2.7.1

Optics

The Medium Energy Pion Spectrometer (MEPS) is a magnetic spectrometer with a relatively short 4.7 m flight path and a 1100 vertical bend with 0.75 m radius of curvature.
The main optics and detector components are illustrated in Figure 2-14. The sequence of
the magnetic elements is QQSD (quadrupole-quadrupole-split dipole). MEPS was originally designed [72] for pion detection and has a low maximum momentum of 400 MeV/c.
The nominal momentum resolution is 5 x 10 - 4 over the momentum acceptance of 20%.
The focusing properties are point-to-point in the dispersive direction, i.e. (xol) = 0, and
parallel-to-point in the transverse plane, i.e. (yly) = 0, yielding high momentum and scattering angle sensitivity in first order.
A 5.08 cm thick removable lead collimator with an unbeveled rectangular opening restricted the angular acceptance to 145 mrad in the scattering plane and 99 mrad vertically.
Thus, the geometrical solid angle acceptance was approximately 14.3 msr. As explained
further in Section B.2, the actual solid angle was approximately 13.7 msr at the center of
the focal plane and varied with . The distance between the front end of the collimator and
the center of the target was 47.1 cm.
As in OHIPS, the dipole field was measured with a Rawson probe. Both dipole and
quadrupole fields were carefully cycled upon every change. The quadrupole fields were
scaled proportionally to the dipole field, using the following ratios of quadrupole to dipole
currents: IQ1/'ID = 0.835 and IQ2/ID = 0.834. These values yielded the best optical
focusing properties.

2.7.2

Focal Plane Instrumentation

The focal plane of MEPS was equipped with a VDCX drift chamber, three planes of scintillators, and an aerogel Cerenkov detector. As with OHIPS, the wire chamber was used to
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determine the particle coordinates, the scintillators provided the trigger, and the (Cerenkov
the particle identification. A schematic of the detector stack is shown in Figure 2-14.
The design of the VDCX in MEPS was identical to that of the chamber in OHIPS and
is explained in Section 2.6.2. The VDCX was oriented at 42.620 in the dispersive plane
relative to the central ray, so that the chamber roughly6 coincided with the spectrometer's
focal plane. The operating voltage was usually 9.0 kV for both planes. However, especially
the upper chamber would sometimes trip, probably due to moisture buildup. The voltage
was then reduced to 8.5-8.8 kV for several hours.
The top two scintillators were made from Bicron NE110 plastic, while SO was made
from Bicron NE102. Their approximate positions are indicated in Figure 2-14. SO was 584
mm long by 229 mm wide by 6.5 mm thick, and was located close to the top of the wire
chamber to restrict the trigger to particles crossing the active chamber area. It was viewed
by two PMT's, which were attached next to each other to the same side of the scintillator.
Because of this arrangement, effectively only one PMT fired for each hit. The plastic in SO
was replaced for this experiment because the existing material was found to be degraded.
Scintillators

S3 and S47 were each 813 mm long by 203 mm wide; S3 was 3.18 mm thick

and S4, 6.35mm. They were viewed by two PMT's, one at each end. As in OHIPS, the two
PMT's are labeled "A" and "B"; tube "A" was on the high-momentum side of the VDCX.
The active material of the (Cerenkovdetector was silica aerogel with an index of refraction
of n = 1.05. The threshold velocity for production of Cerenkov light was therefore about
0.95c. The aerogel material, which is very hygroscopic, was regenerated for this experiment
by baking it in an oven at a temperature of 5000 C for 24 hours. The Cerenkov radiation
was detected by ten PMT's,

Al-10,

arranged

in two rows of five, one on each side of the

detector box. The tubes were 12.7 cm diameter Amperex XP1040, except for A10, which
was an Amperex Model 58ANP. They were carefully gain-matched by adjusting the high
voltage of each tube such that the singles rates were approximately equal.

2.7.3

Electronics and Trigger

The MEPS electronics system was very similar to the one in OHIPS (see Section 2.6.3). We
only describe the differences here.
The focal plane trigger diagram is shown in Figure 2-15. As with OHIPS, two triggers
were formed, a 3/3 scintillator coincidence and a 2/3C coincidence. The main difference
to the OHIPS system was that a logical OR was formed between the PMT signals from the
scintillator bars, rather than a logical AND. Evidently, this was necessary for SObecause of
the special geometry of this scintillator, but for S3 and S4, although in principle both tubes
should have seen a signal for each hit, a significant fraction of good tracks was found during
checkout to have only one good PMT signal, probably due to degraded scintillator material.
A logical OR between the tubes ensured that these hits were not lost. Consequently, no
mean-timers could be used, resulting in a slight deterioration of the trigger timing resolution.
This did not present a problem, however, because the mean-timing can be done in software.
6A good coincidence is not possible because the focal plane of MEPS is curved [72].
7
The scintillator numbers are historical. There is room for two more scintillator bars, S1 and S2, in the
detector stack, but those scintillators were not installed in this experiment.
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The timing of the 3/3 trigger was defined by S3. A logical AND was formed of all ten
(Cerenkov PMT signals to generate the Cerenkov signal for the 2S.( trigger.
The wire chamber information was acquired with a LeCroy 4290 system, which was
newly installed for this experiment as a replacement of the previously used TIRUS system.
The LeCroy system provided one TDC per wire, whose timing resolution is 0.5 ns per
channel. Unlike the delay line system used in OHIPS, such a system is capable of handling
multiple hits per event. The system resided in a dedicated CAMAC crate. The 256 TDC's
were grouped in 8 modules with 32 TDC's each and were read by a dedicated crate controller.
The controller transferred the data via a parallel bus to a memory module, Model 4299, in
the main data acquisition CAMAC crate.
The 4290 CAMAC system was located downstairs near the MEPS detector hut and
was triggered by the "MEPS event" signal generated there. Because of the
600 ns
delay between upstairs and downstairs electronics, it was possible that a trigger occurred
downstairs while the upstairs electronics was already gated off at the end of a beam pulse
(cf. Section 2.8.2). In that case, the downstairs trigger would cause the 4290 system to
transmit wire chamber data to the memory module upstairs, but no upstairs trigger would
occur to read the memory module; thus, the data would remain stored in memory. Although
rare, such spurious wire chamber events could corrupt information for other, valid events
because the left-over information in the memory module would be mistaken for current wire
chamber data the next time the module was read out. We decided to solve the problem by
clearing the module in hardware if it had not been read out at the end of a computer busy
cycle. This scheme was feasible because there was at least one valid trigger per beam burst
(the beam charge event, see Section 2.8.2), generating a computer busy cycle regardless of
whether or not a spectrometer event had occurred.

2.8

Data Acquisition and Experiment Control

The data for this experiment were acquired using two independent data acquisition (DAQ)
systems, one handling the spectrometer event data and the other processing the polarized
3 He target information. The spectrometer DAQ was based on the LAMPF Q system [73]
and is described briefly in the next section. The target data were acquired using a custommade program package developed at Caltech and MIT. Details are given in Section 2.8.3.

2.8.1

The Q System

Spectrometer information was digitized in CAMAC analog-to-digital converters (ADC's),
time-to-digital-converters (TDC's), and scalers. CAMAC data were read via a parallel
branch by a dedicated front-end microcomputer (Microprogrammable Branch Driver, MBD)
whenever an event trigger occurred. Two CAMAC crates were used, one for MEPS and one
for OHIPS. The MBD served as a buffer between CAMAC and a MicroVAX 3600 running
the LAMPF Q data acquisition program. The Q system primarily transferred event data
from the MBD to magnetic tape. In addition, if sufficient CPU time was available, a fraction
of the events was analyzed on-line.
The LAMPF Q system is an event-based data acquisition system. Up to 16 different
user event types, organized by event numbers, can be generated in hardware. Additional
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Figure 2-15: Schematic diagram of the MEPS focal plane trigger electronics.
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event numbers can be triggered in software. Detailed information of the event definitions
used in this experiment

is given in Appendix A.

In addition to online data taking, the Q system can be used for replay of data from
tape (or disk) at a later time. A histogramming package, a data test subsystem, and a
parameter data base are available, which greatly simplify data analysis. In this experiment,
all processing and analysis of spectrometer data was performed using Q.

2.8.2

Data Acquisition Scheme and Experimental Gate

Acquisition of beam-related data and gating of events took place in a somewhat unconventional way. The beam charge event (#10) was triggered for every beam pulse, unless the
MIBDwas busy processing previous data. The charge event contained data from the two
toroids BT1 and BT2, the beam position monitors, the halo monitors, and for the beam
helicity. It was necessary to acquire this information, especially the beam position data,
independently of the spectrometer events on a pulse-by-pulse basis to avoid a bias of the
data set. For example, spectrometer events are more likely to occur if the beam position
is off-center because the target walls are thicker than the target gas. Thus, the correct
distribution of the beam position cannot be determined accurately using position information from spectrometer events. Knowledge of the distribution is necessary to estimate false
asymmetries due to helicity-dependent beam motion. This is discussed further in Section
3.8.2.
The event #10 trigger occurred before the actual beam delivery and therefore before
any spectrometer triggers. so that the beam-related information was always written to tape
before the spectrometer data. Thus, events belonging to the same beam pulse could be
correlated unambiguously.
If the MBD was busy at the beginning of a pulse, then all electronics were inhibited,
including most scalers, and therefore such beam bursts were effectively ignored. No charge
was integrated for the ignored bursts. This scheme is unusual; normally scalers and charge
integrators are not inhibited by computer busy, and a computer dead time correction is
applied to the spectrometer yield. However, the conventional method relies on a continuous
measurement of the delivered charge, for which the software charge integration method
employed here is not suitable: If the computer is busy for more than one beam burst, the
charge information for at least one beam burst is lost. If charge is to be acquired and
integrated on a pulse-by-pulse basis, then the only clean solution to this problem is to
ignore beam bursts during computer busy consistently. As a result, no computer dead-time
corrections are required. The only disadvantage of this method is that it is technically more
demanding.
The experimental gate, therefore, consisted of the logical AND of the "Run" (R),
"Timeslot" (TIMSLT), and "NOT Computer Busy" (CB) conditions. "Run" indicated
that the DAQ system was active. The "Timeslot" signal was a generalized Beam Gate
signal; it had a duration of 30 ps and was active both during true beam bursts and pedestal
bursts (see Section 2.2). The beam gate timing is shown in Figure 2-16. Pedestal pulses
were treated like ordinary beam pulses, allowing not only on-line measurement of the ADC
pedestals, but also a (crude) measurement of the cosmics background in the spectrometers.
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Figure 2-16: Timing of the beam gate.

2.8.3

Target Data Acquisition

Information from the polarized 3 He target was acquired independently of the spectrometer
data. A CAMAC crate, located near the target in the experimental area, was read by a
dedicated MicroVAX II computer in the counting house via a serial connection. A custommade data acquisition program processed the target polarization data, temperature data,
and diagnostic information. The calculated polarization values and other information were
displayed on the MicroVAX's graphics screen, and the polarization and temperature data
were passed to the main data acquisition in form of binary words via output and input
registers. The format of the target information included in the main data stream is given
in Appendix A. The target polarization and diagnostic information was read once every 2
seconds, while the temperatures were read once every 10 seconds. A log of the polarization
and temperature data versus time was stored in binary data files on the MicroVAX's disk.
These files also contained most of the target operating parameters, such as laser light
helicity, discharge level, etc. Usually, new run files were opened once every hour. The target
software further provided the necessary control and analysis capabilities for the relaxation
time measurements described in Section 2.5.4.

2.9

Kinematics and Experimental Summary

The experimental layout in the South Experimental Hall is depicted in Figure 2-17.
The kinematics were chosen to allow a comparison with the existing data by working at
approximately the same momentum transfer. In addition, a high average beam current was
desired because the achievable target thickness was low. Therefore, a low beam energy of
370 MeV was selected so that recirculation of the beam in the accelerator was not necessary.
From past experience, it is known that recirculation usually leads to a loss in beam intensity.
As in the previous experiments, two spectrometers were used to measure the asymmetries
in the T' and TL' kinematics simultaneously. In the TL' kinematics, not only quasielastic
data were taken, but the elastic and threshold region were also sampled for a significant
portion of the run. The elastic data serve primarily as a cross-check of the experimental
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e' 370 MeV

Figure 2-17: Floor plan of the South Experimental Hall.

procedure: The expected elastic asymmetry is well known so that the product of beam
and target polarizations, PbPt, can be extracted and compared with the value obtained
by the independent MIller and optical polarization measurements. The threshold data are
interesting as a test of the validity of the low-s behavior of the existing PWIA calculations.
This region has been analyzed in Refs. [65,68] and will not be discussed in this thesis.
Table 2.1 summarizes the kinematics of the experiment. The numbers in the table are
average values and reflect the conditions under which most of the data were collected (see
below). Because an extended target was used and the spectrometer acceptances were quite
large, the kinematic region sampled for each setting is rather broad. The coverage for the
quasielastic kinematics is illustrated in Figure 2-18.
Over the course of the experiment, the kinematics were slightly changed. After initial
tune-up (runs 1-62), production data was first taken with a MEPS at quasielastic and
OHIPS at elastic kinematics (runs 100-128). The central momenta of the spectrometers were
256 MeV/c for MEPS and 341 MeV/c for OHIPS in these runs. Next, the OHIPS central
momentum was decreased to 330 MeV/c (runs 130-152), still covering the elastic region.
Beginning with run 170, OHIPS was set to quasielastic kinematics with central momentum
285 MeV/c. After preliminary replay, it was decided to drop the central momentum of
MEPS to 250 MeV/c as of run 179 in order to increase the coverage of the quasielastic peak.
Quasielastic data continued to be collected for most of the runs 179 through 366, although
OHIPS was periodically retuned to elastic kinematics for one or two runs. Beginning with
run 313, the OHIPS elastic central momentum setting was further reduced to 327.5 MeV/c.
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OHIPS
quasiel.

MEPS
quasiel.

370
340
408

370
285
383

370
250
452

0

70.10

70.10

91.40

0*

94.00

87.00

8.90

¢*
Q2

00

00

1800

0.166

0.143

0.200

elastic
E (MeV)
E' (MeV)
1iT (MeV/c)

(GeV/c) 2

Table 2.1: Summary of the kinematics of the experiment. Average values are given for the
conditions under which most of the data were collected (see text).
For runs 367-372, the spectrometers were tuned to the A resonance region to collect a
small sample of 3He(, 7r-) data (see Section 4.1.4 for more details). Runs 373-379 were
in quasielastic kinematics again, followed by more elastic data taking with OHIPS at the
327.5 MeV/c central momentum setting (runs 380-392).
The fact that elastic data were acquired at three different spectrometer settings deserves
additional explanation. It had been originally planned to measure the breakup region
separately from the elastic peak, but due to lack of beam time it was decided to combine
the measurements, sacrificing some coverage at higher w values. During replay it was noticed
that the spectrometer resolution did not deteriorate as much as expected towards the edge
of the acceptance so that the elastic peak could be shifted even further without efficiency
loss.

Chapter 3

Data Analysis
3.1

Overview

A considerable advantage of an asymmetry measurement over a cross section measurement
is that the result is to very good approximation independent of the usual normalizations
such as spectrometer acceptances, detector efficiencies, and target density, which are often
difficult to determine. An asymmetry is therefore a very clean experimental signature.
On the other hand, the measurement is potentially subject to false asymmetries resulting
from helicity dependences in the experimental apparatus, but this was not a critical issue
in the present work because the expected physics asymmetries were relatively large. In
addition, if one wishes to extract an absolute asymmetry, the beam and target polarizations
must be determined with high accuracy, in analogy to the normalization of a cross section.
Indeed, the systematic uncertainty of the present results is dominated by the polarization
measurements.
The analysis of the data obtained in this experiment took place in three steps: First,
the raw detector information was reduced to useful physics quantities, using Q replay code.
In particular, particle momentum spectra were obtained. Second, a "raw" asymmetry
was extracted on a run-by-run basis, and combined to a statistical average. Finally, the
physics asymmetry was calculated by normalizing to unit beam and target polarizations
and applying corrections for background and radiative effects. As a consistency check,
approximate absolute cross sections were also extracted.

3.2

Event Reconstruction and Selection

3.2.1

Tracking

The particle trajectories in the focal plane of both spectrometers were determined using
the two-plane crossed-wire vertical drift chambers (VDCX). This involved conversion of the
measured drift times to drift distances, determination of the trajectory for each chamber
in terms of intercept and slope by fitting the drift distances to a straight line, and, finally,
transformation to the TRANSPORT coordinate system (x, y, 0, and 4). The TRANSPORT
coordinates are defined in Section 2.6.2.
Wire numbers and drift times were provided directly by the LeCroy 4290 readout system
75
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employed in MEPS. The OHIPS delay line scheme, however, necessitated decoding of wire
number and drift times. If t and th are the times measured by the delay line TDC's, n
is the tap on the delay line where the hit occurred (i.e. the wire number), N is the total
number of taps (2.5 ns), At is the delay between taps, td is the drift time, and to is a
hardware-dependent timing offset, then the wire number is obtained from the difference,

th - t = (nAt + td + to) - ((N - n)At + td + to) = (2n- N)At,

(3.1)

and the drift time from the sum,

th + t = 2td+ 2to+ NAt .

(3.2)

The total delay, NAt, and the timing offset, to, enter as calibration constants, which can
easily be determined by examining the time difference and time sum spectra. For a complete
description,

see e.g. Ref. [69].

The drift distances, which were determined next, are a nonlinear function of the measured drift times because the effective drift velocity of electrons in the chamber gas depends
on the electric field, which increases in the region near the signal wire. The number dn of
events within a drift time interval dt is
dn =

dn
dn dx
d-- .
dt =
dt
d dt

(3.3)

If the chamber is uniformly illuminated, dn/dx is constant, so that dn is proportional to the
effective drift velocity dx/dt. Figure 3-1 shows a typical drift time histogram, obtained with
MEPS at quasielastic kinematics. One discerns a peak near t = 0, i.e. in the region close
to the wire, whereas the spectrum is flat for larger times, indicating constant drift velocity.
To transform to drift distances, one can either employ an approximate analytical approach
(for details see e.g. [69]), or simply proceed empirically, requiring that the drift distance
spectrum be flat for uniform illumination. In this experiment, the latter scheme was used.
The drift time spectrum was divided into 300 bins of equal size, and a drift distance was
assigned to each bin according to Equation (3.3),
dn

dn

d n/dx
dn/dx

-

N/

NIX'

(3.4)

where N is the total number of counts in the spectrum and X is the maximum drift
distance, both of which are known. Given a separation of the chamber high-voltage planes
of 25.4 mm and the fact that the signal wires lie halfway between the planes, X = 12.7 mm.
This calibration was done using the LAMPF MP10 utility DRF [74].
Once the drift distances were determined for each hit, a linear fit was performed to
obtain the slope and the intercept of the trajectory, as illustrated in Figure 3-2. Because
the drift chamber measures only the absolute value of the drift distances, di[, a trial-anderror procedure was employed to find the most probable track:
1. For a group of hits ("cluster"), find the wire with the smallest drift distance. This is
called the "pivot".
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Figure 3-1: Typical drift time histogram.
2. Invert the sign of all drift distances to the left of the pivot and perform a linear fit.
3. Invert the sign of the pivot drift distance and repeat the fit.
4. The fit with the smaller x2 is the best track.
The overall sign ambiguity is solved by requiring that the track also passes through the
scintillators above the chamber, i.e. is directed upwards (rather than horizontally)1 .
Next, focal plane coordinates corresponding to each track were determined. The coordinate systems used are shown in Figure 3-3. The unit vectors B and T are oriented
normal to the wires in the bottom and top chamber, respectively, and point in the direction
of increasing wire number. The primed coordinates (x', y', z') are defined such that the
y'axis coincides with the y-axis and /' _ (B x T)/IB x TI is normal to the VDCX plane.
The respective angles of B and T with x' are and f. For the chambers in OHIPS and
MEPS, / = := 45°. Finally, rotation about y' by an angle a, which is the tilt angle of
the wire chamber (44.60 for OHIPS, 42.6° for MEPS), yields TRANSPORT coordinates.
For simplicity, all three coordinate systems have the same origin, namely the intercept of
the central ray with the focal plane. The focal plane coordinates are now determined in
terms of the intercepts T and B, and the slopes mt and mb (for top and bottom chamber,
respectively) that were found in the tracking analysis. It is convenient to project the T
'This was not always successful in the OHIPS code for technical reasons; in this case, tracks with incorrect
slopes were eliminated by the wire chamber cuts described in Section 3.2.2.
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Figure 3-2: Typical VDCX trajectory.
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Figure 3-3: Coordinate systems used in the wire chamber analysis.
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OHIPS

MEPS

0.237

0.530

1.06- 10-

0.00

3

-0.252

-0.592

1.72. 10

(atlaf)

- 3

4.78

10- 2

OHIPS

MEPS

(0IX)

6.57

0.778

(010)

-2.78

-0.387

(lIy)

6.42

(10)

-1.67

-13.67

-0.803

Table 3.1: Reverse spectrometer matrix elements used in the analysis. The units are given
following the TRANSPORT convention: lengths in cm, angles in mrad, and 6 in %.

coordinate onto the bottom VDCX plane so that

t-T--

a

mt

and

b=_B,

where a is the wire separation (4.23 mm). Using straightforward geometry, one then obtains
x =

(tcosp+bcosy)cosa,

(3.5)

bsini,

(3.6)

9 = tan-1(mbcos 3 + mtcos)-,

(3.7)

y = tsin

= tan-

-

(

mb sin - mtsin
m
(mbsin + mtsin y)sina + mtmbcosa

(3.8)

Since the chambers in both spectrometers were essentially identical, the analysis was
the same in both cases. However, since a delay line readout system was used in OHIPS,
multiple hits could not be handled for this spectrometer, and a significant number of good
tracks was lost. This resulted in a relatively lower track reconstruction efficiency, typically
0.8 (OHIPS) vs. 0.95 (MEPS). Since this is only an efficiency correction, which is indepen-

dent of particle helicity, the asymmetry calculation is not affected. Issues regarding the
spectrometer efficiencies are discussed in more detail in Section B.4.
The focal plane coordinates determined in the VDCX analysis allowed the reconstruction
of particle momentum, 6, as well as the target coordinates xt, yt, Ot and bt. For calculation
of 6, spectrometer matrix elements up to second order, and for the target coordinates,
first order elements were used. First order elements were considered sufficient since precise
knowledge of the target quantities was not critical for the asymmetry analysis. The matrix
elements for the target coordinates were determined by a TRANSPORT [75] simulation of
the spectrometer optics, while the delta matrix elements were obtained from data of an
optics study which took place prior to the experiment. The results are detailed in Table
3.1.
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3.2.2

Experimental Cuts

Several cuts were applied to the data to select "good" events. For the present measurement,
"good event" implied the following:
1. The event originated most probably from scattering in the target, in particular the
target

3

He gas.

2. The event contained sufficient information to allow a reliable reconstruction of the
outgoing electron momentum.
Excessive background, e.g. correlated with systematic variations of the beam position, may
cause false asymmetries and dilution of the asymmetry and therefore should be eliminated.
Moreover, events which cannot be reconstructed well are useless for the extraction of A(w).
Since measurement of an asymmetry was the main goal of the analysis, the efficiency of the
cuts (typically > 0.95) was not critical.
Selected events were accumulated in histograms, separately for right and left beam
helicity, and saved in disk files for subsequent cross section and asymmetry extraction (see
next two sections). The event selection criteria were very similar for both spectrometers
and are described together here.
Trigger A 3/3 coincidence of the spectrometer scintillators was required. To select such
events, the corresponding bit in the trigger latch was tested. This bit was set in
hardware by the 3/3 logic circuit (see Figure 2-12).
Beam Cuts were placed on all beam quantities measured with the target monitors. In
particular, the target x and y beam positions were required to be within certain limits;
the target halo monitor signal had to be below a certain cutoff; and the charge of each
beam burst, as measured with BT2, was required to exceed a certain threshold 2 . In
addition, OHIPS events were eliminated which did not occur while beam was actually
present. This requirement is further described below.
Scintillators

These were treated slightly differently for OHIPS and MEPS:

OHIPS: Events were gated on the mean timer TDC's; a TDC value too far off from
the timing peak indicated a background candidate and was rejected.
MEPS: Because a logical OR of the signals from the two scintillator phototubes
was formed, a minimum sum of the phototube pulse heights was required in
software to reject background events for which only one tube had fired. This was
accomplished by rejecting events falling inside a rectangular box3 near zero in a
two-dimensional pulse height histogram, as illustrated in Figure 3-4.
2

Effectively, the beam-related cuts select not "bad" events, but "bad" beam pulses that may cause
spurious events. Therefore, if a burst did not satisfy any of these requirements, its charge was not added to

the total charge for the run.
3

Strictly, a box does not select a certain minimum sum of pulse heights; a triangle would. However, the
Q histogramming system does not provide the capability to use non-rectangular two-dimensional cuts. The
box cut used was found to be sufficient.
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VDCX Events whose track through the VDCX could not be reconstructed reliably were
purged. The VDCX track reconstruction criteria were different for the two spectrometers due to the different VDCX readout systems and reconstruction codes used.
OHIPS: Four hits with consecutive wire numbers were required in each VDCX plane.
In addition, only events with positive track slopes (mt and mb) in both chambers
were accepted (see the footnote on page 77). The values of mt and mb were
required to fall within a physically reasonable range.
MEPS: Events were accepted only if the hit patterns in both chambers had a pivot
point (see Section 3.2.1).
Path A loose cut was placed on target-y, filtering out events which passed within the
physical dimensions of the collimators. Further, a box cut somewhat larger than
the angular acceptance defined by the spectrometer collimator was applied to a twodimensional histogram of reconstructed target-0 vs. target-¢.
Cerenkov For the electron spectra, a minimum pulse height in the Cerenkov ADC was
required. This cut was placed by hand to be safely above the pedestal, as shown in
Figure 3-5. For MEPS, the cut was applied to the sum spectrum of the pulse heights
of all ten Cerenkov phototubes. To generate pion spectra, a tighter cut around the
pedestal was used.
The special cut used in OHIPS on the event timing with respect to the beam gate
deserves additional explanation. During checkout, the background rate in OHIPS was
found to be unexpectedly high. Among other tests, the time when an event occurred within
the experimental gate was measured. While the resulting event time spectrum for MEPS
showed a well-defined flat distribution over the
17 ius beam pulse duration, the spectrum
for OHIPS exhibited a rise from the beginning to the end of the beam pulse, followed by a
slowly decaying tail. A typical example of such an event time spectrum is shown in Figure
3-6. This feature was suspected to be due to background originating from the beam dump,
where material was activated during beam delivery and subsequently decayed. Events in
the decaying tail did not fire the Cerenkov, and therefore do not contaminate the electron
spectra. Nevertheless, an additional cut was placed tightly around the region corresponding
to the beam burst to eliminate this type of background as much as possible.

3.3

Asymmetry Extraction

In order to extract the raw experimental asymmetry from the data, the momentum spectra
of good events were divided into bins. The asymmetry for each bin i was calculated for
each run j according to
Aj(wi) = Ri. +
+ L.,

(3.9)

where
Ri

Ni+

-3

j.

and

L

Ni

Q

(3.10)
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are the normalized yield for right and left helicity state, respectively. Here, N + (-

)

is the

number of counts in bin i and Q+() is the beam charge delivered during run j, where
the superscript refers to positive (negative) beam helicity. Since the spectrometer central
momenta were changed several times in the course of the experiment (see Section 2.9),
care was taken to ensure that the bins corresponded to the same momentum range for
different runs. The statistical uncertainty in the asymmetry was determined as (dropping
the subscripts for simplicity)

-(+Q+)-,

rA (R L 2VRL
(R + L)2

Q-

(3.11)

In the limit of small asymmetry, this approximately equals 1/,
where N is the total
number of counts.
The combined asymmetry of all "good" runs was computed as the weighted average of
the run-by-run results, i.e.
(3.12)

A(cai) =
where the uncertainty in the average is
1
CA =

A

(3.13)
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of the fit is indicated.
100%. The curve is a fit to a Gaussian. The reduced x\2
acceptance, was
In a similar way, the overall asymmetry, i.e. averaged over the full
calculated as the weighted average of the A(wi)'s. All results were then normalized to unit
beam and target polarizations:
Aexp =

Ameas

P
PtP '

(3.14)

The corrections applied to these normalized data in order to obtain the physics asymmetry are described in Section 3.4. The determination of the beam and target polarizations
is discussed in Sections 3.5 and 3.6.

Asymmetries were extracted separately for the three kinematic regions sampled in the
experiment, MEPS quasielastic, OHIPS quasielastic, and OHIPS elastic (see Section 2.9
for details). For each region, a set of "good" runs was identified. Runs were excluded if
electronics problems had occurred during the run, unusually high background had been
present (see Section 3.4.1), or excessive helicity-correlated beam position fluctuations were
observed (see Section 3.8.2).

3.4

Asymmetry Corrections

Similar to a cross section measurement, the corrections to an experimental asymmetry fall
essentially into two categories:
* Contributions from background processes.
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* Radiative or other effects which are inherent in the measured quantity and would be
present even in the absence of any background.
In this experiment, there were two sources of background: scattering from the target walls
and the elastic radiative tail. Pion background was eliminated via the erenkov counters
with essentially 100% efficiency. The measured quasielastic asymmetry was assumed to be
subject to the usual continuum radiative effects.
If background is present, then the measured asymmetry Aexp is the sum of the actual
3 He asymmetry, A3He, and any background asymmetry, weighted with the strength of each
contribution. The target wall background should have no asymmetry, although the assumption must be carefully checked because helicity-dependent background variations may be
present. This is discussed further in Sections 3.4.1 and 3.8.2. The elastic radiative tail,
however, does in fact have a large asymmetry, Aelt, as explained in Section 3.4.2. Under
these assumptions, the measured asymmetry is given by
Aexp = '3He(A3He - AArad) +
Crtot

lt At,

(tot

(3.15)

where the 's are the yields of the individual processes and tot = '3He+ Celt + empty.
AArad is the asymmetry correction arising from quasielastic radiative effects (the sign is
convention).
Defining
0'to t
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Equation (3.15) can be rewritten as

A3H
= e

Aeitp1

(3.16)

det - dempty + Arad.

This expression was used for extraction of the physics asymmetry. More information about
each individual contribution is given in the following three sections.

3.4.1

Empty Target Yield

The target employed in this experiment was a low-pressure gas target with thickness of
order 5 x 10- 5 g/cm 2, which was contained in a copper cell of thickness (along the beam)
of

50 g/cm 2 . Because of this extreme difference in density, even a tiny amount

of beam

halo could cause significant background. In addition, electrons suffering multiple scattering
in the target entrance window could be incident on the target walls, although with very low
probability.
To be able to correct for this background, as well as to monitor the beam quality,
the empty target yield was measured in regular intervals throughout the experiment. The
results are depicted in Figure 3-9. That the yield varies by more than what is expected from
statistics indicates the presence of substantial fluctuations in the beam tune. In fact, the
very large empty target yield in run 292 was immediately recognized as a problem during the
experiment, and several shifts were spent trying to reduce the background. The problem
finally solved itself after a major retune of the front end of the linac, where apparently
excessive halo had been generated. Runs 285-351 were affected by high background, and
runs 285-301 were excluded from the analysis because the background was considered to
be too large to be corrected for reliably.
Additional information about background from the target walls was derived from the
ratio of pion yield to electron yield in MEPS. By lucky coincidence, the beam energy turned
out to be just low enough for pion production to be kinematically forbidden for scattering
from 3 He, while possible for scattering from heavy nuclei such as the target wall material Cu.
For pions to be detected in MEPS, their momentum must be above 225 MeV. Assuming
that pions are produced in scattering from individual nucleons in the nucleus via resonant
A production, i.e.
+ n
e- + A0 _ e- + e- + p
(see also Section 4.1.4), and that the nuclear Fermi momentum is about 100 MeV for 3 He
and 250 MeV for Cu, a simple calculation

yields a pion endpoint

of 230 MeV for

3

He and

247 MeV for Cu. Evidently, pion production from 3He is at least strongly suppressed by
kinematics compared with Cu; thus the 7r/e ratio may serve as an online monitor of target
wall background. From this it also follows that pion production is not possible for the
momenta detected with OHIPS. The MEPS 7r/e ratio is plotted in Figure 3-10 vs. 3 He run
number; one clearly sees a correlation with the empty target yield shown Figure 3-9.
Because of the variations of the background, runs with similar conditions were grouped
together, and the average yield of empty target runs taken in between these runs was used
for background correction. Table 3.2 presents the empty-to-full target yield ratio for each
spectrometer and each group of runs. Only the averages over the experimental w acceptance
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OHIPS
Run Group

Charge

MEPS
Charge

Yempty/Yfull

(ItA-hours)

(%)

(IA-hours)

1
2

4682
330

5.0 ± 0.07 ± 0.09
6.8 ± 0.30 ± 0.14

5890
448

(combined)

5010

5.1 ± 0.09 ± 0.09

6336

Yempty/Yfull

(%o)
11.1 ± 0.2 ± 0.65
19.2 ± 0.8 ± 0.57
11.6 i 0.3 ± 0.64

Table 3.2: Ratio of empty to full target yields for different groups of runs. Asymmetries
and cross sections were corrected for background separately for each group. The errors are
statistical and systematic, respectively, where the systematic error is estimated from the
variation of the empty target yield around the mean.
are given in the table. The background correction was applied separately for each w bin
and each group of runs.

3.4.2

Elastic Radiative Tail

Electrons scattering elastically or inelastically from a nucleus may emit low-energy photons
in addition to the virtual photon exchanged in the primary interaction. One can classify
such radiative processes in two categories:
* The electron radiates real or virtual photons while scattering from the nucleus involved
in the primary (e,e') interaction ("internal bremsstrahlung"). The photon emission
adds coherently to the primary hard scattering amplitude. Because only one nucleus
is involved, this effect depends linearly on the target thickness.
* Photon emission occurs in the field of nuclei other than the one involved in the primary
interaction ("external bremsstrahlung"), or due to interactions with atomic electrons
("Landau straggling"). These effects add incoherently to the primary amplitude and
are proportional to the target thickness squared.
The emission of real photons in one of the above processes results in a degradation of
the final electron energy and thus a distortion of the observed experimental spectra, while
emission of virtual photons affects only the magnitude of the observed cross section.
In order to compare experimental data with theory, one can either incorporate the effect
of radiation into the theoretical prediction, or correct the data to represent the situation in
the absence of radiative effects. In general, the latter approach is taken.
In the case of elastic scattering, radiative effects cause a long tail toward higher energy
loss w. Although the strength of the tail is small compared to the quasielastic cross section
in the quasielastic region, the asymmetry of the tail is large, so that the correction to the
experimental asymmetry may be sizable. The unpolarized elastic cross section is given in
terms of the charge and magnetic form factors, FCand F, as
d = (1 + r)VL

2

2
Uc
+ 2rVTILF ,X

(3.17)
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Figure 3-11: Calculated elastic tail cross sections. (a) OHIPS, (b) MEPS.

where [LA = ,u3He(M3He/MN) = -6.37, T = Q2 /4M32He,and the other factors are defined in
Section 1.2. The elastic form factors were taken from recent fits to the world's data [23].
The form factors are normalized to unity at Q2 = 0. The strength of the elastic radiative
tail, al, was calculated from this expression using the standard formulae given by Mo and
Tsai [79]. The resulting elastic tail cross section is plotted in Fig. 3-11.
The radiator thicknesses assumed for external radiative corrections are listed in Table
3.3. A few comments regarding the target cell are in place: The thickness of the target
copper wall is 0.23g/cm 2 or 1.8% radiation lengths, and the surface number density of the
N2 coating inside the target cell can be estimated to be 4. 1020atoms/cm 2, corresponding
to a thickness of 2 10- 2 g/cm 2 or 0.05% radiation lengths. Because the cold copper cell
essentially acts as a cryopump for residual gas atoms in the vacuum chamber, one can
estimate the number of atoms that will condense on the outer cell surface over a period of
time. Assuming for simplicity that the residual vacuum is pure N2 at a pressure of 10 - 7 Torr
and that every atom that hits the surface will stick to it, one finds that over a period of one
week approximately 3. 1019atoms/cm 2 , or 1.5 10-3g/cm 2 , will condense. Consequently,
the thicknesses of the wall coatings are completely negligible for radiative corrections.
To obtain the dilution factor dei needed for the asymmetry correction, the quasielastic
PWIA cross section of the Hannover calculation (Section 1.4.2), based on Gari-Kriimpelmann
form factors and the Paris NN potential, was used to estimate 'to t.
The elastic asymmetry needed for the correction is given by [1]

Aet
Ael

-

U2rVT,'
os o /[Al
r/2T(1
+ )TL sin8 cos
A m - 2,,o.o.~
q~~~~~~~
~
(t + Tr)VLir' + zTVT[l7h*;

--

*uAZFmFc

(3.18)
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Object

Material

Target entrance window

Cu

Target

3

Thickness

Thickness

(Pm)

(mg/cm2 )

(%)

5.7

5.1

0.04

Radiation Lengths

9 X 10 - 5

He

8 x 10 4

Target wall coating

N2

-250

20

0.05

Target wall

Cu

254

227.6

1.76

Thermal radiation shield
Vacuum chamber window

Al
Al

160
254

43.2
68.6

0.18
0.29

Air

N 2 , 02

4.7 x 10 5

60.6

0.16

Spectrometer windows

Kapton

2 x 127

35.3

0.09

gas

6 X 10-2

Table 3.3: Assumed radiator thicknesses for radiative corrections.

Parameter

OHIPS (TL')

MEPS (T')

ael (pb/MeV-sr)

36.5 ± 4.0

4.2 ± 0.5

deI (%)

0.73 ± 0.22

0.33 ± 0.10

Ael ( %)

28.0 ± 1.5

-15.6 ± 1.0

Table 3.4: Parameters of the elastic tail correction, averaged over the experimental energy
acceptance.
The asymmetry of the elastic tail was obtained by radiating the elastic cross section separately for both electron helicity states and then forming the asymmetry. The results are
shown in Fig. 3-12. The parameters of the elastic tail correction are summarized in Table
3.4.

The uncertainty in the calculated elastic tail cross section is approximately 10% [3], and
a 20 % error was assumed for the quasielastic model cross section with which the dilution
factors d, are calculated. The uncertainty of the calculated elastic tail asymmetry was
assumed to be due solely to the uncertainty in the elastic form factors, as specified by
the authors of Ref. [23]. Since the elastic tail contribution to the experimental asymmetry
is very small, the resulting contribution of these uncertainties to the uncertainty in the
quasielastic

3.4.3

asymmetry

is practically

negligible (cf. Table 3.8).

Continuum Radiative Corrections

Radiative effects also affect the continuum spectrum in the quasielastic region. While for
elastic scattering form factor data are available so that the elastic tail and asymmetry
can be calculated with relatively high accuracy, the quasielastic response functions are in
general unknown - to get them is precisely the aim of the experiment - so that a different
method must be employed for radiative corrections. One can deradiate experimental data
under certain assumptions (e.g. that bremsstrahlung emission is forward-peaked) using an
iterative unfolding procedure (see e.g. [3,79]). This approach is somewhat involved, but
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Figure 3-12: Calculated elastic tail asymmetries. (a) OHIPS, (b) MEPS.

self-consistent. Alternatively, one can use a model calculation to compute an approximate
radiative correction at the kinematics of the experiment, hoping that the model is close to
the data so that the error in the correction is small. While this is a relatively imprecise
method for the correction of a cross section, where the corrections can be substantial, it
is acceptable for an asymmetry measurement, where the correction factors for the two
helicity states almost cancel so that the correction is small. In this analysis, the quasielastic
asymmetry data were corrected using the latter technique with the PWIA model of the
Hannover group [8]. A SLAC-code based on the article by Stein et al. [78] and the standard
work by Mo and Tsai [79] was used to compute the radiated cross sections from the model.
The code employs the energy peaking approximation. The formalism for the asymmetry
correction, which will be presented

in the following, is taken from Ref. [63].

Given the model cross section a± and the radiated cross section ad (where the sign
indicates the helicity of the incident electron), the asymmetry which will be observed experimentally (if the model is correct) can be approximated by
Arad = 0rad -

rad

(319)

rad + arad

On the other hand, the radiatively corrected asymmetry (corresponding to one-photon
exchange only) is

A= +

aao+
+ a-

(3.20)
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The goal is now to express A in terms of Arad. Defining

=
R
one has
A =

o
arad

R+oad- R-ord
R

R

-d

R+a~ad + R-o-rad

+ad

(3.21)
(3.22)

If one assumes that the asymmetry is small, i.e. A < 1, and that the radiative corrections
for left and right helicity are nearly equal, R-/R+ = 1 + AR with AR < 1, then Equation
(3.22) yields

A = Arad + AArad

(3.23)

with

AAd

R+ - RR+

(3.24)

The error due to the approximations made is less than 10%. It should be noted, however,
that the correction obtained this way accounts only for the radiatively-induced shift in
beam energy and final momentum. Several other effects are ignored. For example, external
radiative losses that occur before the primary interaction may cause depolarization of the
beam. Fortunately, as the radiator length before the 3 He target was very small (see Table
3.3), this effect is probably negligible for this experiment. Further, the spin dependence
of the internal radiative effects, such as bremsstrahlung, is not at all accounted for. For
example, a hard photon emitted by the incident electron in the field of the nucleus before
the interaction may carry away a substantial fraction of the electron's spin, again resulting
in an effective depolarization of the beam. To our knowledge, no calculations exist for
such spin-dependent radiative effects. We assume that these effects constitute higher-order
corrections to the factor (3.24) and are small in comparison to other systematic uncertainties
associated with the asymmetry extraction.
The calculated asymmetry corrections AArad are presented in Figure 3-13. The average
absolute corrections over the experimental energy acceptance are (0.12 ± 0.04)% for the
OHIPS kinematics and (0.30 ± 0.10)% for the MEPS kinematics.
Clearly, the dominant uncertainty in the correction stems from the uncertainty in the
model cross section and asymmetry. Data taken at similar Q2 [3] indicate that the unpolarized cross section as calculated in PWIA deviates less than 20% from experiment. To
estimate the uncertainty due to the asymmetry, AA,ad was calculated using the models by
Schulze & Sauer [8], and Ciofi degli Atti et al. [9,10]. The resulting differences are relatively small. In fact, one can show by inspection of the above formalism that the correction
AArad depends mainly on the slope of the model asymmetry, which is similar for the two
calculations. However, since PWIA not necessarily provides a correct description of the
asymmetry, an uncertainty of 30% was assigned to the continuum radiative corrections.
For the model cross section, the predictions by Schulze & Sauer and of a y-scaling model
[81] were used (cf. Figs. 4-10 amd 4-11). The differences between these two models, though

substantial, have negligibleeffect on AA,,ad.
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3.5

Beam Polarization

The analysis of the M0ller polarimeter data was performed separately from this work.
Details can be found in Ref. [77].

For the analysis of the 3 He asymmetries, the data extracted in [77] were averaged to
obtain the beam polarization for groups of 3 He runs: For runs between two M0ller measurements, the weighted average of these two measurements was used, unless a reactivation
of the GaAs crystal in the polarized source has taken place. For runs immediately before
(after) a reactivation, the result of the closest preceding (following) M0ller measurement
was used. In doing so, it was assumed that the beam polarization after a reactivation had
no relation to the polarization before the reactivation. Given the complex nature of the photoemission process in the source, the electron polarization can be expected to be sensitive
to the properties of the activation layer. Another factor that may have caused significant
changes of the beam polarization during the run is the tune of the buncher solenoids. Since
fluctuations of the solenoid tune occur frequently, the 3 He data were corrected for beam
polarization on a run-by-run basis rather than by using a global average. The results of the
M0ller runs are summarized in Table 3.5.
The average beam polarization over the course of the experiment (computed as the
weighted average of the beam polarization for each run with the total charge of the run as
weighting factor) was Pb = 37.1 ± 1.6%, where the error is statistical only. The systematic
error in Pb is approximately

6% [77].
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3

He runs

Pb (%)

Pb (%)

3

He runs

37.8 ± 0.6

20-109

37.2 ± 0.3

273-282

37.1 ± 0.3

110-134

286-292

38.8 i 0.4
38.8 ± 0.4

294-312
38.5 ± 0.3

37.6 ± 0.7
0.3

352-359
38.4 ± 0.4
37.0 ± 0.2

36.1 ± 0.3

38.9 ± 0.9

38.9 ± 0.9
(reactivation)

36.1 ± 0.3

38.7 ± 0.4

380-381
32.5 ± 0.6

38.7 ± 0.4

37.7 ± 0.3

382-396

32.5 ± 0.6

32.5 ± 0.6
(reactivation)

37.2 ± 0.4

379

(reactivation)

271-272

36.9 ± 0.4
36.9 ± 0.4

360-378

38.4 ± 0.4

254-269

0.3

(reactivation)

(reactivation)

253

37.8
37.3 ± 0.4

36.9 ± 0.4

232-252

38.2 i 0.4
38.2 ± 0.4

313-351
37.1

217-231

37.3 ± 0.3

36.9 i 0.4
36.1 i 0.7
(reactivation)

37.1 ± 0.4

(reactivation)

196-216

37.7 ± 0.3
38.1 ± 0.4

38.7 ± 0.2

170-195

35.6 ± 0.3

283-285

39.6 ± 0.3

151-166

Pb (%)

37.2 ± 0.4
38.4 ± 0.2

135-150

Pb (%)
34.0 ± 0.4

35.7 ± 0.6
37.2 ± 1.4

Table 3.5: Results of the M0ller beam polarization measurements in chronological order.
The numbers in the second column are the results of the individual measurements. The
weighted average of the measurements bracketing a group of 3 He runs is given in the third
column; these averages were used for the respective group of runs. Only statistical errors
are shown. There is an additional 6% systematic uncertainty.
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Type

I

Tt

tex

Type

7

Tt

tex

R,T
T
R

(HA)
0
0
0

(s)
1176
32
1209+ 53
1204 ± 40

(s)
11.4 0.1
11.4±0.2
11.7 0.9

R
R
R

(/A)
24
22
24

(s)
523 21
502
12
481 22

(s)
13.5 0.9
13.1 1.5
13.5 0.8

R

16

884±47

14.6± 1.4

R

R
R
R
T
T
T
R
R
R
R
R
T
R,T
R
R
R

0
20
20
0
12
28
26
0
0
24
24
26
28
27
25
27

1207 ± 103
724±±22
638+ 12
1100
21
748 33
511
10
501
10
968i ±30
1010 ± 42
508+ 9
530
11
502
13
514 9
481
11
448+ 14
471
11

13.5 ± 1.3
12.2+ 1.2
16.4±0.9
11.3 0.1
11.4 0.2
10.9 0.1
13.34±0.6
13.5+ 0.7
11.6 2.0
10.6± 0.6
13.3 0.7
11.9 0.2
12.1 0.2
16.5± 1.1
13.6± 0.6
14.5 1.1

R,T
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
R

0 767±32
25
20
25
22
0
25
25
23
0
24
23
20
0
20
12

464 ± 20
542
17
550
13
458
12
703
14
487± 13
485± 15
469± 8
653
11
453+ 7
445 22
499± 12
721 10
474± 15
595
18

10.3±±1.3
12.0 0.2
12.0+ 0.2
13.7± 0.4
13.5 0.7
13.3 0.8
12.8 0.6
14.9± 0.7
13.6+ 1.0
13.8 ± 1.0
13.5±0.6
12.8 1.8
13.8 0.8
12.9 0.5
15.9±0.9
13.5± 0.6

I

Table 3.6: Results of the target relaxation time runs in chronological order. In the first
column, R denotes a relaxation run with discharge on; and T, a transfer run. The large
errors on 7t for the first five runs are due to a slightly unstable discharge.

3.6

Target Polarization

The target polarization data were evaluated in several steps. First, related target relaxation
time runs (i.e. runs taken at approximately the same time) were grouped together. (Details
about the relaxation runs are given in Section 2.5.4.) From each group of runs the average
values for the long and short relaxation time, r and Ts, and the relaxation time with
discharge off, rl(off) was extracted. For the extraction of rT(off),it is necessary to know the
relaxation time due to the presence of the discharge, td. This parameter was determined
using the iterative procedure described on page 81 of Ref. [63]. The extracted time constants
were then used to compute the target cell relaxation time, t, and the exchange time, tex,
according to Eqs. (2.20)-(2.22). The results of the relaxation runs are given in Table 3.6
Second, since t is an equipment-related constant, which should not change with time,
an average value for t, was determined from the results of all groups of relaxation runs.
The result is t,, = 11.76 ± 0.05 s.
Third, the beam-induced relaxation rate ll/beam was determined: If for a relaxation
time run with beam on there was another, reasonably close run with beam off, then Tbeam
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was computed as
1

1

Tbeam(I) rt(I)

1

rt(0)

(3.25)

(

The results of this analysis are shown in Figure 3-14. A linear fit was performed to obtain
an estimate of the dependence of rt on beam current:
= a.

(3.26)

Tbeam

The best-fit value obtained was a = (0.349 ± 0.017) x 10- 4/pA-s.
Fourth, for each 3He run, the pumping cell polarization, as computed by the target
computer on-line and inserted into the main DAQ data stream, was determined by averaging
the data points taken during the run 4 , yielding Pp. In addition, the average current, I, was
determined. The target cell polarization for each run was then obtained according to Eq.
(2.23):
Pt (

+

t- -

(3.27)

Here, the global average for t er mentioned above was used, while t was taken from the
closest relaxation time run and corrected for the actual beam current via Eqs. (3.25) and
4
The first 20 seconds of target data collected after staring or resuming a run were discarded because the
polarization was often still approaching equilibrium during that time, following a change in beam current.
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(3.26). The average ratio of pumping to target cell polarizations (weighted with delivered
beam charge) was Pt/Pp = 0.859 ± 0.012.
The distribution of the target cell polarization, weighted with the total delivered charge
of each run, is shown in Figure 3-15. The overall average target polarization during the
experiment was 37.1 ± 1.7%, where the error is the standard deviation of the individual
measurements from the mean. This average is given for reference only and was not used for
analysis. Instead, the asymmetries of the 3 He runs were corrected for target polarization
on a run-by-run basis.
The systematic uncertainties in the target polarization measurement are detailed in
Table 3.7. Since the analytical expressions used to calculate the polarization are rather
complex, the errors were determined numerically by computing Pt at the extremes of each

input parameter with the other parameters held at their central values.

3.7

Cross Section Determination

In addition to asymmetries, the experimental cross section was extracted for all kinematic
regions studied in the experiment. First, the experimental yield, normalized to beam charge
and detection efficiency, was determined. Next, the empty target background yield was
subtracted, and finally, the cross section was obtained by proper normalization to the target
density.
The normalized experimental yield was calculated (for both full and empty target runs)
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Quantity
Pressure factor calibration fpress

Assumed Value
10.32 ± 0.21

Error in Pt (o)
2.0

Target temperature

(12.9 ± 0.5) K

1.4

Polarimeter angle correction
Discharge-off relaxation time rl(ff)
Magnetic field correction

1.05 ± 0.01
(650 ± 50)s
1.025 ± 0.005

1.0
0.8
0.5

Volume ratio v/V

0.223 ± 0.012

0.5

(25 ± 2) pA
(20 ± 2) pA

0.5
0.5

Target filling temperature

(12.0 + 0.2) K

0.4

Beam-induced relaxation time fit
Short time constant fit rs

(35 + 10)/A-h
(12.0 0.2)s

0.3
0.2

(295 ± 5) K

0.2

3 He

Beam current during
Beam current during relax run

Pumping cell temperature

Measurement of Pp

(43.0

Long time constant fit r1

0.05) %

(600 ± 50) s

Sealed cell relaxation time r
Target filling pressure
Total uncertainty

715 ± 28s
(2.00 ± 0.05)Torr

0.1
0.1

0.06
0.03
3.0

Table 3.7: Uncertainties in the target polarization measurement.

as
y(Wi ) =-

I-

]j
EjNejA
'
ENej
I

(3.28)

ij

where, as in Section 3.3, i and j refer to the bin and run numbers, respectively; Aij is the
number of counts in bin i of the momentum spectrum of good events; ej is the detector
efficiency for run j; Nj = (Qj/e) is the number of incident electrons during the run, and
Qj is the total accumulated charge; and AQij is the effective solid angle of the spectrometer
for bin i. The solid angle for a given w-bin depends on the central momentum of the
spectrometer; since in some cases data was taken at different central momentum settings,
the corresponding AQ(ci) was calculated for each run and included in the normalization.
In the quasielastic continuum region, the double-differential cross section was then determined via

do,

~(
x /u(E(j Ej
NejN aij)f 4 l
= da",,.,)i(Yf~zI(W)-YemptyWi
(Yull(wi) - Yempty(wi)) X
j EjftjNej Qij)fuIl

d )w-A

-E ,-n-,A

-~j

(3.29)

Here, ntj is the 3 He target thickness (target nuclei per unit area); and Awi is the energy
interval of the i-th bin. The calculation of the efficiency, solid angle, and target density are
described in detail in Appendix B.
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Similarly, the elastic cross section was computed as
dV

z

~~dao,Yempty(wi))

= (Yuf11(wi)-

X (

(E3ejtNejAQiij)fl
ejNei
~(j j )fu,

(>ZjEjltjN,j

(3.30)

A-j)full

where now the Y's are the normalized yields in the elastic peak for run j, and all other
quantities are the same as in Equation (3.29).
As the background varied significantly during the experiment (see Section 3.4.1), runs
performed under comparable conditions were grouped together, and the cross section was
extracted separately for each group of runs according to Equation (3.29). The combined
cross section was then obtained as the weighted average of the results, using the total
accumulated charge of each run group as weighting factors.
Radiative corrections to the raw experimental results were applied using methods similar
to those described in Sections 3.4.2 and 3.4.3. For the quasielastic data, the spin-averaged
elastic radiative tail cross section was subtracted, and approximate continuum radiative
corrections were applied by multiplying with the factor

R = -+

(3.31)

where the RI are given in Eq. (3.21). Admittedly, this correction method is somewhat
sensitive to the cross section model used, but we consider it sufficient for the desired precision
of the cross section measurement. A more precise method would consist of a radiative
unfolding of the data, for example as described in [79].
For the elastic data, the cross section obtained via (3.30) was divided by the correction
factor
R = G e-6(E).
(3.32)
In this expression, G represents an energy-independent correction term [80], and = SS+6 T,
where Es denotes the Schwinger correction, which accounts for internal radiative losses from
bremsstrahlung, vertex renormalization, and vacuum polarization, and is given by Eq. II6 of Ref. [79]; and T is the straggling correction, given by Eq. II-9 of Ref. [79], which
describes external radiative losses. Landau straggling was assumed to be negligible for the
thin radiators involved here. The overall elastic radiative correction was R = 0.701.

3.8

Systematic Errors

Systematic uncertainties fall into two categories: Those that are introduced in the analysis
when applying corrections, and those that are already present in the raw data in form of
false asymmetries resulting from imperfect experimental conditions.
The uncertainties of the corrections applied to the raw experimental asymmetries have
already been discussed in the respective sections. The resulting relative uncertainties in the
extracted asymmetries are summarized in Table 3.8.
False asymmetries arise in a helicity-dependent measurement when helicity-dependent
variations of the beam and detector parameters, such as beam intensity and position, and
detector efficiency, occur. Although the polarized electron source at Bates is designed to
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mimimize beam-related variations to the level of a few ppm, and no helicity dependence is
expected for detector and electronics performance, it is important to test the data carefully
for unexpected variations and obtain a direct experimental upper limit on the expected
false asymmetries.

3.8.1

Beam Loading

Due to beam loading, the accelerated energy E depends linearly on the accelerated beam
current I. For the single-pass beam at Bates, the loading parameter is known to be [76]

6E

= -2.3 MeV/mA.

Since the quasielastic cross section is a rapidly varying function of the incident electron
energy, an energy variation 6E will result in a false asymmetry
5o

Afalse

2

2a

1

5or

2

E

2u6 E

Using the Hannover PWIA model, an upper limit of
|-

< 2 x 10-2 nb/MeV 2 -sr

can be estimated for the variation of the cross section with energy for both the T' and the
TL' kinematics. The helicity-dependent current shift for this experiment was determined
using the pulse-by-pulse beam charge data as

At

At N+

N-

'

where At is the duration of a beam pulse, Q+ is the total charge accumulated for each
helicity state, and Ns is the total number of beam pulses per helicity state. The average
peak beam current was 2.5 mA and the average helicity-dependent variation over the course
of the experiment was 61 = (-5 ± 0.8) x 10-4 mA. Thus,
IAfalsel < 2 x 10-6.

This contribution is completely negligible; the false asymmetry is approximately four orders
of magnitude smaller than the measured asymmetry.

3.8.2

Helicity-Correlated Beam Position Shifts

As the empty target yield depends on the beam position, another possible source of a false
asymmetry could be a helicity-dependent beam position shift. Denoting the shift by Ar
(r = x, y), the false asymmetry is to first order given by
PtPb

2Ysm,,,pty r

)
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where Yempty is the normalized empty target yield, and dempty = Yempty/Yfuli is the empty
target dilution factor (see Table 3.2).
Using the beam position monitor data, the average x (horizontal) and y (vertical) position variations over the course of the experiment were determined to be
Ax = (-0.10 - 0.32)/ym

and
Ay = (+0.13

i

0.28) m.

The variation of the background yield with position was estimated from a number of empty
target runs for which the beam was scanned horizontally and vertically about the target
center. In fact, these runs were used to determine the position with the lowest empty target
yield, to which the beam was set during the experiment. A conservative upper limit on the
relative variation found in this way is
1

dYempty
2
Or
Yempty

<

0.30 mm - 1

Therefore, for OHIPS,
lAfase < 2 x

10 - 5,

and for MEPS,
Afsel < 4 x 10- 5.
The false asymmetry contribution from beam motion is thus all but negligible. It is at most

AA/A = 0.1%.

3.8.3

Helicity-Correlated Efficiency Variations

The detection and electronics systems are generally insensitive to the beam helicity; a significant contribution from these systems would be due to a gross malfunction of a component.
Further, in an experiment such as the present one, in which discrete events are counted (as
opposed to a measurement of pulse heights, for example), electronic crosstalk is completely
negligible. The most likely helicity-correlated variation is therefore that of the detection
efficiency in that it is a (slowly varying) function of the event rate, which is slightly different
(< 3%) for the two helicity states. The VDCX detection and tracking efficiencies in OHIPS,
which give the largest contributions to the overall detector efficiency, were tested for helicity dependences, but no statistically significant variations were found. The statistical
fluctuations in the measured efficiency exceed the helicity variation by at least one order of
magnitude.

3.8.4

Pion Contamination

In addition to the empty target yield, other (e.g. hadronic) background may be present,
which may have an intrinsic asymmetry. It is important to estimate how large a contribution
to the electron asymmetry can be expected from such processes due to misidentification of
background particles as electrons. Here, we only have to be concerned with pions as a pos-
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sible background source because of the low incident electron energy. Pion misidentification
may occur essentially for three reasons:
* Noise in the Cerenkov counter.
* Knock-on electrons produced by pions in the detector materials.
* Decay of pions into electrons (predominantly via intermediate muons).
As already remarked in Section 3.4.1, quasifree pion production is kinematically impossible
for OHIPS momenta, and the pion yield in MEPS is chiefly due to scattering from the
target walls. The so-called pion yield in OHIPS therefore arises essentially from (Cerenkov
inefficiencies (i.e. from misidentified electrons) and, possibly, other slow particles which are
part of the background from the experimental hall (cf. the discussion on page 81). For
OHIPS, therefore, we can assume that no pion contamination is present. The following
discussion is concerned only with MEPS.
Of the three items given above, the last one is completely negligible: Although a significant fraction of pions (on the order of 50%) indeed decay on their way through the
spectrometer, the emerging muons are not energetic enough to trigger the Cerenkov ( - 2
vs. threshold
~ 3.5). Due to their comparatively long lifetime, only on the order of 1%
of these muons decay into electrons. If one further considers that only a small fraction of
the secondary and tertiary particles are emitted at such angles that they will arrive at the
detectors, one finds that the fraction of decay electrons due to pions is on the order of 10 - 4
or less. Direct decay of pions into electrons occurs with a branching ratio of 1.2- 10- 4 , and
is thus also negligible.

As for the production of knock-on electrons, this is indeed a point of concern: The
maximum energy of such electrons is on the order of 5 MeV, i.e. -y ~ 10, so that the
Cerenkov in MEPS cannot distinguish them from the primary particles. The combined
effect of (erenkov noise and secondary electron production can be tested, for example, by
reversing the spectrometer polarity, so that the detectors are bombarded with (positive)
pions only. The fraction of events having a Cerenkov signal then corresponds to the pion
misidentification probability, esr. Using data from such a test run, a value of e, = 2.5 i 0.3%
was found.
The asymmetry contribution due to pion contamination can be written as
Acontam

.AA,=

(3.33)

The pion asymmetry in MEPS at quasielastic kinematics was measured to be A, ~ -13 ±
13% (corrected for empty target yield ( 85%) and normalized to unit beam and target
polarizations). Assuming the ratio al/ae
0.3 in the worst case, it follows that the asymmetry contamination is at most 1% of the measured quasielastic asymmetry. This estimate
includes the very large empty target pion yield in a,. If this contribution were excluded, for
example because one assumed that the empty target yield had no asymmetry, then a,/c
could be taken to be
85% less, and the upper limit on the pion contamination contribution would be reduced by an order of magnitude. However, without further knowledge
about the origin of the empty target pion yield, this cannot be done with confidence. The
uncertainty from pion contamination in MEPS is thus taken to be 1%.
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Source

Uncertainty AA/A (%)
OHIPS
MEPS

Beam polarization

Target polarization
Empty target correction
Elastic tail subtraction
Continuum radiative corrections
Beam position shifts
Pion contamination
Total

6

6

4
0.1
0.05
2.5
0.1
0.0

4
0.9
0.002
1
0.04
1

7.7

7.4

Table 3.8: Estimated systematic uncertainties of the asymmetry measurements.

Source

UncertaintyAa/r (%o)

Target thickness

OHIPS
5

MEPS
20

10

10

Spectrometer
Detection

solid angle

efficiency

Continuum radiative corrections
Empty target correction

2

1

1.6
0.2

1.2
0.8

Beam charge

0.1

0.1

Elastic tail subtraction
Total

0.06
11.5

0.03
22.5

Table 3.9: Estimated systematic uncertainties of the cross section measurements.
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Chapter 4

Results and Discussion
In this last chapter, we present the results of the asymmetry and cross section measurements
at quasielastic, elastic, and A-resonance kinematics.
As the main goal of the experiment was the extraction of asymmetries, these are presented first (Section 4.1). A detailed comparison with theory is made in Section 4.2. The
issues regarding the extraction of neutron form factors from the quasielastic asymmetries
are discussed in Section 4.3, and the measured cross sections are presented in Section 4.4.
Lastly, conclusions are drawn in Section 4.5.

4.1

Asymmetries

The experimental asymmetries were extracted from the normalized yield for each beam
helicity state as described in Section 3.3. Corrections were applied for empty target background, and the target and beam polarizations. In addition, radiative contributions arising
from the elastic peak and the quasielastic continuum were subtracted for the quasielastic electron asymmetries, For a discussion of the systematic uncertainties pertaining to all
measurements, see Section 3.8. Tables of the quasielastic data are presented in Appendix
C.

4.1.1

Quasielastic Transverse-Longitudinal Asymmetry

The ATL' asymmetry results have already been reported in Reference [67]. Small numerical
differences between the published results and those in this thesis are due to refinements in
the analysis and a slightly different momentum acceptance region used for averaging the

data.
The extracted quasielastic transverse-longitudinal asymmetry, as measured with OHIPS
and corrected for background and radiative effects, is shown as a function of electron energy
loss w in Figure 4-1. Also shown are several theoretical predictions, which are discussed
further in Section 4.2. Averages over the experimental w-acceptance (72 < w < 99 MeV) are
given in Table 4.1. Approximately 45% of the data were taken with the target spin direction
reversed, in which case the asymmetry changes sign, as indicated in the second row of the
table. The excellent agreement between the values obtained with positive and negative
target spins confirms that no significant false asymmetries are present. Approximately 5%
105
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Figure 4-1: The transverse-longitudinal asymmetry ATLI as a function of electron energy
transfer w. The errors on the data are statistical only. The curves represent the predictions
of various PWIA calculations (see Section 4.2).
of the OHIPS quasielastic data were excluded from the analysis because of high background
or data acquisition problems.
It should be pointed out that the measured ATLI contains a small admixture of the T'
response because the target spin direction * was not exactly oriented at 900 with respect
to the momentum transfer (cf. Eq. (1.32)). The admixture varies between 3% at the low-W
end to 52% at the high-w end of the acceptance. In terms of comparing the data to theory,
this does not present a problem since the theoretical prediction can be generated for any
kinematics.

4.1.2

Quasielastic Transverse Asymmetry

The MEPS asymmetry results and the extraction of the neutron magnetic form factor have
been published previously in References [65,66]. However, the analysis presented here was
performed independently of [65,66], and the small differences in the results obtained reflect
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Charge (A-h)

9*

q*

2879

87°

0°

2133
5012 (combined)

930

1800

A (%)

1.72 ± 0.72

0.13

-1.43 ± 0.85 ± 0.11
1.60 ± 0.55 ± 0.12

Table 4.1: Results of the ATL asymmetry measurement averaged over the experimental
energy acceptance (72 < w < 99 MeV). The uncertainties are statistical and systematic,
respectively. The second row corresponds to the reversal of the target spin; hence the
negative sign.

Charge (A-h)
3902

2436
6338 (combined)

9*
8.90

O*
1800

A (%)
-11.51 ± 1.54 ± 0.85

171.1°

1800

9.91 2.03 0.73
-10.92 ± 1.23 ± 0.81

Table 4.2: Results of the AT, asymmetry measurement averaged over the experimental
energy acceptance (94 < w < 144 MeV). The uncertainties are statistical and systematic,
respectively.
the uncertainties associated with the different analysis methods.
The extracted transverse asymmetry, AT', as measured with MEPS and corrected for
background and radiative effects, is shown as a function of electron energy loss w in Figure
4-2. The curves in the figure represent several different theoretical predictions and are
explained in detail in Section 4.2. Table 4.2 gives the averages of the results over the MEPS
energy acceptance (94 < w < 144 MeV). As with OHIPS, the sign change of the asymmetry
in the second row corresponds to the reversal of the target spin direction. Again, good
agreement is achieved between the asymmetries for the two spin directions, indicating the
absence of false asymmetries within the statistical precision. Approximately 7% of the
MEPS quasielastic data were not used in this analysis because of background and data
acquisition complications.
As the target spin direction was not precisely parallel to the momentum transfer, AT'
contains an admixture of the TL' response, but this contribution is practically negligible
here owing to the smallness of ATLI compared to AT.

4.1.3

Elastic Asymmetry

A substantial amount of data was acquired with OHIPS in the elastic and elastic-threshold
region. Despite the VH optics chosen for this experiment and the fact that an extended target was used, the OHIPS momentum resolution was sufficient (< 1% FWHM) to distinguish
the elastic peak cleanly from the yield in the threshold (breakup) region ( > Wet+5.5 MeV).
Measurement of the elastic asymmetry serves as a check on the experimental procedure be-
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Figure 4-2: The transverse asymmetry AT, as a function of electron energy transfer w. The
errors on the data are statistical only. The curves represent the predictions of various PWIA
calculations (see Section 4.2).
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Elastic peak
position eil(%)

Charge
(iiA-h)

Yemptyl/Yfl
(%)

-0.75

274

4.3 ± 0.5

601
691

4.9 ± 0.6
5.2 ± 0.6

1566

4.9 ± 0.6

2.75
3.2
(combined)

Aei
(%)
29.6 ± 8.5
28.8 i 6.1

28.4 ± 5.4
28.7 i 3.7 ± 2.2

Table 4.3: Results of the elastic asymmetry measurements. The energy loss range integrated
is 28.5 < w < 33.6 MeV. The uncertainties on the asymmetries are statistical and systematic,
respectively. The systematic error is dominated by the uncertainties in the beam and target
polarizations.

cause the elastic asymmetry can be calculated with high accuracy from measured 3 He elastic form factor data. The asymmetry in the threshold region is interesting for constraining
models that incorporate final-state interaction and meson-exchange current contributions,
which are expected to be particularly large in the wings of the quasielastic peak. The
threshold-region results are given in Refs. [65,68] and will not be discussed here.
Elastic data were taken at three different spectrometer settings. viz. with the elastic
peak at s = -0.75%, 2.75%, 3.2% (cf. Section 2.9). The final energy of electrons scattering
elastically from 3 He is 340.4 MeV. The most probable dE/dx in the intervening materials (cf.
Table 3.3) is approximately 0.6 MeV, so that the elastic peak is expected at w -- 30.2 MeV,
provided that the beam energy is 370 MeV. In this analysis, the bin 28.5 < w < 33.6 MeV
was chosen as the region containing the elastic peak.
Table 4.3 summarizes the results of the elastic asymmetry measurements. Less than 2%
of the collected data were excluded from the analysis. The numbers are averages of the data
taken with positive and negative target spin orientations. The asymmetries are corrected
for background, as measured in several empty target runs at elastic kinematics. The yield
of all available background runs were averaged. The ratio of the empty to full target yields
was approximately 5%. One observes a systematic increase of this ratio with b; this is due
to a systematic decrease of the full target yield and is discussed further in Section 4.4 below.
The combined asymmetry result of 28.7 ± 3.7(stat.) ± 2.9(syst.)% compares well with
the prediction of 32.2 ± 0.5% obtained from elastic form factor data [23] via Eq. (3.18).
This result can be used to cross-check the beam and target polarization measurements:
The elastic asymmetry above is normalized to unit beam and target polarizations using the
directly measured values, which for the elastic runs were Pb = 37.8% and Pt = 37.7%, i.e.
PtPb = 0.143 ±: 0.010. Combining the corresponding raw asymmetry with the theoretical
prediction, one finds for the product PbPt = 0.127 ± 0.017, in agreement with the value
obtained by direct measurement. The precision of the direct polarization measurements
(7%) is significantly better, however, than that of the polarization values obtained via the
elastic measurement (13%) due to insufficient statistical precision of the elastic data.
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OHIPS
370

MEPS
370

70.10
42.50

-91.40
42.50

198 < p < 215

182 < PT < 222

144.4
1:1.5
88 ± 18

144.4
1:2.3
3 ± 30

Beam energy (MeV)
Scattering angle
Target spin direction 0*

Acceptance (MeV)
Charge (A-h)
S/B
Asymmetry (%)

Table 4.4: Results of the 3 He(e, r-) asymmetry measurement at A-kinematics.

4.1.4

Pion Asymmetries in the A Region

++

In addition to the 3HIe(e,e') quasielastic data, a sample of 3 He(, 7r-) inclusive pion production data was taken in the region of the A(1232) resonance. In this kinematic regime,
pion production proceeds predominantly via quasifree production of A's from nucleons
(N -+ A transition). Negatively charged pions can only appear if the electron scatters from
a neutron 1 :
- e-

e- + n--- e- + A +

p+r-

- e- + n + ro
-e- + N +y

The branching ratio for A - N is approximately 99.4% [64]. The decay A° - nr °
is twice as likely as the decay into pr- by isospin conservation (ignoring electromagnetic
effects, which further suppress the p7r- final state).
The fact that 7r-'s arise exclusively in electron-neutron scattering makes this reaction
particularly interesting for an asymmetry measurement because the neutron in 3 He is highly
polarized. To our knowledge, inclusive (, 7r-) asymmetries have not been measured in any
previous experiments.
A summary of the results and kinematics of the pion production runs is given in Table
4.4. Corrections were made for the empty target yield (measured in a separate run at these
kinematics) and for the beam and target polarizations. The target spin was positive for
all runs. The OHIPS acceptance was restricted to -4.8 < 6 < 3.5% because the Cerenkov
detector was found to be inefficient at the edges of the focal plane. The measured pion
asymmetries as a function of pion momentum are shown in Figs. 4-3 and 4-4.
Despite poor statistics, one observes two clear qualitative features in the results: a very
large positive asymmetry in OHIPS and a null result in MEPS. The very large asymmetry
in the bin at p , = 202 MeV in OHIPS, which is about 3 above the physical limit of 100%,
is believed to be a statistical fluctuation.
A simple qualitative argument, having about the same precision as the measurement,
explains a large positive asymmetry: The N - A transition corresponds to a flip of the
'Strictly, r-'s could be produced from a proton via the weak interaction, but this contribution is clearly
immeasurably small.
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antialigned quark spin in the nucleon (JN = 1/2; J = 3/2). If the nucleon is polarized,
then, by angular momentum conservation, this spin flip can be induced only by electrons
carrying spin aligned with the nucleon spin, i.e. in our case, electrons with positive helicity.
Hence, _ - 0 for this process, and A ±
+1. The situation is complicated, however, by the
fact that in this experiment the target spin is not parallel to the electron spin. Therefore,
cancellations between different amplitudes may occur, which may suppress the asymmetry,
as observed in MEPS. A more thorough discussion can be found in Ref. [84].
As of this writing, a detailed theoretical calculation for the present kinematics is in
progress [85], and the results will be reported in a future publication.
It should be noted that the pion data obtained at quasielastic electron kinematics do
not provide useful information: As discussed in Sections 3.4.1 and 3.8.4, the "pion" yield
at quasielastic kinematics in both spectrometers stems entirely from background processes
and Cerenkov inefficiencies; quasifree pion production from 3He is kinematically forbidden
in this region.

4.2

Comparison with Theory

In this section, we compare the quasielastic electron asymmetries with theory in detail. For
a comparison to be meaningful, essentially two issues have to be considered: the theoretical
uncertainties inherent in the model, and the effect of the experimental conditions. We treat
the two topics separately in the following two sections.

4.2.1

PWIA Predictions

The mathematical framework of the existing PWIA calculations has already been discussed
in Section 1.4. Figs. 4-1 and 4-2 show the predictions of the Hannover group [8] (solid curve)
and Rome group [9,10] (dot-dashed curve) for our kinematics. These predictions are not
corrected for the finite angular acceptance, but such corrections are small, as we will show
Section 4.2.2.
To interpret the asymmetry data, it is important that the model uncertainties of the
PWIA calculations be quantified. This is especially interesting as 3 He has widely been suggested as an alternative to deuterium for the extraction of neutron form factors. Deuterium
experiments suffer from large model dependences, especially due to uncertainties in the
deuterium wave function [38]. A close inspection of the formalism used reveals that three
main sources of model uncertainties exist:
1. The nuclear wave function, derived from a specific nucleon-nucleon potential model.
2. The nucleon form factor parameterization.
3. The single-nucleon off-shell prescription.
Motivated by the present experiment, a careful study of the effect of each of these ingredients
was carried out in detail for 3 He(e, e') by the MIT and Hannover groups [83]. This work is
effectively an extension of the Hannover calculation published in Ref. [8]. The results will be
summarized in the following. Emphasis is placed on the transverse-longitudinal asymmetry
ATL' because of the predicted sensitivity to G'.
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For ease of comparison, the calculation based on the Paris NN potential [29], Galster/dipole form factors [24], and the CC1(0 ) off-shell prescription [37], was arbitrarily chosen as the "baseline" model, with which other predictions are contrasted. The baseline
asymmetry prediction is close to the one obtained with the original Hannover model, but
is otherwise by no means considered to be "correct". For reference, the dipole form of the
proton and neutron magnetic form factors is given by
GE(Q)

(4.1)

2)

= !pGP (Q 2 ),

(4.2)

(Q 2)

(Q2 ),

(4.3)

G(Q

G'

+ 0.71(GeV/c)2)

=

= p.G'

E(Q1
lr

where p and , are the proton and neutron magnetic moments, respectively, and the
Ga]ster parameterization of the neutron electric form factor, determined from a fit to elastic
electron-deuterium scattering data [24], is

Gn(Q2) =

-

+

GP(Q 2)

(4.4)

with r = Q 2 /(I4M2 ) and rj = 5.6.
To investigate the model uncertainties, each of the ingredients 1.-3. above was varied
separately, starting from the baseline calculation, while keeping the other ingredients fixed,
and the relative variation
A(w)-

Abaseline(W)

(4.5)

Abaseline

was calculated as a function of electron energy loss w. Here, Abaselineis the average of the
baseline prediction over the experimental w-acceptance. For our TL' kinematics, 72 < w <
99 MeV, and Abaseine,,= 2.52%.
Figure 4-5(a) depicts the predicted ATL' variation for three nucleon form factor parameterizations: Galster (the baseline curve, which is solid in all three plots), Gari-Kriimpelmann
[25] (dashed curve), and H6hler [26] (dot-dashed curve). The parameterization of Blatnik
and Zovko [27] was not included because it does not describe the proton electric form factor
well in the Q 2 region of the present work and leads to an incorrect slope of GE for Q2
0.
Other form factor parameterizations, such as the one by Iachello-Jackson-Lande [40], yield
intermediate predictions. The variation in ATL' arises chiefly from the differences in the
predicted GE; the variation due to all other form factors is less than 10% of that due to GE
alone. It should be noted that the GE fit to deuterium data by Platchkov et al. [38] lies
very close to Hdhler's parameterization at this Q2 .
Similarly, Figure 4-5(b) shows the ATL' variation with NN potential. Momentum-space
Faddeev equations [31] were used to generate 3 He ground state wave functions for the Reid
soft-core [28] and Bonn B [30] potentials in addition to the wave function of Ref. [8], which
was obtained using the Paris potential [29]. In the figure, the solid curve corresponds to
Paris, the dashed curve to Reid, and the dot-dashed curve to Bonn B. Of the currently
available potential models, these three models yield a representative spread for the fraction
of S' and D state in the ground state (cf. Table 1.2). An additional calculation, in which
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Figure 4-5: Variation AA/A = (A- Abaseline)/Abaseline of ATLI with different (a) form factor
parameterizations, (b) NN potential models, and (c) single-nucleon o.-s. prescriptions (see
text). The arrow indicates the location of the QE peak. The experimental acceptance is
shown as a horizontal band.
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Calculation
Rome [82]

ATL' (%)
3.35

AT' (%)
-10.33

Hannover [8]

2.56

-10.59

Hannover-MIT [83] 2.1 - 2.9

-10.2 - -11.1

Table 4.5: Theoretical predictions of the quasielastic asymmetries at the kinematics of
this experiment. The numbers are averaged over the experimental energy and solid angle
acceptances.

individual partial waves were varied, demonstrates that ATLI increases with both the S'
state and the 1) state probabilities. Thus, there is no cancellation between S' and D state
contributions.
Finally, Figure 4-5(c) compares the effect on ATLI of different single-nucleon off-shell
current prescriptions: CC1(0) (solid curve), CC2(0°) (short-dashed curve), the original prescription of Ref. [8] (dot-dashed curve), which is similar to CCI(°), and that of the Rome
group (dashed curve). Only the latter differs appreciably from the others. It should be
noted, however, that this comparison omits many other, equally acceptable prescriptions
(such as non-current-conserving forms) and so yields only a minimum uncertainty. A detailed discussion of issues relating to off-shell effects in polarized experiments is given in
Ref. [37].

Summarizing the results of Figure 4-5, the theoretical ATL' sensitivity AA/A (averaged
over our experimental w acceptance) is ±4.5% for varying nucleon form factors (4% for
varying GE), 6% for NN potential models, and ±4.5% for off-shell prescriptions. These
uncertainties are found to be roughly independent, i.e. depend only weakly on the choice
of baseline calculation.
To obtain the total model uncertainty, those combinations of input parameters were
selected that yield the absolute lowest and highest predictions: The lower bound for ATL'
results from H6hler form factors with the Bonn B potential and CCi( 0 ) off-shell prescription.
The upper bound is obtained using the Gari-Kriimpelmann form factors with the Reid softcore potential and off-shell prescription of the Rome group. The corresponding predictions
for ATL'() are shown as dashed curves in Figure 4-1. When averaged over the experimental
acceptances (both momentum and solid angle), the model yields minimum and maximum
values of (2.15 ± 0.05)% and (2.85 ± 0.05)%. The averaging was performed by first averaging
the theoretical prediction over each experimental bin weighting with the model cross section,
and then averaging the bins weighting with the experimental statistical error. In this way,
variations in the experimental acceptance are approximately taken into account. The error
on the theoretical numbers stems from the uncertainty in the Monte Carlo correction for
the finite angular acceptance (see Section 4.2.2).
Likewise, the lower bound on AT' is obtained using H6hler form factors with the Reid
soft-core potential and Rome off-shell prescription, while Galster form factors with the Bonn
B potential and CCi(°) yield the upper bound. The corresponding predictions for AT(W)
are shown as dashed curves in in Figure 4-2. The averages over the energy acceptance
(94 < w < 144 MeV) were computed in the same manner as for ATL'. A summary of the
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PWIA results is given in Table 4.5.

4.2.2

Experimental Simulation

In order to estimate the effect of the finite angular acceptances of the spectrometers, a Monte
Carlo simulation of the experiment was carried out. The event generator used structure
functions W1/2 and G1/2 calculated by the Hannover group [8], which were given on a grid
in Q 2 -_ space sufficiently large to cover the kinematical region sampled by the experiment.
The structure functions were linearly interpolated to arbitrary Q 2 and W points, which was
found to give sufficiently accurate results. The program also modeled a finite beam energy
spread (0.25%) and beam spot size (2mm diameter). Randomly generated rays were
traced through the target and spectrometer collimators. Only the geometrical acceptance
was considered, and all spectrometer acceptances were assumed to be fiat. One exception
was the OHIPS acceptance, which was known from a TURTLE simulation to be sizably
smaller (28mrad)
than the geometrical acceptance (61mrad);
the smaller value was
therefore used. Using flat acceptances yields an approximate upper limit of the effect of
finite angular coverage because the actual acceptances generally drop towards the edges and
therefore further restrict the range of angles sampled. Since the generated rays were not
actually traced through the spectrometer optics, effects of finite resolution are ignored.
The Monte Carlo results for the OHIPS kinematics are shown in Figure 4-6(a). The
solid curve represents the asymmetry prediction directly computed from the interpolated
structure functions. The open circles are Monte Carlo results obtained with a very small
angular spread of the generated rays - as expected, the data agree with the directly
computed values. Finally, the crosses correspond to the Monte Carlo averages over the full
geometrical acceptance, where the interval of scattering angles covered by successful events
is 63° < 0 < 77° . The weighted averages of the restricted and unrestricted Monte Carlo
data are indicated in the figure2: One finds a reduction of the overall asymmetry by a factor
of approximately 0.95. We estimate the error in this factor to be approximately 50% since
the shape of the acceptances and resolution effects have been ignored. This correction is
sufficiently large to be considered when comparing theory with data. It has therefore been
included in the results listed in Table 4.5.
Similarly, Figure 4-6(b) depicts the Monte Carlo results for the MEPS kinematics. Although the horizontal collimator opening of MEPS was larger than that of OHIPS, the
extended target acceptance is smaller, so that the width of the interval of scattering angles
sampled is comparable to OHIPS, viz. -100 ° < 0 < -82 ° . Despite the large coverage, the
effect of the finite acceptance on the asymmetry prediction is practically nil: The correction
factor is about 0.99, where the largest contribution comes from the point at
80 MeV,
which lies outside of the actual MEPS momentum bite. Thus, angular acceptance corrections can be neglected for the MEPS data.
In addition to the finite acceptance studies, the effect of the uncertainty (0.50) in
the target spin direction, *, was investigated. The resulting asymmetry corrections are
negligible in both kinematics.
2

The small numerical difference between the theoretical averages given here and the ones in the previous
section is due to slightly different w acceptance limits.
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Figure 4-6: Comparison of the asymmetry prediction at central scattering angle vs. the
prediction averaged over the angular acceptance by a Monte Carlo simulation. (a) ATL',
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4.2.3

Discussion

In the following, we compare the energy-averaged experimental results listed in Tables 4.1
and 4.2 with the theoretical predictions given in Table 4.5.
For the AT, data, one observes very good agreement between theory and experiment.
PWIA therefore appears to be a reasonable description of the transverse asymmetry. This
is consistent with several theoretical results: First, PWIA is also in good agreement with
the unpolarized transverse response, RT, in these kinematics. Second, FSI calculations for
polarized coincidence reactions [39] indicate that FSI effects should be negligible for the
transverse asymmetry at our Q2 .
What can be concluded from this? The chief difference between the polarized and the
unpolarized transverse responses is that RT' samples a different aspect of nuclear structure,
namely the 'small' spin-dependent components of the spectral function (fi and f2 in Eq.
(1.49)) as opposed to the dominant unpolarized piece (fo), to which RT is sensitive. In terms
of the underlying reaction mechanism, both responses essentially describe the interaction of
transversely (strictly, circularly) polarized virtual photons with the corresponding transverse
components of the nuclear current. Thus, a correct prediction of RT implies that the
model should provide a similarly good prediction for RT', provided nuclear structure is well
understood. The AT, data suggest that indeed PWIA is valid and both the spin-independent
and spin-dependent pieces of the nuclear spectral function are accurately known. However,
the latter statement should be qualified: Since the dominant contribution to AT' comes from
the neutron, one can only conclude that the neutron piece of the spin-dependent spectral
function is well known.

Another word of caution is in place: Calculations which include final-state interactions
[4,5] tend to underpredict RT. This is generally explained by the argument that mesonexchange currents, which primarily affect the transverse pieces of the nuclear current, have
not been included in the calculation and will increase the prediction again. However, to our
knowledge, this has not yet been demonstrated quantitatively. Nevertheless, it is possible
that the agreement of PWIA with experiment is coincidental and the result of a cancellation
between FSI and MEC effects. On the other hand, this cancellation should affect T and T'
in a similar way and thus does not necessarily alter our conclusions.
Unlike AT', the experimental ATL' data do not compare well with the predictions; the
experimental numbers are low at the 1-2.5a level. Unfortunately, the experimental uncertainties are still too large to permit a strong conclusion. If a suppression exists, however,
it may indicate the presence of final-state interaction effects. This is in fact supported
by theoretical results: First, the experimentally determined unpolarized longitudinal response, RL, has been shown to be sensitive to FSI at the present Q2 . Since ATL' contains
a longitudinal component, it would not be surprising if ATLI exhibited a similar sensitivity.
Second, calculations for polarized coincidence reactions [39] also suggest a modification of
the transverse-longitudinal asymmetry due to FSI.
It is therefore very desirable to extend the calculational frameworks [4-6], which appear
to give a reasonable description of the unpolarized longitudinal response, to include polarization degrees of freedom. Such calculations are necessary before further conclusions can
be drawn from our data.
Regarding the theoretical ATL' results, another important observation can be made:
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While the model uncertainty in AT' is approximately ±5%, the total uncertainty in ATL' is
significantly larger, viz. of order ±15%. This can be explained in terms of the large proton
contribution to ATLI: As the data in Table 1.2 show, different NN potential models give
rise to considerable variations in the probabilities of the 'small' wave function components,
S' and D. As discussed in Section 1.3, the proton contribution to spin observables arises
largely from these 'small' components. Consequently, uncertainties in the amount of S' and
D state directly translate into uncertainties in the proton-dominated ATL'.
In fact, one might ask whether it is possible to exploit the sensitivity to nuclear structure of the proton piece of ATLI to deduce information about the 'small' wave function
components. Unfortunately, the PWIA study in Section 4.2.1 demonstrates that this is not
feasible: The sensitivities to the 'small' wave function components, different nucleon form
factor parameterizations, and off-shell prescriptions are comparable, and the large spread
of the ATL' predictions at this Q2 represents a presently unavoidable model uncertainty.
This situation will only improve if more tightly constrained models for the theoretical input
become available in the future.

4.3

Form Factor Extraction

The discussion in the previous section assumes that the nucleon form factors are known
relatively well. Any variation in the form factor predictions is treated as a theoretical
model uncertainty. From this point of view, the comparison between theory and experiment
essentially amounts to a test of our understanding of the reaction mechanism, i.e. the
validity of PWIA. One can take a reverse point of view by assuming that PWIA is an
accurate description of the reaction studied, and use the experimental information to extract
information about the nucleon form factors. As has been pointed out at length in Chapter
1, the ATL' and AT' asymmetries investigated in this experiment are expected to be quite
sensitive to the neutron electric and magnetic form factors, respectively. In the following
two sections, we will discuss the extraction of these form factors in the framework of the
Hannover-MIT PWIA model.

4.3.1

Electric Form Factor GE

In order to extract a value of GE from the ATL' data, the MIT-Hannover model was used to
calculate predictions for ATLI(W) as a function of GE. GE was kept constant for each w scan,
which is a reasonable approximation as GE varies slowly with Q 2. In fact, the change of GE,
as given by the Galster parameterization, is less than 5% over the Q2 region sampled with
OHIPS. The dipole form was used for the proton and neutron magnetic form factors. The
ATLI uncertainty resulting from the uncertainty in these form factors is negligible compared
to the other model dependences. The calculated prediction for ATL'() was then averaged
over the experimental w acceptance.
This procedure was carried out for three cases:
1. Paris NN potential and CCi( 0 ) off-shell prescription.
2. Reid soft-core NN potential and Rome off-shell prescription.
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Figure 4-7: The predicted transverse-longitudinal asymmetry ATLI vs. the electric form
factor of the neutron GE [83]. The curves indicate different combinations of nucleon-nucleon
potential models and single-nucleon off-shell prescriptions, as explained in Section 4.3.1.
3. Bonn B NN potential

and CC1 0 ) off-shell prescription.

The difference between 2. and 3. gives an estimate of the total PWIA model dependences,
as explained Section 4.2.1 above. The three functions ATLI,(G') obtained in this analysis
are plotted in Figure 4-7. The solid curve in the figure corresponds to case 1., the dashed
curve to case 2., and the dot-dashed curve to case 3. The data point shown represents the
measured asymmetry with total experimental error.
For the extraction of G, the curves ATL,(G) were fit to a linear function, which is perfectly sufficient for all practical purposes. The open circle on the x-axis corresponds to the
value for GE (-0.0015) obtained with the baseline calculation (solid curve). The inner error
bars on this GE point represent the theoretical uncertainty from different NN potentials and
off-shell prescriptions (0.015); the middle error bars correspond to the experimental error
(±0.032); and the outer error bars give to the total uncertainty with theoretical and experimental uncertainties added linearly (±0.047). The three open diamonds on the x-axis are
the predictions for GE by HShler, Galster, and Gari-Kriimpelmann at Q2 = 0.143(GeV/c) 2
(from left to right).
Several observations can be made: First, the error on the extracted form factor is
very large. It is dominated by the statistical precision of the measurement. Moreover, the
theoretical uncertainty is larger than the variation of the GE predictions, so that even in the
absence of experimental uncertainties different form factor parameterizations could not be
distinguished at this Q2 . However, the theoretical uncertainty is substantially smaller than
the predicted absolute value of G ( 0.04-0.05), so that in principle one could determine
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whether GE differs from zero, provided the experimental error was dramatically improved.
The achievable precision is roughly comparable to that of deuterium experiments [38].
Second, the extracted GE is clearly low compared to the predictions, although the
suppression is not statistically significant. At best, one could conclude that the Hhler
parameterization agrees best with our data. No further conclusions can be drawn given the
large uncertainties. Of course, recalling the discussion in Section 4.2.3, the seemingly low
value of G:n could, and likely does, stem from FSI effects, i.e. a breakdown of PWIA, rather
than an actual suppression of the form factor.

4.3.2

Magnetic Form Factor GM

In a completely analogous manner, the square of the neutron magnetic form factor, G1 2,
can be extracted from the AT, data. Results of such an analysis have already been reported
elsewhere [65,66]. We repeat the extraction here because the present analysis is independent
of the previous one, and the PWIA model dependences have not been considered before at
the same level of detail as is possible here.
The MIT-Hannover model was used to generate ATI,(, Gn 2 ) for the same three combinations of NN potential and off-shell prescription as for the GE extraction. The GariKriimpelmann parameterization was employed for the proton form factors, and the Galster
form was used for GE. As GnMchanges noticeably over the large experimental
range, a
correction was applied to approximate the functional form of GM(Q2 ): The dipole value for
G i was calculated over the Q2 range corresponding to the experimental w range, and the
results were fitted to a function

GM = a + al(w - w0 ) + a2 (w - WO)2 ,

(4.6)

where wo = 119 MeV is the center of the acceptance. Subsequently, the parameter ao was
set to the desired average value of GM, and the actual value was computed for each W bin
using (4.6). The effect of this correction is a small but non-negligible shift of the averaged
curves AT,(G n 2 ) towards more positive asymmetry values. Figure 4-8 depicts the results
of this analysis, where the curves have the same meaning as in Figure 4-7 and the error on
the experimental data point is statistical only.
Because the resulting model dependence is relatively small (see below), it was also
necessary to consider the uncertainty due to the proton form factors. For this purpose,
AT'(G' 2 ) was computed for the Paris NN potential and CC1(0° ) off-shell form with GariKriimpelmann, H6hler, and dipole proton form factors. In each case, the Galster value was
taken for GE. The additional uncertainty due to GE is negligible. The results are shown
in Figure 4-9. The solid, dot-dashed, and dashed curves correspond to Gari-Kriimpelmann,
H6hler, and dipole form factors, respectively.
For the extraction of G J2 , the computed values of AT'(G n 2) were fit to a quadratic
function 3 . The extracted Gn 2 value is indicated as an open circle in Figs. 4-8 and 4-9,
where the error bars have the same meaning as in Fig. 4-7. The dipole prediction is shown
3
The actual functional form should be A = (1 + aG', 2 )/(b + cGM2) (cf. Eq. (1.32) and [65]), but for all
practical purposes the difference to a quadratic fit is completely negligible. It is more difficult to achieve a
stable fit for the more complicated expression.
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Figure 4-8: The predicted transverse asymmetry AT' vs. the square of the magnetic form
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as an open diamond. In dipole units, (LnGD) 2, the result is
(nGD )

= 1.027 ± 0.132 ± 0.097 ± 0.040 ± 0.029

at Q2 = 0.20(GeV/c) 2 ,

(4.7)

where the errors stem from experimental statistics, systematics, theoretical NN potential
and off-shell uncertainty, and proton form factor uncertainty, respectively. The two latter,
theoretical uncertainties should be summed linearly to yield the total model uncertainty,
2 =
7%. The result compares well with the one obtained in Refs. [65,66], (GM2/( t1tGD)
7
0.998 ± 0.117 ± 0.059 ± 0.030). The dependence on proton form factors (3%) determined
here agrees with [65]; in addition the present analysis yields 4% uncertainty from NN
potentials and off-shell prescriptions. The result is further in excellent agreement with
other experiments at similar Q2 (e.g. Markovitz et al. [86]). For further discussion and a
more complete list of references, see [65,66].

4.4

Absolute Cross Section

Absolute, spin-averaged cross sections were extracted from the experimental yield as described in Section 3.7. Corrections were made for empty target background and (except for
the elastic cross section) for the elastic radiative tail and continuum radiative effects. The
random errors of the measurements are negligible compared to the systematic uncertainties, which arise mainly from the uncertainties in the spectrometer solid angle and extended
target acceptance, as explained in Section 3.8.
The extracted cross sections at quasielastic kinematics are plotted in Figures 4-10 and
4-11. Also shown in the figures are the predictions of the Hannover PWIA model [8]
(dashed curve) and a y-scaling model [81], which describes the quasielastic cross section as
the product of a kinematic factor, a single-nucleon cross section, and a universal scaling
function of the scaling variable y (solid curve).
The y-scaling prediction matches the OHIPS data very closely. In view of the relatively
large systematic uncertainties, this may simply be fortuitous. However, it should be noted
that the y-scaling model is also in good agreement with previous unpolarized data on 3 He
[2,3] taken at comparable momentum transfers (see Section 1.5.1), whereas the PWIA is
found to overpredict the data considerably.
Some disagreement is seen for the MEPS data on the low energy-transfer side of the
quasielastic peak, and the shape of the peak appears to be distorted. This may be due
to incorrect modeling of the MEPS momentum acceptance (cf. Section B.2) in that the
acceptance is assumed to be too small in the low-w region.
Table 4.6 presents the measured elastic cross sections separately for the three elastic
data sets. One sees a systematic drop with 6. As 6 was continually increased during
the experiment, the drop probably occurred with time instead of the spectrometer central
momentum. A likely explanation of this effect is the following: In the early stages of
the experiment, a very large non-target-related background was observed in OHIPS (see
the discussion at the end of Section 3.2.2). To reduce this background, extra shielding
was installed between runs 150 and 151, which resulted in a 60% decrease in the nontarget-related event rate. Correspondingly, the OHIPS efficiencies, especially the track
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Figure 4-10: The OHIPS experimental cross section, corrected for background, elastic tail
cross section, and radiative effects. The central scattering angle was 0 = 70.1 °. The error
bars indicate the combined statistical and systematic uncertainty. The solid curve is the
prediction of a y-scaling model [81]. The dashed curve represents the prediction of the
Hannover PWIA model [8].
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0 = 91.4 ° . The curves have the same meaning as in Figure 4-10.
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Elastic peak
position el (%)
-0.75

Charge

2.75
3.2
(combined)

Yempty/Yfull

doa/d

(pLA-h)

(%)

274

4.3 ± 0.5

13.1 ± 0.2 ± 1.5

(nb/sr)

601
691
1566

4.9 ± 0.6
5.2 ± 0.6
4.9 ± 0.6

11.6 ± 0.1 ± 1..3
10.5 ± 0.1 i 1.2
11.4 ± 0.1 i 1.3

Table 4.6: Results of the elastic cross section measurements. The errors are statistical and
systematic, respectively.
reconstruction efficiency, were low for the early runs (which include the full = -0.75%
data set and part of the
= 2.75% data set), but higher later. In the analysis, it was
assumed that the efficiencies, as defined in Section B.4, reflect the true fraction of events
lost due to tracking problems etc. However, if very strong background is present, many
"bad" triggers may indeed correspond to undesired events and should not be corrected for.
The = -0.75% data might therefore be overcorrected by the tracking efficiency, and the
actual cross section may be smaller. Further investigation is not worthwhile, however, in
view of the large uncertainties in the spectrometer acceptances.
The measured elastic cross section of 11.4nb/sr is about 10% lower than the prediction
of 12.6 nb/sr, computed with measured elastic form factors [23]. The data and the prediction
agree roughly within errors.

4.5

Conclusions

The main objective of this work was to provide high quality data on the 3 He inclusive
spin-dependent asymmetries at quasielastic kinematics and Q2
0.2(GeV/c) 2 . The measurement was motivated by the predicted sensitivity of the quasielastic asymmetries to the
neutron magnetic and electric form factor.
The data for the transverse asymmetry, AT', are well described by recent calculations in
Plane Wave Impulse Approximation. The extracted value of the neutron magnetic form factor, GAI, agrees closely with the dipole prediction and with the results of electron-deuterium
scattering experiments at comparable Q 2. This measurement represents a novel technique
for determining G', which for the first time utilizes polarization degrees of freedom.
The present data for the transverse-longitudinal asymmetry, ATL, support the general
findings of the PWIA model, although the theory appears to overpredict the data by 1-2.5a.
The data are not sufficiently exact to prove or disprove the theory strongly. The result may
indicate that final-state interactions and meson-exchange current corrections are required
at this Q2 , as suggested by more advanced calculations for the unpolarized longitudinal
response and for coincidence reactions. Extension of such calculations to the inclusive case
with polarization degrees of freedom is important for the understanding of the ATL' data.
A reliable extraction of the neutron electric form factor is at present not possible at this
Q2 .
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From our detailed theoretical study of the PWIA model uncertainties, one concludes
that at this Q 2, GE can at best be determined with precision comparable to that of previous electron-deuterium scattering experiments. As the theoretical uncertainties are found
to remain roughly constant with Q2 , while the ratio of GE to the proton form factors increases, higher precision than in deuterium experiments appears to be achievable at larger
momentum transfer, assuming the validity of PWIA.
Aside from an increase in the momentum transfer, future experimental work in this
area is probably best directed towards coincidence studies. Investigation of the reaction
3 He(, e'n), presently underway at Mainz and planned at CEBAF, NIKHEF, and Bates,
will be very useful in providing high-quality data on G as the neutron response can be
cleanly separated. In separating the components of the 3 He wave function, experiments
of the kind 3IHe(e,e'p) will permit mapping of the momentum dependence of the effective
proton polarization in the ground state, which should be very sensitive to the amount of S'
and D state admixture. Nevertheless, inclusive data (which can be taken simultaneously
with coincidence data) remain important and interesting, especially since they are affected
by different systematics than coincidence data. In addition, inclusive scattering appears to
be a practical approach for a precision determination of the neutron magnetic form factor.
Very important complementary information on neutron form factors will certainly come
from deuterium experiments, such as the neutron recoil polarization measurement or measurements involving a polarized deuterium target, which were already mentioned in the
Introduction. At present, the achievable precision in the determination of GE; via polarized deuterium and 3 He experiments appears to be roughly comparable. Both avenues will
therefore be vigorously pursued in the near future and will hopefully yield a sufficiently
redundant data set to allow a clean separation of the nuclear structure effects from the
single nucleon response.
From a technical point of view, one concludes that while the polarized 3 He target employed in the present work proved very reliable, its main drawback is its low density. In
going to higher momentum transfers, the resulting drop in the cross section will likely render measurements very difficult. Improvements can be expected from spin-exchange targets,
such as the one currently in use at SLAC, or the mechanical compression technique developed at Mainz, which provides the additional benefit of high target purity. In addition,
with the advent of electron storage rings, a new target technology, the internal gas target,
has recently emerged. Internal targets, which flow gas continuously through an open target
cell, have the advantages of excellent target purity, insensitivity to radiation damage, and
very low background due to the absence of target windows, and they make very efficient
use of the high-current stored cw beam, which is important for coincidence studies. Both
polarized 3 He and polarized deuterium internal targets have been developed, and several
facilities dedicated to polarized internal target physics are under construction or already operational (e.g. NIKHEF Pulse Stretcher Ring, Bates South Hall Ring, Novosibirsk VEPP-2;
also HERA at DESY). Thus, the study of few-nucleon systems via polarization degrees of
freedom will continue to be a major focus of intermediate energy physics research well into
the next decade.

Appendix A

Event File Structures
This appendix describes the definition of the Q events used in the experiment.
The defined event numbers are listed in Table A.1. Events #3 and #17 were triggered
in software at the beginning of a run. Event #3 indicates that the CAMAC hardware was
cleared and does not contain any data. Event #17 was intended to be a beginning-ofrun record containing experimental parameters such as spectrometer magnet settings etc.
However, because no automatic readout was available, the parameters were entered by hand
during the experiment and were not always accurate. This event was therefore not used in
the analysis. The scaler event, #4, was triggered every 10 seconds, and the beam charge
event, #10, was triggered for every beam pulse. If either of the two spectrometer events,
#8 or #9, occurred during a beam pulse, it followed the corresponding event #10. If both
spectrometer events occurred for the same beam pulse, both were recorded. At most one
event #8 and one event #9 could be recorded per beam pulse.
Tables A.3 -- A.6 show the detailed layout of the scaler, spectrometer, and beam charge
events. The meaning of the individual bits of the target data words is explained in Table
A.2.

Event number
3
4
8
9
10
17

Description
CAMAC clear
Scalers & target information
MEPS detector data
OHIPS detector data
Beam charge & position data
Beginning-of-run record

Table A.1: Event numbers used by the Q system.
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Bit number
1-10
11
13-24

Definition
Polarization (in 0.1%)
Polarization sign (1=negative)
Target DAQ sample number (4096 max)

25-34
35-44

Temperature
Temperature

45-46

Light helicity (O=left circular,
1=unpolarized, 2=right circular)
Target ready

48

1 (in 0.1 K)
2 (in 0.1 K)

Table A.2: Bit assignments in the target data words.

Word
number

Content

Word
number

Content

1
2

ADC conversion flag
Helicity register

7
8

M0ller y BPM
Target x BPM

3
4
5

Timeslot scaler
M0ller Toroid (BT1)
Target Toroid (BT2)

9
10
11

Target y BPM
M0ller halo monitor
Target halo monitor

6

Moller x BPM

Table A.3: Structure of the Beam Charge Event (#10).
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Scaler
Index
1
2
5

6
7
10
13
11
17
18
19

20
21

23
24
25
26

27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
36
37
38
39
40
41

Content

Content

Scaler

Index
MEPS pretrigger
MEPS trigger
MEPS event
OHIPS pretrigger
OHIPS trigger
OHIPS event
MEPS SOA
MEPS SOB
MEPS S3A
MEPS S3B
MEPS S4A
MEPS S4B
MEPS SOA or SOB
MEPS S3A or S3B
MEPS S4A or S4B
MEPS C Al
MEPS C A2
MEPS C A3
MEPS C A4
(
MEPS CA5
MEPS C,A6
MEPS ( A7
MEPS ( A8
MEPS C~A9
MEPS C A10
MEPS AEROSUM
MEPS 2S.C
MEPS 3S
MEPS 3S or 2SC
MEPS downstairs C
MEPS WC trigger

42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50

GUN

GUN · CB
GUN

CB

R

GUN CB L
MEPS hardware WC clear
OHIPS 3S or 2S.( from MEPS fp
OHIPS pretrigger/WC dead time
timeslot trigger
timeslot · CB
MEPS BG-to-event time
OHIPS BG-to-event time
MEPS pretrigger R/L
MEPS event R/L
OHIPS pretrigger R/L
OHIPS event R/L
OHIPS SOA/B, SA/B, S2
OHIPS
OHIPS lower WC DL low 0-3
OHIPS lower WC DL high 0-3
OHIPS upper WC DL low 0-3
OHIPS upper WC DL high 0-3
OHIPS S0/S1 mean timer
OHIPS 2S:C
OHIPS 3S
OHIPS 3S.C
OHIPS 3S or 2S.C

51

53

54/55
56/57
58/59
60/61
61-65
66

67-70
71-74
75-78
79-82
85/86
87
88
89
90
91
92
93
97
98

BT3 clicks

OHIPS CAMAC start
MEPS CAMAC start
Target information bits 1-24
Target information bits 25-48
-

=

Table A.4: Structure of the Scaler Event (#4).
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Word
number

Content

Word
number

1
2

ADC conversion flag (O=ok)
SOA ADC

3

SOB ADC

6
7
8
9

S3A
S3B
S4A
S4B

10-19
20
21

28
29

30-39

ADC
ADC
ADC
ADC

40
41
44
46

Al-10 ADC
AEROSUM ADC -16 dB
AEROSUM ADC -4 dB

47
48-49
50

22
23

SOA TDC
SOB TDC

51
52

24

S3A TDC

53-nn

25

S3B TDC

26

S4A TDC

27

S4B TDC

Content
S3A or S3B TDC
S4A or S4B TDC

Al-10 TDC
AEROSUM TDC
SOA or SOB TDC
Downstairs C TDC
Beam helicity

Target bits 1-16
Target bits 25-48
Trigger latch
Latch sync flag (O=ok)
WC data flag (O=ok)

Wire chamber data (nn=318 max)

Table A.5: Structure of the MEPS Event (#8).

Word
number
1

2-5
6-9
10-13
14-17

Content

Word
number

Content

TDC conversion flag (O=ok)

25

C TDC

Upper chamber
Lower chamber
Upper chamber
Lower chamber

30
31
32
33

SOA ADC
SOB ADC
S1A ADC
S1B ADC

34
35

S2 ADC
C ADC

DL left TDC 0-3
DL right TDC 0-3
DL left TDC 0-3
DL right TDC 0-3

18
19

SOA TDC
SOB TDC

20
21
22
23

S1A TDC
S1B TDC
S2 TDC
SO mean timer TDC

38
39
40-41
42

24

S1 mean timer TDC

43

Beam helicity
Target bits 1-16
Target bits 25-48
Trigger latch
Latch sync flag (O=ok)

Table A.6: Structure of the OHIPS Event (#9).

Appendix B

Calibrations and Normalizations
This appendix describes certain calibrations and normalizations that are relevant in particular to the cross section determination. The results presented here are based on data taken
in an optics study prior to the polarized 3 He experiment in the Spring of 1993.

B.1

Beam Energy

The beam energy was determined by the magnet settings in the ECS chicane, in particular
the bending dipoles EB1-4. The fields of these magnets were known as a function of current
to better than 0.1%, although the achievable accuracy in the beam energy is less, on the
order of ±0.5%, because of the limited precision with which the trajectory of the incident
beam could be measured.
The energy calibration was cross-checked during the optics study. For this purpose, the
difference between the final electron energies in scattering from beryllium and oxygen was
measured. The energy difference arises from different recoil of the two nuclei. This so-called
differential recoil technique does not require knowledge of the absolute central momentum
of the spectrometer but only of the spectrometer's focal plane momentum dispersion, which
is known with much higher accuracy than the absolute momentum. The final energy of
electrons scattered from a nucleus with mass M through an angle is

Ef = 1 (-

(*2B1)

E*- E

where rl is the nuclear recoil factor,
(B.2)

1 = 1 +-sin2(0/2),

E s the energy of the incident electrons, and E* is the excitationenergy of the recoiling
nucleus (zero for elastic scattering). The difference of the final energies in scattering from
two nuclei with different masses is

/E12 = Efl - Ef,2= -(E - 1) T/I
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(E - 62 ),

772

(B.3)
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where e - E* + E* 2 /2M. The beam energy, E, can be obtained by solving (B.3), yielding
a quadratic equation in E.
The beryllium and oxygen spectra were taken simultaneously with a BeO target of 35.1
mg/cm 2 thickness. Using a single target instead of two separate ones considerably reduces
systematic uncertainties. The precision of the extracted beam energy value was limited by
the spectrometer resolution and was approximately 0.5%. The results are consistent with
(370 ± 2) MeV.

A rough monitor of beam energy fluctuations during the experiment was provided by
the elastic 3 He(e,e') data. A maximum variation of the elastic peak position of 0.3 MeV was
observed for each elastic data set. This variation is within the uncertainty associated with
the spectrometer's central momentum setting.

B.2

Acceptances

The effective solid angle of a spectrometer depends on the origin of the incident rays as
well as on their momentum. Because an extended target was employed in this experiment,
not only the momentum acceptance but also the acceptance as a function of the target z
position (where z denotes distance along the beam) had to be determined. The solid angle
can be written as AQ(6, z), where 6 = (p - po)/Po specifies the momentum, as usual. In the
optics study, two 'slices' of this function were measured:
1. The momentum acceptance AQ(6,0) was obtained by taking 2 C(e,e') spectra for
various central momentum settings and normalizing with the 12 C(e,e') cross section
computed with carbon form factor data from the literature. The results were crosschecked with 16 0(e,e') data, taken with the BeO target described in Section B.1.
2. The extended target acceptance A•Q(0, z) was determined from Cu(e,e') elastic data,
taken with a slanted copper target for various positions along the beam.
The momentum acceptance scan for OHIPS yielded essentially a flat acceptance function, AQ = 12.0 msr, for -5% < 6 < 3.6%. At higher values, the erenkov counter
efficiency dropped sharply. The acceptance was assumed to fall linearly from 12.0 msr to
zero between = 3.6% and = 4.5%.
The solid angle of MEPS did not appear to be constant over the momentum bite - 10% <
6 < 10%, but seemed to drop with 6. The results were modeled by fitting the data to an
eighth-order polynomial:
8

ASMEPS(,

0) =

E

akbk ,

k=O

with
ao

=

13.715

al

=

-4.42 x 10-1

a2

=

-5.17 x 10 - 2

a3

=

9.76 x 10 - 3

a4

=

-7.65 x 10 - 4

(B.4)
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a 5 = -1.69x 10 - 4
a6 =
a7 =

4.28 x 10 - 5
9.84 x 10 - 7

a8 =

-3.37 x 10 - 7 .

Here, the units are such that AQ is in msr and 6 in %. Two data points, which considerably
deviated from the apparent overall shape of the acceptance function, were not included in
the fit. The disagreement of these data may be taken as an indication that the acceptance
data, and therefore the fit, are not very precise.
For the extraction of the extended target acceptance, \Q(0, z), it was necessary to
unfold from the raw data the variation of the copper elastic cross section with scattering
angle. The copper cross section was determined with the program MEFCAL, originally
developed at Mainz, which also allows folding of the cross section over the spectrometer
angular acceptance. The program models the cross section using a fit to form factor data.
The spectrometer angular acceptance was estimated from a TURTLE simulation.
Even after correction for the cross section variation, the extended target scans did
not appear to be very reliable. For OHIPS, the TURTLE optics simulation, based on a
well-tested input deck, yielded a symmetrical extended target response, whereas the optics
study data showed a rather distorted shape. For MEPS, the angular acceptance could
not be successfully modeled with TURTLE, and therefore the extracted extended target
acceptance data can be trusted even less. Again, the experimental acceptance function
appeared considerably distorted compared to the TURTLE result. A rough estimate of,
or at least an upper limit on, the extended target response of both spectrometers can be
obtained from the geometry of the tungsten target collimators (see Figure 2-9). For further
discussion, see Section B.3 below.
Because the cross section extraction was secondary to this experiment, no effort was
made to obtain better results for the acceptances.

B.3

Target Thickness

The density of the 3 He gas in the cryogenically cooled target cell is related to the gas
pressure p (in Torr) in the two-cell system by
Pt = 9.656 1018 P
t

[nuclei/cm 3 ],

(B.5)

where t is the target temperature (in Kelvin). The pressure p was determined as follows: Whenever the target system was filled with 3 He gas, the filling pressure, p, and
temperature, t, were recorded. During the experiment, with beam on target, the target
temperature rose because of beam heating, causing the target pressure to rise as well. As
described in Section 2.5, two sensors provided continuous temperature monitoring. When
possible, the readings of both sensors were averaged to obtain the temperature, with an
estimated error of 0.1 K. Sometimes one, or occasionally both, sensors would fail; in this
case the target temperature was estimated by extrapolating from runs with similar beam
current in which both sensors worked, and a larger error (0.25-0.3K) was assigned to the
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measurement. The average target temperature during the experiment was 12.9K. Denoting
the target temperature with beam by t, one finds for the target pressure [63]
1

v 1

where
two
v/Viscells
thevolume
(seeratio
Equation
ofthe

on page
(2.18)
58) and T is

where v/V is the volume ratio of the two cells (see Equation (2.18) on page 58) and T is
the pumping cell temperature (taken to be room temperature). The change of p at the
operating conditions of the polarized 3 He target was approximately 0.13Torr/K, and the
average p was 2.1 Torr. This actual target pressure was also used to correct the "pressure
factor" of the optical polarization measurement (see Section 2.5.4).
Given pt, the target thickness nt is obtained by multiplication with the effective target
length, Lff, which in turn is a function of the spectrometer extended target acceptance,
and therefore is different for the two spectrometers. Lff can be defined by
1

[L/2

Leff - AQ(

0,)
(z)dz,
-L/
2

(B.7)

where AQ(, z) is the spectrometer acceptance function (see Section B.2), and L is the
actual length of the 3 He target cell. The slice AfQ(6 = 0, z) is known from the optics study
extended target scan.
Strictly, the value for Lff so obtained is only correct at s = 0; it is conceivable that the
extended target acceptance changes near the edges of the momentum acceptance. However,
this effect was considered to be small (within the precision desired here), so that a single
value for Leff was used for each spectrometer (or, in other words, the momentum acceptance
function AQ was not modified to account for variations of Lff as a function of ). As
described in Section B.2, the extended target scans of the optics study did not appear to
be reliable. For OHIPS, where the optics could be successfully modeled by TURTLE, the
result of the simulation was used:
L(OeHIPs) 10

0.5 cm,

(B.8)

where the uncertainty is a subjective estimate.
For MEPS, the value could only be estimated roughly, based on the optics study results
and the collimator geometry:
L(MEPS) , 2.4 i 0.4 cm.

(B.9)

Together with the uncertainties in the solid angle, the uncertainties in the effective target
thickness dominate the systematic uncertainty in the extracted cross section.
Based on these results, the target thickness was approximately 3.8 101s nuclei/cm 2 for
MEPS and 1.6. 1019 nuclei/cm

2

for OHIPS.

B.4. Efficiencies
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Efficiencies

The detection efficiency of each spectrometer can be written as the product of the efficiencies
of the individual detector components. For this experiment, the following decomposition
was used:
e = det ' WC ' CPU ' track ' (cut

(B.10)

Here, det is the scintillator efficiency, i.e. the probability that a good track causes all three
scintillators to generate a signal above the discriminator thresholds; wc is the wire chamber
efficiency, i.e. the combined probability that all wires that should give a signal for a track
indeed do give a signal; cpu is the hardware live time, i.e. the fraction of spectrometer
triggers that are accepted as software triggers; track is the wire chamber tracking efficiency,
i.e. the probability that a good track can be successfully reconstructed in software; and cut
is the software cut efficiency, i.e. the fraction of good events that pass the software cuts

applied to the data.
For both spectrometers, the product d,t cu,,twas assumed to be unity as variations of
the cuts did not change the experimental yield by more than 1%. The hardware live time
was computed as

# events
ucPU
= # pretriggers

(B.11)

(cf. Figs. 2-12 and 2-15), and was typically greater than 0.995.
The OHIPS wire chamber efficiency was estimated from the product of the efficiencies
of the individual delay lines:

ewgs

=

fci,
i=l

(B.12)

where the efficiency of an individual line is
# four hits in each chamber
# four hits in each chamber except for delay line i
Typical numbers were (wcIP
0.96. The MEPS wire chamber efficiency was assumed to
be much higher because of the different readout system, (MEPS) = 0.995.
The tracking efficiency, like the software cut efficiency, is rather difficult to estimate
because it is difficult to decide which of the rejected tracks were actually good tracks that
should not have been rejected. For simplicity, it was assumed that all non-reconstructable
tracks were indeed good tracks. For OHIPS, the tracking efficiency was defined as
(OHIPS)
(track

-

# four ordered wires and good slopes in each chamber
# four hits in each chamber

and varied between 0.7 and 0.85. The low efficiency reflects the inability of the delay line
system to handle high counting rates.
For MEPS, the tracking efficiency was taken to be
((MEPS)
track

_ # events with reconstructable cluster pivot points
# events with at least one cluster per chamber

(B.15)
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The MEPS tracking efficiency was considerably more stable from run to run than that of
OHIPS, with a typical value of 0.94.

Appendix C

Experimental Asymmetries
Tables C.1 and C.2 list the experimental transverse-longitudinal and transverse asymmetries, ATL, and AT', for quasielastic kinematics as a function of electron energy loss, w.
The results are given separately for the data sets with positive and negative target spins
as well as for the combined data set. The errors are statistical only. The ATL' data have
AA/A = 7.7% systematic uncertainty, and the AT, data, AA/A = 7.4%.
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w (MeV)

Asymmetry

+Pt

(%)

-Pt

combined

72.2-75.0

-0.31 ± 3.16

1.48 ± 3.78

0.43 ± 2.43

75.0-79.9
79.9-84.7
84.7-89.6

3.11 ± 1.68
2.84 ± 1.61
4.65 ± 1.60

2.39 ± 2.00
0.65 ± 1.90
1.09 ± 1.89

2.81 ± 1.29
1.93 ± 1.23
3.17 ± 1.22

89.6-94.4 -0.54 ± 1.62 -1.59 ± 1.91 -0.98 ± 1.24
94.4-99.3
Average

-1.39 ± 1.74
1.72 ± 0.72

5.21 ± 2.05
1.43 ± 0.85

1.37 ± 1.33
1.60 ± 0.55

Table C.1: The quasielastic transverse-longitudinal asymmetry,
tron energy loss.

w (MeV)

ATL,

as a function of elec-

Asymmetry (%)

+ Pt
- Pt
combined
93.9-101.4 -10.92 ± 4.66 -14.36 ± 6.21 -12.15 ± 3.73
101.4-110.2 -13.37 ± 3.61 -13.57 ± 4.78 -13.45 ± 2.88
110.2-119.0 -5.82 ± 3.32 -6.20 ± 4.40 -5.95 ± 2.65
119.0-127.8

-13.6 ± 3.36

-4.29 ± 4.45

-10.23 ± 2.68

127.8-136.6 -14.36 ± 3.72 -19.93 ± 4.92 -16.38 ± 2.97
136.6-144.1 -11.65 ± 4.58 -2.86 ± 5.74 -8.24 ± 3.58
Average
-11.51 ± 1.55 -9.91 i 2.03 -10.92 ± 1.23
Table C.2: The quasielastic transverse asymmetry, AT, as a function of electron energy
loss.
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